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Vorwort des Herausgebers

Ein wichtiger Aspekt für Funkkommunikationsnetze ist der effiziente Umgang mit
der (knappen) zur Verfügung stehenden Frequenzressource.Dieser lässt sich im
Sinne der Marktwirtschaft über Preise regeln. Allerdings müssen dazu die Prei-
se schnell ermittelt und geändert werden können, um der Nachfrageentwicklung
überall und zeitnah folgen zu können. Die heutige Preisfindung im Mobilfunk ist
träge und kann der aktuellen Nachfrage nicht folgen. Die beiweitem trägste Preis-
bildung ist die Flatrate, die eigentlich (zeitlich und räumlich gesehen) überhaupt
keinen Bezug zur aktuellen Nachfrage erkennen lässt. Eine räumlich (z.B. auf die
einzelne Funkzelle beschränkte) und zeitlich eng begrenzte Preisfindung könnte
entscheidend zum effizienten Umgang mit den Ressourcen beitragen.

Neue Entwicklungen in den Nachrichtennetzen beschäftigensich mit der Mehr-
diensteverwaltung für den Netzzugang (Funknetze sind in aller Regel nichts ande-
res als Zugangsnetze zu Festnetzen) sowie mit der Rekonfigurierbarkeit der Hard-
und Software eines Funksystems. Beide Aufgabengebiete hängen eng mit der Kon-
vergenz der Netze zu einem all-IP-Netz und der Entwicklung von auf Software De-
fined Radios basierenden Cognitive Radios, die den Netzzugang autonom regeln
können zusammen. Im 6. Forschungsrahmenprogramm der Europäischen Union
werden solche Untersuchungen unter anderem in dem ProjektEnd-to-End Recon-
figurability (E2R) verfolgt, in dem auch die in der vorliegenden Dissertation erar-
beiteten Ergebnisse entstanden sind.

In der von Herrn Klöck vorgelegten DissertationAuction-based Medium Access
Control wird die Entwicklung eines Übertragungsprotokolls beschrieben, das die
Ressourcenvergabe und explizit die zugehörige Preisbildung über den konsequen-
ten Einsatz von Auktionsmechanismen regelt. Es wird ein Protokoll vorgestellt,
mit dem Funkressourcen dynamisch durch eine Auktionsfolgeverkauft und lau-
fend die Gebote (dezentral) in den mobilen Terminals berechnet werden. Die so
genannten Funkressourcen-Güter bestehen aus Pixeln in derZeit-Frequenz-Ebene
mit einer Dauer von wenigen Millisekunden. Daraus folgt dieAufgabe, ein Proto-
koll zu entwickeln, das für den Teilnehmer qualitativ befriedigende Übertragungs-
möglichkeiten bietet und den Signalisierungsaufwand für die Auktionen innerhalb
der Funkzelle möglichst gering hält.

Mit seiner DissertationAuction-based Medium Access Controlhat Herr Klöck wis-
senschaftliches Neuland betreten. Die Einführung von Auktionen zur Vergabe von
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Funkressourcen ist zwar vorher (z.B. imBook of Visionsdes Wireless World Re-
search Forum) diskutiert worden. Praktische Schritte in diese Richtung wurden je-
doch bisher nicht unternommen. Dabei muss man berücksichtigen, dass die von
Herrn Klöck behandelten Auktionsfolgen nicht auf einer Zeitskala von Stunden
oder Minuten sondern auf einer Zeitskala von Millisekundenlaufen. Herr Klöck
hat nicht nur die Möglichkeit der Einführung von Echtzeitauktionen diskutiert son-
dern diese auch theoretisch durchdrungen und den Nachweis erbracht, dass sie in
bestehende Funkübertragungsstandards integriert werdenkönnen.

Karlsruhe im Oktober 2007
Friedrich Jondral
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Zusammenfassung
In der Vergangenheit wurden Standards für spezielle Anwendungen der drahtlosen
Kommunikation konzipiert, z.B. GSM für Sprachübertragungoder WLAN IEEE
802.11 für paketorientierte Datenübertragung. Ein Mobilfunkteilnehmer musste
verschiedene Geräte benutzen, um verschiedene Dienste in Anspruch nehmen zu
können. Aus diesem Grund existieren verschiedene Bestrebungen, die Dienstan-
bietung kompakter zu gestalten. Zwei vielversprechende unterschiedliche, aber sich
nicht ausschließende Bestrebungen für eine höhere Integrität sind:

• Die Mehrdienstverwaltung einer Zugangstechnologie

• Die Rekonfigurierbarkeit der Hard- und Software eines Funksystems

UMTS wurde entwickelt, um unterschiedliche Datenübertragungsdienste anzubie-
ten. WLAN IEEE 802.11 war anfangs ausschließlich für paketorientierte Daten-
übertragung konzipiert, wurde aber mit der Erweiterung WLAN IEEE 802.11e fä-
hig Dienstdaten zu priorisieren. Eine weitere Möglichkeitfür höhere Integrität hat
ihre Anfänge in der Idee, die durch den Begriff Software Radio bekannt wurde,
nämlich Funkgerätfunktionalitäten komplett in Software zu implementieren. Co-
gnitive Radio nimmt Software Radio als mögliche Grundlage,um Maschinenlernen
in die Mobilfunkgeräte einzuführen und damit die Umgebung zu beobachten, dar-
aus zu lernen und dementsprechend zu agieren. Somit können in zellularen Netzen
die Aufgaben und die Verantwortungen zwischen Basisstationen und Mobilfunkge-
räten verteilt werden. Unter anderem kann die Verantwortung der Funkressourcen-
allokierung zur Einhaltung der Dienstleistungsgüte teilweise auf die Mobilfunkge-
räte übertragen werden.

Die zahlreichen etablierten Standards verfügen meist überunterschiedliche Netz-
technologien. Die Industrie ist bestrebt die Netze zur Kostenreduktion zu verein-
heitlichen. Als dominierende Netztechnologie bietet sichdas Internet als Gesamt-
netz an, und wird deshalb all-IP Netz bezeichnet. Dies bietet die Möglichkeit, dass
Anbieter unterschiedlicher Anwendungen ihre Dienste offerieren können, sofern
sie an das Netz angeschlossen sind. Die Kommunikationssysteme dienen als Zu-
gangstechnologien in das bestehende Netz. Das schließt natürlich nicht aus, dass
Mobilfunkbetreiber auch zusätzlich ihre Anwendungen anbieten können. Durch die
Mehrdienstverwaltung können die Mobilfunkteilnehmer fürverschiedene Anwen-
dungen verschiedene Anbieter wählen. Die Anbieter der Zugangstechnologie, des
Netzes und der Anwendung können unterschiedlich sein. Folglich liegt es nahe,
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die verschiedenen Dienstleistungen unabhängig voneinander zu bepreisen und zu
allokieren. So sind Mobilfunkteilnehmer in der Lage, die für sie geeignete Kombi-
nation zu wählen.

In der Mobilfunkkommunikation ist die Preisbildung träge und kann der aktuel-
len Bedarfslage schwer folgen, wobei das „Flat-rate“ Angebot eine der trägesten
Bepreisungen darstellt. Dies führt zu einer Kostenverschiebung, die im Sinne der
Anschaffungs- und laufenden Kosten als unfair angesehen werden kann. Warum
sollten Mobilfunkteilnehmer in einer Zelle, deren Anrufe mehr als die Kosten die-
ser Zelle decken, die Defizite einer anderen weniger besuchten Zelle decken? Des
Weiteren erlaubt die „Flat rate“-Methode eine übersteigerte Ausnutzung bzw. Be-
legung der Ressourcen, die die Netzlast erhöht und letztlich wieder von den Nor-
malverbrauchern mitgetragen wird. Auf der anderen Seite kann der Benutzer den
Festpreis um eine Nuance zu hoch finden und deshalb den Dienstnicht in Anspruch
nehmen, obwohl noch Kapazitäten frei wären. Hätte der Operator die Preisvor-
stellung gewusst, hätte der Preis gesenkt werden können, umdie sonst verlorene
Ressource zu verkaufen. Diese Vorgehensweise hätte den Gewinn des Operators
gesteigert.

Basierend auf diesen Überlegungen wird in dieser Arbeit einÜbertragungsproto-
koll entwickelt, das die Funkressourcenvergabe und deren explizite Bepreisung re-
gelt. Die Bepreisung ist dynamisch und dezentral. In die Preisbildung fließen die
aktuelle Kaufkraft und die Nachfrage ein. Der wesentliche Grundbaustein ist eine
Auktionsfolge zur Funkressourcenallokierung. Die Auktionen dienen zum Einen
dem Operator zur Markteinschätzung, wie der Preisvorstellungsprädiktion,und zum
Anderen dem Benutzer, um durch die Gebote seine Dringlichkeit und Wichtig-
keit für die Funkgüter zum Ausdruck zu bringen. In die Gebotefließen ein: Die
Kaufkraft, die intuitiven Bewertungen der Teilnehmer für gewisse Dienste, die Ko-
stenbeschränkung, die Sendedringlichkeit der Daten für die Serviceerfüllung, die
Kanaleigenschaften und die vergangenen Marktsituationen, die vornehmlich durch
die Gebote der Anderen gegeben werden. In dieser Arbeit wirdzum ersten Mal
ein Protokoll entwickelt, mit dem Funkressourcen dynamisch durch eine Auktions-
folge verkauft werden und gleichzeitig die Gebote in den Mobilfunkgeräten be-
rechnet werden. Verschiedene Algorithmen mit geringem Rechenaufwand werden
entwickelt wobei das Hauptaugenmerk auf den Bietstrategien liegt: Ein nutzen-
optimaler, ein statistikbasierter und ein LMS-basierter Algorithmus als auch ein
Algorithmus, der geringe Eingangsinformation benötigt. Der Informationsübertra-
gungsaufwand wurde so gering wie möglich gehalten durch Signalquantisierung
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und Quantisierungsstufenadaption. Als mögliche Anwendung wurde das Protokoll
in ein auf IEEE 802.16 basierendes System implementiert. Die Auktionsfolge allo-
kiert die Funkressourcengüter pro Rahmen im Millisekundenbereich. Der relative
Signalisierungsaufwand dieser dynamischen Allokationsmethode rangiert im ein-
stelligen Prozentbereich. Diese Anwendungsmöglichkeit zeigt eine geeignete Im-
plementierung des Protokolls für hochratige Datenübertragungssysteme.



Abstract
In the past, standards were designed for special applications in wireless commu-
nications, e.g. GSM for speech or WLAN IEEE 802.11 for packet-oriented data
transmission. A mobile user had to use different entities toenlist different services.
For this reason, there are investigations for providing theservices more compactly.
Two promising, different, but not excluding approaches of abetter integrity are:

• Multi-service management of access technologies

• Reconfigurability of radio access systems

UMTS has been designed for offering several data transmission services. In the be-
ginning, WLAN IEEE 802.11 was designed to exclusively provide packet-oriented
data transmission. However, the extension WLAN 802.11e allows priorising of ser-
vice data as well. Another possibility to increase the integrity has its beginnings in
the idea, which has become popular as Software Radio, that isthe software imple-
mentation of all functionalities of mobile terminals. Cognitive Radio uses Software
Radio as a possible basis in order to introduce machine learning into mobile termi-
nals. This allows mobile terminals to observe their environment, to learn and to act
accordingly. Hence, tasks and responsibilities can be shared between base stations
and mobile terminals in cellular wireless communications systems. Among other
things, the responsibility of radio resource allocation which is important to fulfil
quality of service can be partially assigned to mobile terminals.

The numerous established standards mostly possess different network technologies.
The industry endeavors a unification of all communication networks for reasons of
cost reduction. Because the Internet is the dominant network, it is most suitable as
an overall network and is called all-IP network. This offersthe opportunity to the
providers of various applications to offer their services if they have access to the
network. The communication systems serve as access technologies to the common
network. This does not exclude, that operators can still offer their services and
applications, but may face additional competition. Due to the multi-service man-
agement, a mobile user can choose different providers for different applications.
The providers of access technologies, the network, and applications need not to be
the same organization. Consequently, it seems reasonable,that the different ser-
vices can be priced and assigned independently. In this case, mobile users are able
to choose their most suitable combination.
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In wireless communications, pricing is sluggish and cannotreact to the current de-
mand, whereas flat-rate offers are one of the most sluggish representations. This
leads to cost shifts among users which can be considered to beunfair in the sense of
expenditure and operation costs. Why should mobile users attending a proper cell,
whose calls cover more than their costs, balance the deficit of another cell? Fur-
thermore, flat-rate pricing allows users to exploit the resources in a greedy manner.
This increases the load of the system resulting in increasedoperation costs which
finally have to be paid partially by the normal users. Moreover, despite of free sys-
tem capacity, a user can decide not to ask for a service, because the fixed price is
slightly above the willingness-to-pay. If the operator hadknown the willingness-
to-pay, he might decrease the price slightly, and sell the resources. This procedure
would increase the operator’s gain, assuming that the resources have to be sold at
this time otherwise they would be lost, like channel allocation over time.

Based on the preceding issues, a transmission protocol is developed here, that con-
trols the radio resource allocation and the explicit pricing. This pricing is dy-
namic and decentralised. The instataneous price determination depends on the
willingness-to-pay and the demand. The basis is an auction sequence for radio
resource allocation. On one hand, the auction serves as the operator’s market es-
timation possibility, like willingness-to-pay prediction, and, on the other hand, as
a user’s opportunity to express the transmission urgency and importance by bids.
These bids depend on the willingness-to-pay, the intuitiveusers’ evaluations, cost
constraints, data transmission urgency related to servicefulfilment, channel prop-
erties and past market behaviour which is mainly gained frompast bids. This thesis
is the first to develop a protocol for selling dynamically radio resources by use of an
auction sequence, where at the same time the mobile terminals determine the bids.
Various algorithms with low computational complexity are developed with a fo-
cus on the bidding strategy: a utility-optimal, a statistic-based, and an LMS-based
as well as an algorithm which is optimised for use of few inputinformation. The
information transmission effort is reduced by signal quantisation and quantisation
step adaptation. As an example for implementation, the protocol is applied to an
IEEE 802.16 based system. The auction sequence allocates radio resource goods
per frame in the millisecond range. The relative signallingeffort of this dynamic al-
location method is in the range of a few percent. This applications shows a suitable
implementation of this protocol for high data rate systems.
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1 Introduction

Future wireless communication systems will be designed to transmit data for differ-
ent applications to offer the users a great variety of services like phone call, video
conference, Internet browsing, orfile transfer protocol(FTP) download. A major
advantage will be that the user needs only one device to get any of the services.

The amount of data to be transmitted for each service varies,e.g. phone call data
streams may have constant data-rate, opposite to Internet browsing which causes
bursty traffic. Different services set different constraints to the data transmission,
e.g. a transmission with a low bit error rate generally needsa larger amount of radio
resources than a transmission with a high bit error rate. Thus, the data transmission,
which is the sum of all transmission requests of the different applications that run
simultaneously, is highly dynamic. Moreover, the user evaluates the application
differently. This is reflected in the willingness-to-pay for the different applications.
In this thesis, a medium access protocol is proposed which incorporates the high
dynamics of data demand and the different evaluations.

1.1 Motivation

Established communication systems are designed for specific applications, for ex-
amplewireless local area network(WLAN) IEEE 802.11 for packet data traffic
andglobal system for mobile communications(GSM) for voice data traffic. The
prices often include the application, the network, and the radio resource usage, be-
cause the system operator offers them jointly. The price varies slowly in terms of
hours and is widely unchanged over a large area. Therefore, auser has to pay the
same price whether a network access node, like a base station, is profitable or not.
Users always calling in the profitable system part have to paypartially for the users’
calls of the unprofitable regions. This is a kind of unfairness. Moreover, most ac-
cess protocols are based on the philosophy “first-come-first-serve”. That means,
the moment counts when the access request is placed. There isno opportunity to
express the degree of urgency.

In established mobile communication systems, the users arebound to a certain op-
erator. Why could not the user demand for resources from a different operator
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whose service is cheaper? This is like the user’s behaviour of shopping in a super-
market, thus it is called thesupermarket principle.

Thanks to the ongoing increase of computational power for the same chip dimen-
sions, more complex algorithms can be applied to execute protocols. The research
in Cognitive Radio will introduce machine learning into mobile communication
systems. Based on the technological intelligence, the userterminal can observe its
environment, learn about it, and act accordingly. Due to this ability, in a cellular
communication system, the user terminal can take over more responsibility to al-
locate the resources needed to satisfy the user’s utility. That is, the master-slave
relationship between base station and user terminal can change to two equivalent
negotiators.

In established wireless communication systems, virtual mobile network operators
rent the radio access to their users from another operator, that is application provider
and radio access provider are different. In future, the all-IP network will serve
as a home for the different application providers. The wireless communication
systems will mainly provide a wireless access to this network. Thus, there is the
opportunity for the user to choose the application provider, network operator, and
wireless access operator separately.

This separation leads to the possibility that all three parties price, allocate, and bill
their services and resources separately. In this thesis, a medium access protocol is
proposed for allocation of radio resource goods for the wireless access. In order to
react fast to the dynamic radio resource demand, the protocol is based on a multi-
unit auction sequence with an auction repetition up to few milliseconds. This has
two advantages: first, the operator can predict the willingness-to-pay of the users in
order to maximise his monetary gain, and second, the high repetition of allocation
can increase the radio resource usage. For example, if the auctions are repeated
slowly, a user terminal may not need resources anymore whichcould be allocated
in high repetition rate.

Moreover, the medium access protocol should avoid interference, suppress greed,
and support economic efficiency. This is in contrast to the flat rate policy which
supports greed; because you have to pay the same regardless of the amount of radio
resources you take. This can lead to overloaded networks andunfair payment re-
garding users who have to wait for resource usage due to otherusers’ greed and thus
get fewer resources than in average demanded. It is difficultto fulfil economic effi-
ciency because the user with the highest evaluation of the radio resource good has
to be found out. Therefore, a negotiation procedure is used,which is the auction.
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The medium access protocol combines three aspects: the technical, economic and
utility aspects. The technical aspect includes quality of service management, the
economic aspect is mainly the user’s purchase power and willingness-to-pay for
the different services and the utility aspect is the user’s preference relation of the
services. Thus, the medium access protocol creates a marketfor radio resource
goods whose participants are software agents in the user terminals and base sta-
tions. Thanks to the cognitive radio abilities, the user terminal can observe the
market of radio resource goods, determine its own current evaluation of the radio
resource goods and calculate bids which incorporate the three aspects mentioned
above.

1.2 Outline of the Work

An important part of the proposed medium access control protocol is based on auc-
tion. Therefore, the necessary auction theory is treated inChapter 2. The auction
is a special kind of a negotiation mechanism. This procedureincorporates pric-
ing and allocation. The different auction types are presented with the main focus
on multi-unit sealed-bid auction because of their small signalling effort in com-
parison to other well-known auction types. Two multi-unit sealed bid auctions,
the discriminatory auction and uniform-price auction, arediscussed in more detail.
The behaviour of bidders and properties of bidding strategies of both auction types
are considered statistically as well. Both auction types could be implemented as a
medium access control protocol, but based on the bluffing possibility and signalling
effort, the proposed medium access control protocol uses the discriminatory auc-
tion. The auctions are repeated to allocate the radio resource becoming free. This
can be described by an auction sequence, whose different possibilities are discussed
as well.

In Chapter 3, the management of the different service data isexplained. This in-
cludes the determination of the amount of data sent and the urgency to fulfil the
service parameters defined in the service level agreement. Aquality of service
measure is introduced in order to allow the user terminal to be able to calculate
deterministically an evaluation of the service. Furthermore, the questions are dis-
cussed what radio resource goods are, which radio resource goods are auctioned
and which are contention-freely allocated. The radio resource auctioning can be
realised in different ways for which an overview is given. The radio resource auc-
tioning is based on the tendency in communications to the all-IP network and the
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opportunity to separate the radio access from the network access and application
usage.

A realisation of radio resource auctioning is the proposed medium access control
protocol namedeconomic radio auction multiple access, see Chapter 4. This pro-
tocol has a general structure which can be adapted to established standards or can
be introduced in future wireless communication systems. Suboptimal implementa-
tions of proper entities of the protocol are suggested in order to reduce computa-
tional effort. Different algorithms are proposed for the different entities, especially
for the bidding strategy to which Chapter 5 is devoted. Thesealgorithms are devel-
oped for a discriminatory auction sequence and auction result feedback.

The bidding strategy is the core entity on the user side. In Chapter 5, five re-
alisations are explained. The ideal bidding strategy needscomplete information
and is the reference algorithm. The utility-based strategyis ideal to maximise
the quality of service fulfilment and utility even for incomplete information. The
statistic-based bidding strategy is based on order statistics to predict the behaviour
of the other user terminals. A fast algorithm is proposed to execute this task. The
signalling-reduced strategy is a kind of differential controller only taking its last ac-
tions into account, but not the information of the others. The last strategy predicts
the bids of the others with an adaptive least-mean-square algorithm because of the
instationarity process nature. Based on the awareness of prediction failures, a pre-
diction failure histogram is maintained and affects the bidcalculation. The different
algorithms of the proposed medium access protocol are simulated and the results
are discussed. As an example of an application, the protocolis implemented in a
system based on a modified standard IEEE 802.16 which is presented in Chapter 6.



2 Auction Theory

The auction principal is very old. The first generally accepted auction was an-
nounced in Babylon about 500 B.C in order to sell human beings. Later, in the
Roman Empire, the auction was often used for exchange of goods. The most aston-
ishing auction surely was 193 A.D. After having murdered Pertinax, the Praetorian
Guard offered the whole Roman Empire at an auction. Didius Julinaus outbid all
competitors and had to pay 6,250 drachmas per Guard. The wordauction is derived
from the Latinaugerewhich means to increase and to augment via the participle
auctus(increasing). Presumably, these ascending auctions were most often used
and formed the expression.

The different types of auctions are selling mechanism with proper and clear defined
negotiation rules. An auction possesses two common characteristics [1]:

• universal: An auction is an abstract mechanism which can be used to sell
arbitrary goods.

• anonymous: The allocation depends only on the bid information and not on
any personal information.

Auctions can be used to sell single objects like paintings orsimultaneously multiple
objects like government securities by the U.S. Treasury. Inmulti-object auctions,
the goods offered can be identical units or different objects like bundling of several
goods [1].

The design goals vary and are reflected in a plethora of different auction mecha-
nisms. One important point from the auctioneer’s perspective is to maximise his
revenue. Besides this, the auction design can account for assigningthe objects to
the customers who value the objects highest. Such an auctionis calledefficient,
e.g. considering the society as a whole where the governmentof this society wants
to allocate objects within the society to maximise the society’s value, the objects
have to be assigned to the customers valuing the objects most. The main problem
is to find out these customers because their bids are a function of their actual object
values and are not mandatory the values themselves. One representation of an effi-
cient auction mechanism, the Vickrey Auction, will be introduced in Section 2.3.4.
An auction is called astandard auction, if the highest bids win.
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In Section 2.1 the allocation and pricing rules which are combined in one mecha-
nism are introduced in general. Auctions are special realizations of such a mech-
anism. The auctions will be distinguished in single-unit auctions (Section 2.2)
and in multi-unit auctions (Section 2.3), where the main focus is on the sealed-bid
auctions. The one-shot auction case is the preparation to introduce theauction se-
quencein Section 2.4. This market model is compared with afixed price market
(FPM) in Section 2.5.

2.1 Mechanism

Before stating the selling mechanism definition, some preliminaries have to be
given. In the following the goodsg which are offered are represented in the set
G = {1, . . . ,NG}. The behaviour of a customeri ∈ I = {1, . . . ,NI} is character-
ized by his value1 xi ∈ Xi = IRNG . The value

xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,NG
)T (2.1)

is a vectorial function of the goods andxi,g describes the evaluation of goodg by
customeri. The higherxi,g is, the more the goodg is valued by useri. Based
on the customer’s evalutaionxi, the customer submits a bid vectorbi (xi) to the
seller. The monetary transfer customeri has to pay for goodg after a successful
agreement is denoted bypi,g. The reaction of the customers clearly influences
the price determination. All the customers’ values are summarized in the matrix

x = (x1, . . . ,xNI
) which is an element ofX =

NI×
i=1

Xi. The values of customer’si

competitors are included in the matrix

x−i = (x1, . . . ,xi−1,xi+1, . . . ,xNI
) ∈ X−i =

NI×
j=1∧j 6=i

Xj , (2.2)

wherex−i is the matrixx without theith column.

In economics a selling mechanism is divided into two functions, an allocation and
a payment rule [2]. A selling mechanism can be described by the triple (B,π,κ),
consisting of a set of bidsBi, an allocation functionκ : B → ∆, where∆ is the
set of probability distributions over the set of customersI. The allocation function
κ(b1, . . . ,bNI

), determines the probability that customeri gets the object. Addi-
tionally, the payment functionπ(b1, . . . ,bNI

) determines the expected payment of

1In literature the termtypealso is synonymously used forvaluein mechanism design.
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each customeri. Both functions consider statistics including the deterministic case
if allocating the object with probability one to a customer.

An example for such a mechanism is the first price auction. In afirst price auction,
the highest bid wins and the customer has to pay the bid value.Thus, the allocation
mechanism is

(κ(b1, . . . , bNI
))i =







1 bi > maxj 6=i bj
1
|S| S = {k|bk = maxj∈I bj}; |S| > 1 ∧ i ∈ S

0 bi < maxj 6=i bj

(2.3)

The object will be assigned with probability one ifbi is the highest bid. The second
line in Equation (2.3) describes the case if there are several highest bids. Thus, the
mechanism will randomly choose the winning bid out of these highest bids with
equal probability. No good is assigned to customeri if there are higher bids.

The payment function also encompasses three cases with the same conditions

(π(b1, . . . ,bNI
))i =







bi bi > maxj 6=i bj

bi
1
|S| S = {k|bk = maxj∈I bj}; |S| > 1 ∧ i ∈ S

0 bi < maxj 6=i bj

(2.4)

The expected payment should not be mixed up with the actual payment, especially
for the second line of Equation (2.4). The winning customeri always has to paybi.
For clarification, the payment function Equation (2.4) can be modified under the
condition that bidbi is chosen as the winning bid

(π̃(b1, . . . ,bNI
))i =

{
bi bi : wins
0 otherwise

(2.5)

A class of selling mechanisms is thedirect mechanism[1]. The only condition for
this class is that the value space is the same as the bid space(B = X ). Therefore,
a customer candirectly bid his value. According to the revelation principle [3], a
direct mechanism can always be found which has the same outcomes as an arbitrary
selling mechanism in an equilibrium and it is an equilibriumfor each buyer to report
his value truthfully. AnNI -tuple of strategiesβi : Xi → Bi is an equilibrium of
a mechanism if for alli andxi, the strategyβi maximisesi’s payoff given all the
strategies of the other customersβ−i. Thus, in the following the direct mechanism
is used.
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Extending the direct mechanism to the multi-dimensional case, the allocation func-
tion κ assigns the customers a set of goods which is a subset ofG, based on their
bids and the assumption that the customers either get a good or not

κ : B → PNI (G) , (2.6)

whereP (G) denotes the power set ofG. The payment rule, determines the price
for each customer based on all the submitted bids

π(b) = (p1, . . . ,pNI
) . (2.7)

In the payment vectorpi, the prices a bidder has to pay for each good are listed.
It can also be envisaged that a bidder has to pay for goods he did not win, e.g. as
in an all-pay auction [4]. Special cases of the multi-unit selling mechanism are the
different types of multi-unit auctions which will be introduced in Section 2.3.

2.2 Single-Unit Auction

In a single-unit auctionexactlyone good is offered. Four standard auctions are well-
known: the first-price, second-price, Dutch, and English auction. The first-price
and second-price auction belong to thesealed-bid auctionswhich are characterized
by the fact that each bidbi is hidden from the other users and only one bid per
customer is submitted. In contrast, anopen auctionlike the Dutch and English
auction dictate to announce the bid publicly.

In this section, at first, the bidder will be categorized intothree behaviour classes.
Afterwards, the symmetric model is introduced for stochastic considerations of the
following single-unit auctions. Sequentially, the first-price auction, second-price
auction, Dutch auction and the English auction will be discussed. The focus is on
the first-price auction which is a special case of the discriminatory auction.

The bidders can be categorized into three different classes: risk-averse, risk-neutral,
risk-encouraged. The risk-averse ones have less incentiveto bid as high as the
others. In contrast to this the risk-encouraged bidders bidmore aggressively. To
explain the terms, assume the bidders’ utility can be described by a utility func-
tion which depends on the price paid and if the good has been won. Further, it
is assumed for illustrative purposes, that the utility function u(G) is differentiable
in the bidders’ gainG, e.g. the utility can be the monetary gain. The risk-averse
bidders’ utility is concave (see Figure 2.1). Thus, the additional utility between
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Figure 2.1Bidder’s utility depending on his behaviour character and gain

G andG + ∆G is greater than the utility betweenG + ∆G andG + 2∆G. The
bidders incentive to get the additional utility betweenG andG+∆G is higher than
betweenG + ∆G andG + 2∆G.

Concerning risk-neutral bidders, the utility function is linear, that is, the additional
utility betweenG andG+∆G is equal to the one betweenG+∆G andG+2∆G.
The risk-encouraged bidders possess a utility function which is convex, so that the
additional utility betweenG andG + ∆G is greater thanG + ∆G andG + 2∆G.
The encouraged bidder gains more to get the additional utility for G in contrast to
G + ∆G. Thus, he bids more aggressively forG + ∆G than forG.

2.2.1 The Symmetric Model

This model is introduced to describe the single-unit auctions. NI potential buyers
demand for one available good. Each buyeri assigns an internal valuexi, which is
the willingness-to-pay for a good, to each goodg. The valuesxi are independent
and identically distributed on the interval[0,ω]. Theirprobability density function
(PDF)fX(x) is assumed to have full support and to be common knowledge.

Furthermore, the bidbi can take all values up toxi. All customers are described by
the same PDF and thus their substructure is symmetric. A moregeneral symmetric
model can be found in [5] where the value of an object is a function of the internal
information and the additional information obtained from the environment.

One design goal is to find a Bayesian-Nash equilibrium in which all bidders follow
the same bidding strategybi = β(xi) which is called a symmetric equilibrium.
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2.2.2 First-price Auction

The submission of the bids is secret in order to avoid an information advantage
based on the bid asking sequence, therefore this type of auction belongs to the
sealed-bidauctions. The allocation mechanism finds out the highest bidbi and
assigns the good to customeri. The winning customer has to pay the value of his
bid (pricepi = bi). A customer endeavours to choose a bid which represents his
interests best. One mathematical formulation of the user’sgain seeks to reduce his
bid as much as possible in order to increase the difference between his own value
and the actual price paid if he won

Gi =

{
xi − bi bi > maxj 6=i bj

0 otherwise
(2.8)

For the sake of simplicity the case that at least two bids are equal (as treated in eq
(2.3) and (2.4)) which occur with probability0 for continuous bids is neglected in
this section. In succeeding sections, the bids will be discrete. This leads to take
into account the issue of this situation. Therefore,true biddingwhich is defined as
bi = xi leads to no gain at all, even though it is the best strategy to win the good.
Consequently, it can be shown that a symmetric equilibrium strategy in a first-price
auction is given by

β(x) = E {Y1|Y1 < x} (2.9)

whereY1 is the random variable of the highest ofN − 1 independently drawn
values representing the bidsb−i of the other bidders. Equation (2.9) expresses the
equilibrium bid as the averaged highest bid of the other bidders under the condition
that this bid is smaller than his own value. This bid is clearly smaller than the value
x to get a positive expected gain. Additionally, the caseY1 ≥ x does not influence
the result, due to the vanishing gain.

In contrast to the gain definition in Equation (2.8), a pure good allocation gain can
be formulated for which a user only seeks to get the good

Gi =

{
η bi > maxj 6=i bj

0 otherwise
(2.10)

whereη is an arbitrary figure.

Proposition 2.2.1 Assuming a first-price auction, the bidders possessing private
values and one bidder seeking to maximise a pure good allocation gain according
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to Equation (2.10), it is a weakly dominant strategy to bid truly β(x) = x, i.e. the
gain cannot be improved by another strategy.

Proof: Assuming that bidder1 seeks to maximise his gain according to Equation
(2.10). The highest bid of the other bidders will be denoted by

bmax = max
j 6=1

bj (2.11)

Bidder 1 wins if his bid b1 is higher thanbmax, otherwise he will loose. First,
assuming thatb1 < x1, then three cases have to be considered:

1) b1 < x1 < bmax: Bidder1 looses no matter which valueb1 takes. The gain
Equation (2.10) is the same forb1 = x1.

2) bmax < b1 < x1: Bidder1 wins and the gain Equation (2.10) is the same as
for b1 = x1.

3) b1 < bmax < x1: Bidder1 looses and the gain Equation (2.10) is less than
biddingb1 = x1.

The caseb1 > x1 does not need to be treated because of the rational constraint
bi ≤ xi. As a conclusion, biddingb1 < x1 can never increase the gain Equation
(2.10) as shown in the cases 1)-3), but even concerning the situation in case 3) the
gain decreases with respect tob1 = x1. �

The proposition 2.2.1 holds also if more than one bid have thesame highest value
and the winning bid is determined randomly.

Usually, the electronic submission of bids, e.g. in on-lineauctions, leads to quan-
tised bids and a discrete bid space. In game theory [6], pure strategies in games
with incomplete information are not mandatorily found for aBayesian-Nash equi-
librium, only mixed strategies can be stated. Fortunately,based on [7] it is shown in
[1], that a pure strategy equilibrium exists with non-decreasing strategies assuming
all bids lie in the same discrete space. The proof mainly exploits Kakutani’s fixed
point theorem and holds for asymmetric bidders, who are characterized by different
PDFsfXi

(xi), as well.

2.2.3 Second-price Auction

In contrast to the sealed-bid first-price auction, in the sealed-bid second-price auc-
tion the winner has to pay the highest loosing bid, i.e. the second bid. This type of
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auction is a special case of theVickrey-Clarke-Grovesmechanism [8]. The winner
has to pay the externality he exerts on the otherNI − 1 bidders. In contrast to the
first-price auction, it is a weakly dominant strategy to bid trueβ(x) = x for the
gain definition Equation (2.8). Evenly, this holds for the asymmetric and correlated
case, where only private values are assumed.

2.2.4 English Auction

The English auction belongs to the class of open ascending auctions. This auc-
tion mechanism is most well-known and applied to auction paintings, stamps, etc.
Within the auction procedure the bidders submit bids spontaneously. Each conse-
quent bid has to exceed the previous one. The winner has to payhis bid. Assuming
private values and continuous bid spaces, the bidder who values the good most wins
and has to pay at most the second highest value because the bidder with the second
highest value only can bid up to his value. This illustrates that the English auction is
strategically more related to the second-price auction than to the first-price action
as it seems at first glance when considering the payment rule.Assuming private
values, the optimal strategy in both auctions is to bid up to his value.

2.2.5 Dutch Auction

The Dutch auction got its name from the flower market in the Netherlands. This
auction is an open descending auction and thus is the counterpart of the well-known
English auction. The auctioneer starts the auction by announcing a maximum value.
This value is decreased gradually until a bidder first demands for the good. This
bidder awards the good and has to pay his bid.

The Dutch auction belongs to the open auctions, but the bidders cannot get any
information about the other bidders during the auction process. After one bidder
announced a bid, the auction is finished. Consequently, the first-price auction and
the Dutch auction are strategically equivalent, that is a bidder can find an equivalent
strategy for each auction type which results in the same outcome.
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2.3 Multi-Unit Auction

In a multi-unit auction, several identical or different objects can be put to the mar-
ket. In the following, the exchange of identical objects is considered. Some single-
unit auctions can be deduced as special cases of multi-unit auctions, like the second-
price auction from the Vickrey auction. Unfortunately, many characteristics of the
single-unit auction do not hold in the multi-unit case, e.g.the strong relationship
between the first-price and the Dutch auction or the efficiency of the first-price
auction according to the gain Equation (2.8). A standard auction in the multi-unit
case is the consequent extension of the single-unit case: A multi-unit auction is a
standardauction, if the highest bids win. This defines the allocationrule, but the
pricing rules can differ.

The objects can be allocated simultaneously or sequentially. Representations of the
simultaneousauction are thesealed-bidauctions like the discriminatory auction
(Section 2.3.1), the uniform-price auction [9] (Section 2.3.3) and the Vickrey auc-
tion (Section 2.3.4). The simultaneous auction procedure can be briefly described
as follows: The auctioneer offersNg goodsg and each bidderi evaluates internally
each goodg with the valuesxi,g which are incorporated in the value vectorxi. Each
bidderi is allowed to submit one bidbi,g for thegth good. The bidsbi,g are ele-
ments of the bid vectorbi which is the output of the bidding strategybi = βi(xi).
All the bids are collected by the auctioneer and based on this, the allocation and
pricespi,g are determined. Major advantages of the sealed-bid auctionin contrast
to the sequential auction are the small signalling effort, the time determination and
the linear increase of the signalling effort and duration depending on the number of
bidders. Furthermore, as the expression „sealed-bid“ states, the bidders cannot gain
any information about the other customers out of the currentauction procedure.

Thesequentialauction can be realized by subsequently executing single-unit auc-
tions which sell each object separately and the auction types do not have to be the
same, that is assuming two goods, the first one can be auctioned by a second-price
auction and the second one by a first-price auction to avoid market estimation based
on the bidding behaviour.

Another subclass of sequential auctions is theopenauction, like the English and
Ausubel auction [10]. In contrast to the repetition of single-unit auctions, the open
auction mechanism assigns the objects sequentially but notwith a separate sub-
mechanism. Sequential repetition of commands may increasethe signalling effort
and the time duration. To find out the highest bidder, the English auction can it-
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erate infinite times. For a suboptimal solution, the auctioneer can interrupt after a
specific duration.

In Section 2.3.1 the discriminatory auction is introduced.In the following Section
2.3.2, the discriminatory auction is considered under stochastic aspects. Therefore
a model for a stochastic consideration is determined in order to discuss the bidding
behaviour by maximising the expected gain. In the next Section 2.3.3, the uniform-
price auction is described and based on the stochastic modelin Section 2.3.2, the
bidding behaviour is considered. In the final Section 2.3.4,a more theoretical auc-
tion type, the Vickrey auction, is briefly presented.

2.3.1 Discriminatory Auction

This type of a sealed-bid auction is often used in practice. For example, the U.S.
Treasury used the discriminatory auction since1929 to sell short-term securities.
This auction is themed on „you pay, what you bid“ and thus can be seen as the
generalization of the first-price auction. Formally written,NG goods are auctioned
and each bidderi asks forNi goods. The reserve pricer each bid has to exceed
is assumed to be equal for all bids. The auctioneer collects all bids in the bidding
matrixB. Because the discriminatory auction is a standard auction,the auctioneer
chooses themmax ≤ NG highest bids exceeding the reserved pricer according to
the following algorithm [11]:

L = {(bi,g,i,g)|bi,g ≥ r};
M = ∅;
for j = 1 to min{|L|,NG}

(bwin,j
i,g ,i,g) = max1{L\M}

M = {(bwin,m
i,g ,i,g)|m = 1,...,j − 1}

end

where, the functionmax1 returns the triple(bi,g,i,g) with the highest first com-
ponentbi,g. For the sake of simplicity, the situation in which multiplebids are
maximum has been neglected (occurring with probability zero in the continuous
case), but this situation can be solved by choosing one of these bids with equal
probability as in Equation (2.3). The winning bids and the corresponding bidder
identificationi and good numberg are included in the setM. To get the output of
the allocation function in Equation (2.6), all elements inM with the same second
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variablei of the triple belong to bidderi and are bundled in the setMi. The tuple
of the setsNi = {g|(bi,g,i,g) ∈ Mi} is the output according to Equation (2.6).

In a discriminatory auction the pricepi a bidder has to pay is the sum of his winning
bids

pi =
∑

(bi,g,i,g)∈Mi

bi,g. (2.12)

The output vector of the price function Equation (2.7) consists of the pricespi.

In the following if not stated otherwise the values per goodxi,g are ordered in a
descending manner

xi,1 ≥ xi,2 . . . ≥ xi,NG
. (2.13)

That is, the necessity to get a good decreases with the numberof goodg. The bids
bi,g follow the same order relation

bi,1 ≥ bi,2 . . . ≥ bi,NG
. (2.14)

This can be illustrated by discussing risk-neutral bidders’ behaviour which max-
imise theirmonetary-orientedgain including the single unit case Equation (2.8)
and is defined as

Gi =

{ ∑

g∈Ni
(xi,g − bi,g) Ni 6= ∅

0 Ni = ∅ (2.15)

Focusing on two adjacent goodsg andg + 1, the gain of each good is the same
if the difference of the value to the bid is the same. However,the bids follow the
same order relation and moreover the probability to win the goodg which is more
evaluated is higher than forg + 1.

Besides the monetary-oriented gain, thenumber-orientedgain extends the single-
unit case Equation (2.10)

Gi =

{
η(|Ni|) Ni 6= ∅
0 Ni = ∅ (2.16)

The functionη(|Ni|) is increasing and depends on the number of goods won where
|Ni| denotes the number of elements of a set. Concerning this gaindefinition and
in contrast to the monetary oriented definition, the statement about the bidding
strategy can be found:
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Proposition 2.3.1 If the bidders have only private information and seek to max-
imise the number-oriented gain according to Equation (2.16), it is a weakly domi-
nate strategy to bid trulyβ(x) = x.

Proof: See Appendix A for a detailed argumentation. Illustratively, it can be envis-
aged, that the higher the bid is, the more likely it is, that the bidder wins the good.
Based on the cost constraintb ≤ x, the bidder tries to bid the maximum allowable
bid, that isb = x.

2.3.2 Stochastic Considerations of a Discriminatory Auction

Usually, the values of the bidders are not common knowledge.A bidder can assume
a PDF of the other bidders’ values and based on this, may estimate their possible
behaviours. This involves that a bidder cannot maximise hisgain, but maximise the
expectation of his gain. To discuss this issue, at first a model of a standard multi-
unit auction is introduced in this section which is the framework for the following
bidding behaviour consideration based on the expected gainmaximization.

Modelling a Standard Multi-unit Auction

The modelling of the bidder’s behaviour is a complicated matter in describing and
calculating auction mechanisms. If a specific model is assumed, a proper progress
in an auction can be predicted only for this bidder behaviour. In [12] it is shown
that under the restrictive assumption of unit demand, i.e. each bidder wants one
good, and further conditions, the optimal mechanism can be implemented using a
specific reserve price.

In the following the reserve pricer is set to zero if not stated otherwise. The
bidders’ valuesxi,g, which are ordered in a decreasing manner as in Equation
(2.13), are realizations of the random variablesXi,g. These random variables are
the ordered variables ofNG identically and independently distributed random vari-
ablesYi,g in the interval[0,ω] with PDFfY (y) andcumulative distribution function
(CDF)FY (y). TheXi,g are theorder statisticsof theYi,g. In contrast to the order
statistics definition in [13], the order is defined in a decreasing manner as in [1].
The mapping of both can be described by

ϑ(Yi) : IRNG → IRNG (2.17)

ϑ (Yi,1,Yi,2, . . . ,Yi,NG
) = (Xi,1,Xi,2, . . . ,Xi,NG

) (2.18)
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The functionϑ is defined by

Xi,k = max
l

{Yi,l|Yi,l /∈ {Xi,1, . . . ,Xi,k−1}} (2.19)

The probabilityP {Xi,g < z} that thegth highest valueXi,g of NG values is
smaller thanz or in other words that at mostg − 1 values are higher thanz can
be expressed by applying [13]

P {Xi,g < z} = F
(NG)
Xi,g

(z) =

g−1
∑

l=0

(
NG

l

)

FNG−l
Y (z) (1 − FY (z))l , (2.20)

and correspondingly the PDF becomes

f
(NG)
Xi,g

(z) = NGfY (z)

(
NG − 1

g − 1

)

FNG−g
Y (z) (1 − FY (z))

g−1
. (2.21)

By definition,F (NG)
Xi,0

(z) = 0 for g = 0 andF
(NG)
Xi,NG+1

(z) = 1 including all possi-
bilities and results from the binomial series of Equation (2.20) forg = NG.

Theith bidder’s strategyβi(x1,...,xNI
) : IRNG×NI → IRNG maps all valuesxi,g

to the bid vectorbi:

βi(x1,...,xNI
) = bi, (2.22)

wherebi,g is the amount of money bidderi is willing to pay for goodg. In Equation
(2.22)βi depends not only on the valuexi but also on the other bidders’ values.
That is, bidderi knows parts of or all valuesx1,...,xNI

. Because of the influence
of the other values the real bidder’s valueinterdependon the others.

For the sake of simplicity all bidders are assumed to have only privatevalues. More
clearly spoken the bidders do not know the value of the other bidders and therefore
they cannot influence bidderi’s strategy, resulting inβi(xi) : IRNG → IRNG :

βi(xi) = bi. (2.23)

The auction is efficient if the bidding strategy possesses the following property [1]:

Proposition 2.3.2 An equilibrium of a standard auction is efficient if and only if the
bidding strageties are separable and symmetric across both, bidders and objects -
that is, there exists a strictly increasing functionβ(xi,g) such that for alli andg,

βi,g(xi) = β(xi,g). (2.24)
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In Equation (2.24),β(xi,g) is a function which depends only onxi,g. Focusing
on the statistical properties ofβ(xi,g), all bi,g = β(xi,g) underly an order statistic
resulting of the ones of thexi,g. The order statistic is based on the unordered
independently and identically distributed random variablesAi,g = β (Yi,g) with
CDFFA(a).

The bids of the other bidders can be considered as the competing bidscg of one

other bidder in decreasing order. These bidscg obey the CDFF (NC)
Cg

(z) with NC =

(NI − 1)NG assuming each bidder submitsNG bids

F
(NC)
Cg

(z) =

g−1
∑

l=0

(
NC

l

)

FNC−l
A (z) (1 − FA(z))

l
. (2.25)

In the following, an arbitrary but fixed bidderi is considered and thusi is neglected.
F

(NC)
Cg

(b1) can be interpreted as the probability that bidb1 is greater than thegth

highest bidcg of all other bidders. ConsideringCNG
in Equation (2.25) and the

highest bidb1, its distribution determines the probability that the bidder winsat
leastone good. In the same way, this bidder winsat leasttwo goods with probabil-
ity F

(NC)
CNG−1

(b2). Combining both, the substraction of the probability to gain at least
two goods from the probability to gain at least one good results in the probability
P {Nw = 1} to getexactlyone goodNw = 1

P {Nw = 1} = F
(NC)
CNG

(b1) − F
(NC)
CNG−1

(b2), (2.26)

Generalizing, the probability of getting exactlyg goods becomes

P {Nw = g} = F
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg) − F
(NC)
CNG−g

(bg+1). (2.27)

Devoting to the two marginal cases, the probability to win all goodsNw = NG is

P {Nw = NG} = F
(NC)
C1

(bNG
), (2.28)

in contrast to loose allNw = 0

P {Nw = 0} = 1 − F
(NC)
CNG

(b1). (2.29)

Gain Consideration

Assuming the user cannot get any knowledge of the other bidders, but he may only
estimate the PDF of the other bids, then the bidder wants to find the bid vector
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which maximises his expected gainE{Gi|b}. First considering the gainGi in
Equation (2.15), its expectation is

E{Gi|b} =

NG∑

g=0

g
∑

l=1

(xl − bl) · P{Nw = g}. (2.30)

Using Equation (2.27) and (2.28) this can be written as

E{Gi|b} =

NG−1∑

g=1

g
∑

l=1

(xl − bl) · (F (NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg) − F
(NC)
CNG−g

(bg+1))

+

NG∑

l=1

(xl − bl) · F (NC)
C1

(bNG
) (2.31)

=

NG∑

g=1

(xg − bg)F
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg) (2.32)

Each addend only depends on valuesxg and bg. Therefore the addends can be
considered separately. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the PDF has full
support[0; ω]. If all bg = 0 or all bg = xg, thenE{Gi|b} = 0. For the trivial case
xg = 0, bg has to be zero, otherwise this addend delivers a negative contribution.
The second case isxg > 0. Due to the full support the CDF is greater than zero
in the interval[0; xg], thus there exists at least one bid in the interval for which the
addend is greater zero. On the other hand, let the bidbg be in the interval[xg; ω]

and consider the first derivative ofE{Gi|b} with respect to the bid

∂E{Gi|b}
∂bg

= −F
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg) + (xg − bg)f
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg). (2.33)

For bg ≥ xg the derivative is always negative.Thus, for the second case true
bidding does not maximise the bidder’s expected gain.Consequently, the bidbg

which maximises the expected gain has to be in the interval[0; xg).

The first order condition in Equation (2.33) shows that, given the PDF of the other
bids, the bidbg is only dependent onxg, i.e. bg = βg(xg). As shown above, if
there is an extremum, then it has to be in the interval[0; xg). The question about
the efficiency is still open. In [14] it is shown for a simple two bidder and the two
goods offered that the bidder submitsflat bids, i.e. the bids are equal, with positive
probability assuming the downward sloping condition of thebids (see Equation
(2.24)). This condition coerces the bidder into submittingsuboptimal bids. Thus,
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based on the bids, the auctioneer cannot conclude about the value order. This leads
to inefficiency.

The bid order is dropped to discuss the optimal bids. That is,assuming two goods,
bid b2 can be higher thanb1. In fact, [14] shows that in a first-price auction in
which two bidders take part where bidder1 dominates bidder2 in terms of the
reverse hazard rate [15]

f1(x)

F1(x)
>

f2(x)

F2(x)
, (2.34)

wherefi(x) is the PDF andFi(x) is the CDF of bidderi. Then, the bidding strategy
behaves contrarilyβ1(x) < β2(x). Consequently, bidder2 bids more aggressively
than bidder1 for the same valuex, because bidder2 expected a higher value of
bidder1 and consequently a higher bid. This proposition concerningasymmetric
bidders can be transferred to the multi-unit case by interpreting the bidder index
as the good index. However, these problems are not isomorphic. The generalized
statement for the multi-unit case results in

Proposition 2.3.3 If the order statistics of the competing bids are ordered accord-
ing to the reverse hazard rate

fCg
(b)

FCg
(b)

>
fCg+1

(b)

FCg+1
(b)

(2.35)

and the bidding strategies are increasing, a bidder’s expected gain according to
Equation (2.32) in a multi-unit discriminatory auction is maximised by bids follow-
ing the reverse order of the valuesxg

βg(x) ≤ βg+1(x). (2.36)

Proof: Considering the bidsβg(xg) andβg+1(xg+1) and assuming that these bids
take an arbitrary but equal valuebg = bg+1 = b, the first order conditions Equation
(2.33)

∂E{Gi|b}
∂bg

= −F
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg) + (xg − bg)f
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg) = 0 (2.37)

can be transformed in order to use the reverse hazard rate condition

xg − b =
FCNG−g+1

(b)

fCNG−g+1
(b)

>
FCNG−g

(b)

fCNG−g
(b)

= xg+1 − b. (2.38)
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This implies, that for the same bid,xg has to be greater thanxg+1, consequently
βg(x) ≤ βg+1(x), taking into account that the bidding strategies are increasing.�

The reverse hazard rate relation does not hold for the order statistics of an arbitrary
set of random variables which can be shown by a counter-example for a class of
PDFs. Nevertheless, for the order statistics of identically and independently dis-
tributed variables the decreasing ordered values are related according to the reverse
hazard rate.

Devoting to the other gain definition Equation (2.16), in an auction in which a
bidder wants to optimize his expected gain depending on the number of goods
according to Equation (2.16)

E {Gi|b} =

NG−1∑

g=1

η(g)
(

F
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg) − F
(NC)
sCNG−g

(bg+1)
)

+η(NG)F
(NC)
C1

(bNG
) (2.39)

=

NG∑

g=1

(η(g) − η(g − 1))F
(NC)
CNG−g+1

(bg), (2.40)

E {Gi|b} is a non-decreasing function inbg g = 1, . . . , NG. Therefore maximising
Equation (2.40)true bidding is a weakly dominant strategyβ(x) = x because of
bg ≤ xg.

Leaving the bidder’s point of view to explore the auctioneer’s influence of an auc-
tion, the auctioneer can choose the auction type, of course,but apart from this he
possesses a leverage, the reserve pricer each bid has to exceed. The reserve price
can be considered the comparable influential factor as its counterpart the bid. The
goal of the appropriate reserve price selection is to maximise either the auctioneer’s
gainGA or revenueR. In general, these two values cannot be maximised simulta-
neously which is illustrated in the following. At first, let us define the auctioneer’s
gain as the sum of the differences of the selling price and theauctioneer’s value per
good

GA =

NG∑

g=1

(pg − xa,g) . (2.41)

Based on the nescience of the bids, the auctioneer wants to maximise the expecta-
tion of the gain. According to Equation (2.32 ) and (2.31) theexpectation can be
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expressed by

E{GA|r} =

NG∑

g=1

∫ ω

r

(pg − xa,g) f
(NB)
Cg

(pg)dpg, (2.42)

whereF
(NB)
Cg

(pg) is the CDF of thegth highest bid of allNB = NG · NI bids.
Transforming Equation (2.42) and neglecting the constant addends lead to a max-
imisation of

∫ r

0

NG∑

g=1

(xa,g − pg) f
(NB)
Cg

(pg)dpg. (2.43)

Thus, remembering of the full support off
(NB)
Cg

in [0; ω], the integrand of Equation
(2.43) is always positive forpg < min xg and always negative forpg > maxxg.
Consequently, the optimal reserve priceropt is in the interval[min xg, maxxg].
This means, the auctioneer allows goods to be sold below their valuesxa,g.

Besides the gain, in the discriminatory auction the revenueR, which is the income
of the auctioneer, is the sum of the winning bids

R =

NG∑

g=1

pg. (2.44)

An auctioneer can aspire to maximise the expectation of his revenue

E{R|r} =

NG∑

g=1

∫ ω

r

pgf
(NB)
Cg

(pg)dpg. (2.45)

This expression is maximised forr = 0 which is intuitively clear, because any
higherr increases the probability that a bid is not submitted because it is belowr.

2.3.3 Uniform-price Auction

In contrast to the discriminatory auction in which the prices per good are discrimi-
nated, the uniform-price auction, should realise a kind of fairness, namely that each
good per auction is sold by the same price. Thus, a sequence ofuniform-price
auctions can be considered as a dynamic pricing market. However, in [16] it is
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shown that in many situations uniform-price auctions exhibit a potentially undesir-
able property, if gain definition Equation (2.15) is assumed: the bidder tends to bid
zero if the reserve price equals zero. Generally, the biddertends to bid equally to
the reserve price.

The uniform-price auction belongs to the standard auctions, therefore the alloca-
tion rule is determined. However, the pricing rule can be expressed by following
the terminology of the allocation rule in Section 2.3.1

M = {(bwin,m
i,g ,i,g)|m = 1,...,mmax}

(bwin,mmax+1
i,g ,i,g) = max1{L\M}

p = max{r, bwin,mmax+1
i,g }

The market-clearing pricep per good is the maximum of the reserve price and
the highest loosing bidbwin,mmax+1

b,g .

The bidding strategy cannot be expressed explicitly in closed form, but following
the same argumentation as in Proposition 2.2.1, it is a weakly dominant strategy to
bid truly for the first bidb1. If gain definition (2.15) is applied, there are situations
in which the bidder’s incentive is to shade all the other bids, that is, the ideal bids
are smaller than the values. To illustrate this, the same statistical model as used
for the discriminatory auction is based on the following consideration. At first the
reserve price is assumed to be zero. Each of theNI bidders submitsNG bids for
NG goods offered. In extension to [16] and [17] the expectationof the bidder’s
gain can be described in general by

E{Gi|b} =

NG∑

g=1

∫

Ωg

((
NG+1−g
∑

ρ

xρ

)

− κ(g)

)

fC(c)dc (2.46)

with

κ(g) = (NG + 1 − g)max{bNG+2−g,cg} (2.47)

Ωg = {b|cg−1 > bNG+2−g ∧ cg < bNG+1−g}, (2.48)

wherefC(c) is the common PDF of all the competing bids and bothc0 andbNG+1

do not exist, thereforec0 will be set toω and bNG+1 = 0. This expected gain
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Equation (2.46) can be transformed with respect to the orderstatistics

E{Gi|b} =

NG∑

g=1

[(
NG+1−g
∑

ρ

xρ

)

·
(

F
(NC)
CNG+1−g

(bg) − F
(NC)
CNG−g

(bg+1)
)

(2.49)

− gbg+1

(

F
(NC)
CNG+1−g

(bg+1) − F
(NC)
CNG−g

(bg+1)
)

− g

∫ bg

bg+1

cNG+1−gf
(NC)
CNG+1−g

(ξ)dξ

]

.

To characterize the optimal bidb, the partial derivative of Equation (2.49) has to
be calculated

∂E{Gi|b}
∂bg

= (xg − bg)f
(NC)
CNG+1−g

(bg) (2.50)

− (g − 1)
(

F
(NC)
CNC+2−g

(bg) − F
(NC)
CNG+1−g

(bg)
)

.

Thus, the optimal bidbg depends only on the correspondingxg. Based on Equation
(2.50) the following proposition can be stated as an extension of [16].

Proposition 2.3.4 Assuming the expectation of the gain Equation (2.49) is par-
tially derivable, in a uniform-price auction, a weakly dominant strategy is to bid
truly for the highest bid and to shade all other bids to maximise the expectation of
the gain Equation (2.49).

Proof: At first considering Equation (2.50) forb1:

∂E{Gi|b}
∂b1

= (x1 − b1)f
(NC)
CNG

(b1). (2.51)

For b1 ≤ x1 the derivative is always greater than or equal to zero. Thus,the
derivative is an increasing function inb1 < x1 . If f

(NC)
CNG

(b1) = 0 for b1 ∈ [b̃,x1],

for all bidsb1 < b̃ the bidder is worse off. Because this should hold for an arbitrary
PDF, even for an arbitrarily small interval[b̃,x1], a weakly dominant strategy for
b1 < x1 is b1 = x1. For b1 ≥ x1 the derivative is always smaller than or equal
to zero. Following the same argument leads to the general result, thatb1 = x1 is a
weakly dominant strategy in the uniform-price auction.
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To show that the bidder is endeavour to shade his bidsbg g = 2, . . . , NG, that is, to
bid bg < xg , Equation (2.50) is considered forbg = 0 andbg = xg (recalling that
bg ≥ 0). Forbg = 0, the derivative is zero.

In contrast to this, forbg = xg, the first addend in Equation (2.50) is zero and the
second is smaller than or equal to zero, since theNG + 2 − gth order statistics
stochastically dominates theNG + 1 − gth one. The last statement is based on the
inclusion of all the events of theNG + 1− gth order statistics in theNG + 2− gth

one.

The second addend is only zero if both order statistics are zero, that is all competing
bids are greater thanxg with probability one. In this case the bidder is not better off
neither to bid truly nor to shade his bid. If the competing bids take values smaller
thanxg with probability smaller than one, the second addend is smaller than zero
and thus the bidder is better off to bidbg < xg.

Finally, if the competing bids take values smaller thanxg with probability one,

the order statisticsF (NC)
CNC+2−g

(xg) = F
(NC)
CNG+1−g

(xg) = 1 andf
(NC)
CNG+1−g

(xg) = 0.
Based on the assumption that the bids are also smaller thanxg − ǫ0 (ǫ0 > 0) with
probability one, there exists the interval[xg − ǫ; xg] a bidder can choose a bid
without being better off than another one of this interval. Summarizing the results
of the three cases which should hold for an arbitrary PDF, it is weakly dominant to
bid bg < xg. The argument for the casebg > xg is similar, taking into account,
that the derivative always is not greater zero.�

Leaving the bidder’s point of view and allowing the reserve price to be greater
than zero, the auctioneer wants to adjust the reserve price in order to maximise
the expectation of the revenue. If the auctioneer faces to symmetric bidders, the
following statement can be done:

Proposition 2.3.5 If symmetrical bidders(NI ≥ 2) with private information con-
vey bids according to the statistic model in Section 2.3.2, the optimal reserve price,
which maximises the auctioneer’s expected revenue in a uniform-price auction, is
in the interval(0,ω).

Proof: see Appendix B

This is in contrast to the discriminatory auction for which the optimal reserve price
for this model is zero.
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2.3.4 Vickrey Auction

The inefficiency of the discriminatory and uniform-price auction was a thorn in
William Vickrey’s side, therefore he decided to propose a new multi-unit sealed-bid
auction which is efficient [18]. The Vickrey auction belongsto the standard auc-
tions. The pricing rule underlies the same principle as the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves-
Mechanism [8] in which a user has to pay the price which equalsthe market value
without his presence. In other words, the user has to pay whathe takes from the
others without his presence. Assuming that a bidder winsNw goods, the pricing
rule of the Vickrey auction determines that this bidder has to pay the sum of the
Nw loosing competing bidscNG−Nw+g (g = 1, . . . , Nw)

p =

Nw∑

g=1

cNG−Nw+g (2.52)

It can be shown that true bidding is a weakly dominant strategy for both gain defi-
nitions Equation (2.15) and (2.16), independently of whether the bidders are sym-
metric or asymmetric. Consequently, the Vickrey auction isefficient.

Considering the allocation and pricing rule for the single-unit case, these rules are
identical to the second-price auction. Moreover, the efficiency is true for both.
Therefore, the Vickrey auction is often seen as the extension of the second-price
auction.

However, besides the fairness criterion efficiency, the Vickrey auction is unfair in
terms of the value-to-price ratio, as a simple example illustrates: Consider the case
in which two goods are offered to two bidders. Bidder1 values the goodsx1,1 =

0.5 andx1,2 = 0.3, while bidder2 evaluations arex2,1 = 0.4 andx2,2 = 0.2.
Applying the standard allocation mechanism, each bidder wins a good. But bidder
1 who has a higher evaluation than bidder2 has to pay less than his competitor.
This might raise the problem, that “the rich get richer and the poor get poorer”.
The Vickrey auction is more theoretically important.

2.4 Auction Sequence

An auction sequence is a repetition of auctions. At first, theprices per good depend
on the auction mechanisms, the reserve prices and the bids. All three can vary in
time, thus in general the price is dynamic in time. For example, the demand of
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the bidders can vary over time expressed by a changing valuex. With the bids,
the bidder is able to dynamically weight the importance for getting the goods, to
express his interests and urgency, i.e. to maximise his utility. On the other hand,
the auctioneer can change the reserve price of consecutive auctions, in order to try
to increase the bids. The reserve price can be seen as the leverage of the auctioneer
for maximising the auctioneer’s gain. Ideally, for goods which have to be sold in
each auction, the prices have to be as high as the maximal bidder’s willingness-
to-pay values. Second, if there are several market places and the demand, bids,
and reserve prices vary, the prices per good in each auction sequence is different
in general. Consequently, the auction sequence is a dynamicand local pricing
scheme. A discussion about the relation to afixed price market(FPM) is presented
in Section 2.5.

The consecutive auctions need not be of the same type. A mixedauctions sequence
[19] can start, as an example, with second-price auctions and afterwards switch to
first-price auctions. The auctioneer gains from the change,because at the second-
price auction, the bidders submit their true values as a weakly dominant strategy.
This information is used in the second part by the auctioneerto determine the re-
serve price just below the highest value. This behaviour increases the auctioneer’s
gain.

The description of the auction sequence with single-unit auctions, which is also
named sequential auctions, was investigated in theory and practice. In [20], the
bidders want exactly one good and drop out of the auction sequence after gaining
the good. The equilibrium bidding strategy in their model exists in which the com-
mon and private value of the bidder is uncertain. More complex is the approach,
that bidders want more than one good in the auction sequence which is treated in
[19]. Unfortunately, the experimental behaviour is not reflected in the theoretical
results. A more theoretical consideration is done in [21] inwhich repeated second-
price auctions with two users are studied. It is shown that the bidding behaviour can
be manipulated to reduce the revenue of the auctioneer and that the behaviour in the
one shot single-unit case cannot be transferred in general to the repeated single-unit
case.

The bidders often possess incomplete and imperfect information of the past and the
other bidders, respectively. The past outcome of the auctions can help to estimate
past bidding behaviour of the others in order to predict their bids in the current or
even later auctions. Often the bidder is represented by a software agent so that the
system converges to amulti-agent system(MAS). Machine learning then tries to
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gain information of the provided set of data. In [22] a bidding strategy is investi-
gated which works with a Monte-Carlo approximation. Another approach is made
in [23], where dynamic programming is used to find the optimalbidding strategy
using the „belief function“ method of [24]. This strategy performs well.

Up to now the extension of the single-unit case to the multi-unit case has been sel-
dom treated theoretically, because of its complexity. The restrictions are strong,
e.g. it can be assumed, that the values in each auction are independently drawn
from the same distribution. Thus, a bidder can estimate the statistical parameters
from the past. In [25] a sequence of discriminatory auctionsis formally described
with independent values. The past influences the bidding strategy in the way that a
measure of the best-response violation corrects the bids. However, in general, the
past does not only influence the bidding strategy, but also the value of the bidder.
Besides the environmental independent value component, the value of the current
auction is correlated with the past values in terms of a random process. The learning
of these dependencies allows the bidders to predict the future in order to adapt the
bidding strategy to increase his gain. With respect to further considerations in Sec-
tion 2.4.2, in which software agents represent the humans, aformalism is presented
based on game theory as a base for algorithm deduction. The number of bidders
in the auction sequence can also vary when users only partially participate in the
market. An auctioneer can spend confidence as a kind of fairness to gain bidders
by providing information of the past auction sequence, likeaverage or variance, or
he allows to take part in several auctions as a visitor beforesubmitting bids. The
last issue can serve to gain information of the current bidding situation and to learn
about this market. This can be an opportunity to adjust an algorithm like a neuronal
network.

Besides the differentiation of thenumber of goodsand thetypes of auctions, the
repetition timecan also be varied. The repetition time can be constant, resulting
in periodically repeated auctions, spontaneous but discrete in time or continuously
spontaneous auctions. Furthermore, the number of goods an auctioneer can offer
may vary in time, thus if the case happens that he has no good orhe has goods, but
there are too few bidders, the auctioneer can wait until the situation has changed.
If the auction takes place spontaneously at a multiple of thesmallest repetition du-
ration, it is called a discrete spontaneous auction. If the auction can spontaneously
occur at each time, the auction is called to be continuous spontaneously. One well-
known representation is the double auction [26]. In contrast to the spontaneous
cases the periodically repeated auctions take place after afixed duration. This ter-
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minology is needed by discussing the possible auction sequence types for radio
resource auctioning. The three types can be ordered, because the periodically re-
peated one is a special case of the discretely spontaneous one and in turn this case
is a special one of the continuously spontaneous one:

periodically
repeated

⊂ discretely
spontaneous

⊂ continuously
spontaneous

(2.53)

To get an insight, compare the revenue of a periodically repeated auction and a dou-
ble auction as a representation of a continuously spontaneous auction sequence. It
is assumed thatNG goods are available simultaneously on the market and a user
demands for one good. If a bidder wins a good, he gets it for a period τ , gives it
back to the auctioneer afterwards, and leaves the auction sequence. The auction-
eer then reoffers the good. It can be envisaged that the auctioneer offers renting
goods. The bidders arrive into the auction sequence randomly and independently.
The periodically repeated auctions consist ofNG-unit auctions, e.g. discriminatory
auctions. In the double auction the single-unit auctions are first-price auctions. The
case that more than one unit is sold occurs with probability zero, and is neglected
for the sake of simplicity.

At first, consider the periodically repeated auction. In every auction, occurring ev-
ery periodτ , NG goods are offered and assigned to theNG highest bids, assuming
that the reserve price equals zero and more thanNG bids are available in an auction
period. Second, take one specific auction period. Based on the independent arrivals
of the bidders, the auction starts at different times. Recall that bidders also enter
the auction sequence randomly atτ , thus, it can occur that an auction is executed
with bidders whose bids are lower than theNG highest ones in the periodτ or that
goods have to wait because there is no bidder. Additionally,Figure 2.2 shows a
further degradation. In the lower subfigure the bidders’ arrival is indicated by ar-
rows, whose line characterisation corresponds to the good allocated. The bidders’
behaviours are equal to these in the above scenario. Assuming in each period, at
least three bidders arrive, and three goods are offered. In the periodically repeated
auction (upper-left subfigure) all goods are always allocated. In contrast to this, in
the double auction, the good allocation is shifted in time based on the statistical
bidders’ arrival process and the free goods are allocated immediately. Therefore
allocation gaps can occur as illustrated for the3rd good. Consequently, the auc-
tioneer’s revenue is lower.
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Figure 2.2Periodically repeated auction vs. double auction allocation

2.4.1 Bluffing in Strategies

The bidding strategy behaviour for one-shot auctions cannot be completely trans-
ferred to the auction sequence. The main reason is that the gain of information
of other bidders depends on the experience of attending pastauctions. Cases may
happen in which a bidder can estimate the bids of the others exactly or their upper
bounds with probability one or even get complete information. This circumstance
can lead to bid more than his actual value and is called bluff.The bidder may win
with probability one. This phenomenon can happen in all auction sequences with
auctions in which the prices can be smaller than the bid. For the sake of simplicity
consider a second-price auction sequence and two bidders. Based on his observa-
tion, bidder1 estimates with probability one that bidder’s2 bid b2 ≤ x1. Thus,
if bidder 1 submits a bid slightly above his value(b1 = x1 + ǫ), bidder1 wins
with probability one and has to pay below or equal to his cost constraintx1. Ad-
ditionally, if bidder1 knows that bidder2 bids b2 = x1 and bidder1 also bids
b1 = x1 based on the cost constraint, bidder1 only wins with probability0.5 as-
suming randomly choosing the winner if there are more than one maximum bids.
But, if bidder1 uses this information he can bid higher than his value and winwith
probability one. Such cases can also happen in the multi-unit case for the Vickrey
and uniform-price auction, but not for the discriminatory auction. The presence
of the bluff opportunity reduces the confidence of rational bidders in the auction
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sequence, because of the discrimination. This can be seen asa kind of unfairness.
If bidders bluff because of the estimation of the other bids with probability one,
but they have no complete information, it can occur in a certain realization, that the
bluffing bidders have to pay a higher price than their values,thus these bidders can-
not pay or they suffer losses what should be excluded by definition. Furthermore,
the increase in bids can lead to bid inflation until too many bluffing bids exist and
result in bidder insolvency. Consequently, bluffing may be effective sporadically in
a few auctions of an auction sequence, but over a long period of time this method
leads to a market distortion.

In a discriminatory auction sequence the bidders have to paytheir bids and thus
even if they know the other bids (complete information), thebidders do not bid
higher, because the payment exceeds their values. Thus, in adiscriminatory auc-
tion there is no situation in which a bidder favours to bluff.This creates confi-
dence and a kind of fairness for rational bidders. Thus, fromthis point of view
the discriminatory auction is preferred in contrast to the Vickrey and uniform-price
auction.

2.4.2 Auction Sequence as a Repeated Game

An auction sequence is a repetition of auctions. In this chapter a description and
some properties of a repetition of the same type of auction are presented. The
single auction is assumed to be a sealed-bid multi-unit auction, which can be seen
as the stage game of a repeated game [6]. Based on the sealed-bid character, the
bidders in a stage cannot recognize the actions which are thebids of the others
bidders within the same stage. But the bidders get information about the past. This
information can include the whole or only parts of the past bids and past bidder
characterization. The bid vector of bidderi in theτ th auction is denoted bybτ

i and
the bidder’s characterization is summarized in his valuexτ

i which may also vary
during the sequence because of outside world information, budget increase, etc.
Hence, if the value is shadowed to the other bidders, the gamehas both repeated
and Bayesian properties.

An auction sequence is considered withNT stages, i.e.τ = 1, . . . , NT . Thus, a
bidderi submitsNT bid vectors which are summarized inbi = (b1

i , . . . ,b
NT

i ) ∈
BNG×NT . In the same way, the value of a bidderi can be expressed byxi =

(x1
i , . . . ,x

NT

i ) ∈ XNG×NT . The utility functionui which can be the sum of the
gains Equation (2.15) or Equation (2.16) is dependent on allbids from bidderi, on
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the bids of the other bidders denoted by−i and their values, respectively

ui(bi,b−i,xi,x−i) : BNG×NT NI ×XNG×NT NI → IR. (2.54)

The output of both the allocation function and the pricing function are implicitly
incorporated into the utility function, leading to the dependence on all bids and
values in general. The bidder’s utility often varies with his evaluationxi. Moreover,
it can be envisaged, that after each auction the bidders haveto reveal their current
values for a better market rating, which can in turn influencethe own valuation of
future auctions.

The valuesx = (xi,x−i) are random in general, because the bidders may not
know their values deterministically, e.g. the bidder’s need of resources can alter
stochastically during the auction sequence. Based on the possibly interdependent
values, the bidders’ values possess a common CDFF (x). If a bidder seeks for
a bidding strategy for the whole sequence at the beginning, the bidding strategy
should maximise the conditioned expectation of the utilityE{ui|bi} rather than
the utility as itself, because of the uncertainty

E{ui|bi} =

∫

x

ui(bi,b−i,xi,x−i)f(x|bi)dx. (2.55)

The bid vector sequence which best satisfies the criterion iscommonly known as
best-responsein game theory [6]. The resulting bidding strategyβi depends on all
values and other bids, because the bidding strategy might get information of future
bids or values, based on deterministic figures or process parameters as discussed
above, thus

βi(b−i,xi,x−i) : BNG×NT (NI−1) ×XNG×NT NI → IRNG×NT . (2.56)

For further considerations, the properties of the auction sequence are specified in
more detail:

i) The utility ui of an auction sequence is the sum of the utilities for each auc-
tion ui =

∑NT

τ=1 uτ
i .

ii) The utility uτ
i depends on the bidsbτ within the current auction and the

bidder’s own valuesxτ
i

uτ
i : BNG×NI ×XNG×NI → IR : uτ

i (bτ ,xτ
i ). (2.57)
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iii) The bidder does not know the future.

iv) After an auction the bids are revealed, the past bids are common knowledge.

v) The bidding strategyβτ
i uses the information of the bid history denoted by

Hτ = (b1, · · · ,bτ−1) ∈ Hτ and also depends on the bidder’s value

βτ
i : Hτ ×XNG → IRNG : βτ

i (Hτ ,xτ
i ). (2.58)

vi) Bids are discrete and there are only indivisible goods.

The bidding strategy possesses iterative aspects, which are the own bids in the
history, and additional information of the other’s reactions. Therefore, a bidding
strategy is able to learn from the past to adapt its bids. In the following two criteria
are discussed. At first, all bidders having no information about the future, the
probability that the bidder takes a proper action depends onthe past actions. Thus,
the best-response bid is the maximization of the expected utility subject to the past

argmax
bi

T∑

τ=1

E{uτ
i |bτ

i ,Hτ} (2.59)

= argmax
bi

T∑

τ=1

∑

bτ
−i

uτ
i (bτ

i ,bτ
−i,xi)P{bτ

−i|Hτ}, (2.60)

whereP{bτ
−i|Hτ} can be interpreted as abehaviour strategy[6] according to game

theory. This is not equal to the expectation only conditioned by the bidbi where
all possible strategies of the others are included

argmax
bi

E{ui|bi} =
∑

b
−i

P{b−i|bi}
T∑

τ=1

uτ
i (bτ

i ,bτ
−i,xi). (2.61)

In Equation (2.61)P{b−i|bi} is a mixed strategy according to game theory. Re-
calling that the history of actions is completely known to each bidder, Kuhn’s the-
orem [27] can be applied to this repeated game. That is, for each mixed strategy
exists an equivalent behaviour strategy in a game in which the history is common
knowledge. The equivalence means that the probabilities ofa mixed strategy and a
behaviour strategy over pure strategies of the whole sequence are the same.

An auction sequence as a repeated Bayesian game is a highly dynamic process.
The question arises, for which bidding strategies are the bidders best off given the
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other bidders’ strategies. In some games there may not existany equilibrium, in
others more than one. However, as shown in ([6], p. 400) ifβ∗(x) is an equi-
librium of the stage game, then a partially-perfect game equilibrium is given by
βτ (Hτ ,xτ ) = β∗(xτ ). As an example, consider an auction sequence with re-
peated discriminatory auctions, each bidder submits bid vectors to maximise the
gain according to Equation (2.10). The equilibrium strategy is to bid truly for
one auction, thus a partially-perfect game equilibrium is to bid truly in all stages
βτ (Hτ ,xτ ) = xτ .

2.5 Auction Sequence versus Fixed Price Market

The auction sequence is a special kind of a dynamic and local market in which the
price at the same place and the same time can differ. Besides auction sequences,
the price can be fixed with respect to some or all variables, that is space, time or
good category. If one variable is fix, the market is called afixed price market(FPM)
with respect to the constant variables, e.g. the FPM with respect to time, space, and
good category offers all goods anywhere and anytime for the same price. That is,
the seller has no opportunity to adapt the price to the varying demand. Moreover,
the FPM with respect to space and category has a dynamic pricebut remains fixed
over a wide area. An example in wireless communications is the difference of
prices calling either at business or leisure hours. A more subtle categorization of
the FPM with respect to a variable is the consideration of theallocation dynamic in
relation to the price dynamic. If this relation is relatively small, the FPM is said to
be in a wide-sense fixed with respect to this variable. Again,choosing the average
phone call duration in relation to the business hours, the FPM is assumed to be
fixed in a wide-sense in time.

For sake of simplicity only one variable, the discrete timeτ = 1, . . . ,T , is consid-
ered. The seller can design his allocation mechanism according to four criteria:

1) Ideal system adaptation: the number of goods offeredNG(τ) is equal to the
number of goods demandedND(τ).

2) Static cumulative system:NG(τ) = 1
T

∑T
t=1 ND(t)

3) Dynamic cumulative system:
∑T

τ=1 NG(τ) =
∑T

τ=1 ND(τ)

4) Oversized system:NG(τ) = max
t

ND(t)
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The ideal system adaptation allows the seller to optimally reconfigure his system
depending on the current demand which savesoperational expenditure(OPEX) for
unused goods. The ideal system is a special case of3). The static cumulative
demand offers the average demand, that is, in the whole period T the offer equals
the demand and thus 2) is a special case of 3) as well. For some timeτ the demand is
higher than the offer and vice versa assuming a non-constantdemand. The dynamic
cumulative system is designed in order to satisfy the overall demand over the whole
periodT . In contrast to the first three types, in 4) the overall offer is at least as high
as the overall demand. In each timeτ the demand can always be satisfied. The
only drawbacks are the highercapital expenditure(CAPEX) and OPEX in relation
to the first three systems.

In order to give an example of the behaviour, the prices are compared for a static cu-
mulative system and an oversized FPM. The customers areideal flexible customers,
that is they always attend the market until they get the desired number of goods.
In wireless communications as users who are always on-line and want to download
data which are not time critical can be characterised as ideal flexible customers.
The price paid per goodg at timeτ can be expressed as the sum of the fixed costs
f and an assets parta

p(g,τ) = f(CAPEX,OPEX(τ)) + a(τ). (2.62)

The fixed costsf clearly depend on and are an increasing function of the CAPEX
and OPEX. Consequently, the fixed costs of the static cumulative system are lower
than the costs of the oversized system. Assuming that both sellers get the same
assetsa over the whole period and the OPEX are constant per good and time, the
pricepscs

pscs =

T∑

τ=1

NG(τ)
∑

g=1

pscs(g,τ) =

T∑

τ=1

NG(τ)
∑

g=1

f(CAPEXscs,OPEXscs)

+
T∑

τ=1

NG(τ)
∑

g=1

ascs(τ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

(2.63)
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a customer has to pay in the static cumulative system is less than the pricepos

pos =

T∑

τ=1

NG(τ)
∑

g=1

pos(g,τ) =

T∑

τ=1

NG(τ)
∑

g=1

f(CAPEXos,OPEXos)

+

T∑

τ=1

NG∑

g=1

aos

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

(2.64)

in the oversized system.

In general, there exists at least one dynamic pricing mechanism which results in at
least the same seller’s revenue as the FPM. In the following this statement will be
proven for a dynamic pricing mechanism which is dynamic in time and the FPM
with respect to time. One good is offered at each point in timeτ . Consider the
market at an arbitrary point in timeτ , whereτ will be neglected for the sake of
clearness. The dynamic mechanismΠ : X × G → P × G maps the set of the
current valuesX and the set of the available goodsG (here isG = {g1}) into the
sold goods and the set of pricesP . It is assumed that each customer can spend at
most his valuex for the good. The fix price is denoted bypf and the price of the
dynamic mechanism is denoted bypd. Three cases have to be distinguished:

1) There is at least onexn ∈ X which is greaterpf . Thus, there exist the
dynamic mechanismsΠ(xn,g1) = (pd,g1) which map the price intoxn ≥
pd > pf . Thus, the revenue is higher.

2) xn = maxX wherexn = pf . Thus, there exists the dynamic mechanism
Π(xn,g1) = (pd,g1) which maps the price exactly toxn = pd = pf . Thus,
the revenue is equal.

3) xn = max X wherexn < pf . In this case the good is not sold in the FPM.
But there exist the dynamic mechanismsΠ(xn,g1) = (pd,g1) which map the
price smaller/equal thanxn to pf > xn ≥ pd. Thus, the revenue is higher.

Consequently, if a seller has the possibility to dynamically sell the goods, he will
gets at higher revenue.�



3 Radio Resource Auctioning

In a wireless communication system, the amount of radio resources needed depends
on the data traffic, theradio access technology(RAT) and the physical environment.
All three items can vary in time. This implicates that the radio resource demand also
changes in time. Ideally, the radio resource allocation mechanism has to provide
the radio resources dynamically equal to the demand for a specific connection. A
static allocation mechanism can assign radio resources fora connection at most as
well as a dynamic mechanism in terms of resource allocation dissatisfaction which
describes the misallocation with respect to the user’s resource demand. The overall
resource allocation dissatisfactiondis can be expressed as the quotient of the sum
of the missed resources with respect to the number of resources assignedNa,i to a
useri and the number of resources demandedNd,i from this user to the sum of all
the numbers of resource demandedNd,i:

dis =







∑

i

(Nd,i−Na,i)+
∑

i

Nd,i

∑

i Nd,i 6= 0

0 otherwise
(3.1)

where(x)+ is x for x > 0 and zero otherwise.

Regarding the case that a user gets more ressources than needed, the additional re-
sources with respect to the demanded resources can be reassigned to a user who de-
mands for additional resources. This increases the overallsatisfaction. On the other
hand, based on the time-dependent nature of the radio resource demand, it may
happen that the static mechanism assigns less resources than demanded whereby
enough radio resources are available and no allocation conflict has been occurred.
An allocation conflict happens if there are not enough ressources to satisfy the
demands of all users, so that the allocation mechanism has tofind a compromise
about the allocation. These two drawbacks of static allocation make the dynamic
allocation mechanism valuable for further investigation.

Dynamic radio resource allocation can be understood as allocating resources from a
pool. The allocation mechanism follows specific rules called the allocation policy.
A well-known representation is spectrum pooling with its plethora of realisation
possibilities. In spectrum pooling, the radio resource is the spectrum which is dy-
namically allocated to several parties. Spectrum pooling can occur in all three levels
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among operators, systems, and end-users including any kindof ad-hoc networks.
An allocation policy which enables a dynamic market reaction in all three levels is
the multi level spectrum auction [28].

Spectrum pooling among operators can be envisaged as proposed in [29] and [30].
Each operator gives his spectrum to a meta-operator, e.g. a firm, but can also be a
regulator. Depending on his spectrum characteristics, theoperator gets shares of the
firm. All the operators can demand on spectrum usage of the meta-operator’s pool.
The meta operator allocates the spectrum usage rights by a Vickrey auction which
is designed for the case that the auctioneer represents the community of bidders.

Spectrum pooling among systems can be envisaged in three ways:

• Common adjacent pool: The main idea is that the fixed bandwidths of two
parties enclose the spectrum pool in the frequency domain. Aspectrum block
at each side is owned by one party. If they need more resources, then they can
request from the spectrum pool. In [31], such an approach hasbeen proposed
for the downlink of UMTS FDD.

• Common used pool: Serveral systems can use the resources of acommon
pool, e.g. whenever they are free. For example, in a unlicensed band, the
system can compete for the channels. Another approach is to coordinate the
spectrum of thebase stations(BSs) [32], for which different methods are
compared in [33].

• Overlay pool: If a system has still unused resources, which can be free all the
time or spontaneously free during the data transmission of this system, the
system owner can allow another system to occupy the free resources. That
is, the system which rents the resources overlays the main system. In [34] an
overlay pool has been proposed by overlaying an FDMA/TDMA system by
an OFDM-based system like IEEE 802.11a.

The common adjacent pool can be seen as the base of equal spectrum pooling,
because parties are equally treated. In contrast to this, the overlay pool is the reason
for prioritised spectrum pooling regarding the transmission priority of the owner
system [35].

The3rd generation communication system UMTS, systems proposed beyond the
3rd generation, thewireless local area network(WLAN) IEEE 802.11e [36], and
themetropolitan area network(MAN) IEEE 802.16 [37] support different service
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classes. Based on the different parameters and their valueswhich characterise the
service classes, the resource demand per class varies. Suchservice classes com-
monly support the transmission urgency and the data rate in various compositions,
e.g. one can be responsible for real-time traffic characterised by a minimum data
rate and a maximum delay, in contrast to the best effort classwhich includes all
data which can be sent whenever possible. In general, the overall radio resource
demand per user terminal varies in time. Therefore, the radio resource should also
be allocated dynamically from a resource pool. In an infrastructure network, like
MAN 802.16, the cell capacity controlled by a BS should be dynamically allocated
to the user terminals. Based on the different service classes, a control mechanism
in the user terminal has to determine how many data have to be transmitted in a
proper duration in order to demand for resources regarding the fulfilment of the
QoS. Thus, in Section 3.2 a framework is introduced to determine the QoS based
on non-stochastic QoS parameters implicating the calculation of the properties of
the data which have to be necessarily sent in order to fulfil the QoS.

In wireless communication systems, the radio resource allocation mechanism can
be logically located in layer2 and3, e.g. theradio resource controller(RRC) is in
layer3 in 3rd generation partnership project(3GPP), whereas in many IEEE stan-
dards the radio resource allocation mainly takes place in layer2, e.g. in the sublayer
medium access control(MAC). A variety of allocation mechanisms has been pro-
posed and included into standards in the past like ALOHA orcarrier sensing mul-
tiple access with collision avoidance(CSMA/CA). These allocation mechanisms
only take into account the physical environment and the proper RAT characteristics,
but not the economic environment which includes the currentmonetary evaluation
of the radio resources and the prices paid. That is, each seller aiming at maximising
his gain, the operator of a wireless communication system should allocate the radio
resources to the user who is willing to pay most. Furthermore, in the same way
as the physical environment, the economic environment can change in time. Thus,
the operator has to continuously find the users with the highest willingness-to-pay.
This results in a permanent interaction among the users and the operator. These
negotiations can be realised by an auction sequence which isdiscussed in Section
3.5. Old systems putauthentication, authorisation, and accounting(AAA) beyond
dynamic pricing. That is, old AAA does not accurately consider dynamic pricing,
therefore an auction sequence meachnism is introduced to perform dynamic pricing
which aims at performing a more efficient and accurate accounting.
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A radio resource auction sequence is an extension of the established allocation
mechanisms by taking into account the dynamic economic environment. This allo-
cation mechanism is considered as a part of the resource allocation mechanism to
end users which includes thejoint radio resource managementmechanism (JRRM)
in the EU founded projectend-to-end reconfigurability(E2R) [38]. In the proposed
system approach, dynamic radio resource allocation can occur within three logical
levels: among operators, communication systems and to end users. In each level
the economic aspect is included by application of auctions which are discussed in
Section 3.6.

In this chapter, the radio resource goods are described in Section 3.1. These re-
sources are necessary for service function execution. The amount of resources
needed for a certain service is determined in the service level agreement which is
explained in Section 3.2. In order to measure proper QoS parameters, which are
determined in the service level agreement, in Section 3.3 a framework for non-
stochastic QoS determination is introduced. The relation of service functions and
resource provisioning in anall-Internet protocoll(all-IP) environment is explained
in Section 3.4. Based on the possible separation of application services and network
access services in an all-IP environment, both providers can be different. Thus, it
can be envisaged that the user always takes the best network access depending on
time and space. In Section 3.5 the negotiations in such a decentralised and dynamic
market for radio resources of a wireless communication system are suggested to be
repeated auctions. This auction sequence can be envisaged to be implemented in
future communication systems which will be described in Section 3.6.

3.1 Radio Resource Goods

The radio resources which can be exploited are time, frequency and power density.
These radio resources are used by all RATs for communication. A RAT transfers
these resources intoradio resource goods(RRGs) with which a data transmission
can be established. Radios can use, get and allocate RRGs. For example, a BS
of a TDMA-based RAT, divides the resource, time, in proper time slots which are
the RRGs offered and allocated to the mobile terminals. A RRGis characterized
by at least one parameter like time slot, bandwidth or numberof subcarriers in
an OFDMA system. For a transmission, several different RRGsmay be needed,
e.g. a BS can allocate time slots as RRGs and the modulation methods as other
RRGs depending on thesignal to noise ratio(SNR). The modulation method can
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be seen as the exploitation of the power density because it influences the signal
shape. RRGs can also be codes in CDMA which can be seen as certain power
sequences for a given bandwidth.

A RAT can be designed in various ways. Consequently, the RRGsas well as the
proper allocation mechanisms can be different. The RRGs aredistinguished be-
tween divisible and indivisible RRGs. A divisible RRG can have an arbitrary size,
but the size of an indivisible RRG is fixed. Moreover, uniformly indivisible RRGs
are indivisible RRGs, for which the sizes of the RRGs are equal. For example, in
UMTS downlink the Walsh codes are indivisible RRGs, but the transmission power
for each user connection is divisible, that is, the power canbe reallocated continu-
ously up to the allowed power constraint. The RRGs and the number of RRGs are
usually limited, e.g. by power constraints and by the numberof orthogonal codes.

The allocation mechanism can be distinguished between the allocation of RRGs for
which there exists a competition among the users and the contention free RRGs.
For example, considering a WLAN IEEE 802.11 system, the users compete for the
transmission access, but within their transmission, RRGs like modulation methods
or power can be adjusted and assigned in a contention free manner. In this thesis
the main focus is on the competing allocation mechanism for uniformly indivisible
RRGs.

RRGs always depend on the physical resources such as frequency, time and can
be influenced by the channel, whereby channel is a collectionof the interplay
among several physical phenomena like diffraction, scattering, attenuation and
space. These RRGs need not to be assigned by a competing allocation mechanism.
For example, in a TDD system like IEEE 802.11 the frequency isthe same for all
users who attend to the sameaccess point(AP), thus the frequency needs not to
be assigned, but the time has to be divided among the participants. The allocation
mechanism for IEEE 802.11 can be executed by a central unit, usually the AP, with
the point coordination function or with the distributed coordination function based
on the CSMA/CA. Furthermore, continuous physical parameters, like the time, can
be converted to indivisible radio resources in combinationwith the RAT character-
istics. In a TDMA system, like GSM, the time which is a continuous parameter can
be divided in proper time slots, which are allocated as RRGs.

Besides allocating pure RRGs, like time slots and bandwidth, often RRGs are a
combination of resource units over multiple dimensions like in an FDMA/TDMA
system in which frequency-time goods are allocated as shownin Figure 3.1 a). A
frequency-time good is the area in the frequency time plane which is described by
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Figure 3.1Examples of indivisible and divisible RRGs

the channel bandwithB and the time slot durationT . In this example the good
size is fixed, thus it is a uniformly indivisible RRG. A user can occupy several
frequency-time goods at the same time depending on his demand and payment
capability. In Figure 3.1 b), a possible scenario of pure time goods which are
uniformly indivisible time slots with durationT is depicted. A user can also occupy
several time slots in sequence as illustrated fort ∈ (1T,3T ). The combination of
a technical parameter, e.g. power control and a physical parameter is shown in
Figure 3.1 c). An RRG is a combination of a codeci allocated for one time slotT .
A user can occupy several codes at the same time, e.g. severalindivisible RRGs.
These three examples are all a combination of indivisible parameters. However, a
combination of a continuous parameter as the power and a discrete one such as time
slot can also be envisaged as illustrated in Figure 3.1 d). This is just an example of
divisible RRGs. The powerp, can be arbitrarily divided into a proper portion and
allocated to several users for one time slotT . This could arise in a CDMA system,
like UMTS FDD, because power is a competing parameter based on themultiple
access interference(MAI).
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3.2 Service Level Agreement

In comercial information technology systems, the growing number of different ser-
vices and of service providers necessitates a clear description of the services offered
by the proper service providers in order to compare the services. This description
is written in theservice level agreement(SLA). The task of the SLA within the
information technology market has shifted from being a financial contract towards
managing customer’s expectations [39]. According to [40],the SLA is divided in a
business and a technical part. The business part includes

• for the users: the payment rules and usage conditions,

• for the providers: security for confidential user’s information and traffic, the
service performance guarantees, and penalty rules for QoS violation,

• for both: contract duration and arbitration process.

The technical part mainly contains the service level specification which is a set of
parameters defining the offered service and the QoS, like minimum throughput and
maximum delay, but also the validity period of authentication.

The tendency in wireless communication systems is to support different applica-
tions simultaneously like phone calls and FTP downloads fora user terminal. Dif-
ferent services lead to different data traffic demand characteristics and requirements
of the transmission. The service is to transmit the data withrespect to the criteria
determined in the SLA, like penalties by violating the QoS and different service
levels. For example, in WLAN IEEE 802.11 the gross data rate over the channel
can depend on the received signal strength. Based on the power level, the mod-
ulation changes adaptively implicating a gross data rate variation. These service
levels have to be stated in the SLA between the network operator as data transmis-
sion service provider and the user. The different service levels can be combined
with different prices as the proposed “gold-silver-bronze” approach in [41] for 3G
networks.

Considering the ISO/OSI model each layer offers several services in order to sup-
port various applications with different traffic characteristics. Additionally, based
on the reconfiguration opportunity of user terminals according to the change of the
RATs like from UMTS to WLAN, in order to increase the ubiquitous connectivity
[42][43], the number and characteristics of the service classes may change. There-
fore, the mapping of the service classes of the upper layer changes and the service
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support may differ. Especially, with regard to the all-IP backbone discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4, the problem arises how to map the data of the networklayer to the proper
MAC service classes. This problem can be found in all layers below the application
layer and also in the wireline networks as discussed in [44] in which the SLA pa-
rameters of applications are mapped to the network QoS parameters. In [45] three
tools are presented for the design of SLAs focusing on telecommunication systems
in order to coordinate the service resources provided by thenetwork and the ser-
vice functions like call connectivity. In this thesis, the focus is mainly on the data
transmission service of wireless communication systems over the wireless channel.
The data transmission service provided to the network layerof the ISO/OSI model
is examined for the use in future wireless communication systems.

The QoS within an SLA is often described by stochastic figures. Assuming an av-
erage delay for a proper service, the user terminal supportsonly one service at first.
Based on the statistical constraint, the user is not able to decide whether the QoS is
fulfilled or not in a session which is the duration of service usage. Thus, the user is
never in the position to sue the operator for QoS violation, because a session is only
a time limited realisation of a stochastic process. Now, a user terminal can support
more services simultaneously like in UMTS or WLAN 802.11e. Based on the RAT
characteristics, the RAT may support different services orthe same services with
different SLAs. For example, UMTS and WLAN 802.11e possess different ser-
vice classes in the MAC. Based on the mapping of the upper layer data, the upper
layer service is supported differently. With respect to an all-IP backbone (see Sec-
tion 3.4.1), UMTS may support better real-time traffic than WLAN IEEE 802.11e.
Thus, if some classes are not suitably supported, the user cannot claim a penalty
for stochastic QoS figures, because of the time limited realisation. However, as the
tendency of the market and research shows, in future the userterminal will be able
to reconfigure the RAT, even change it, and get services over more than one RAT
simultaneously. This is called multi-homing. According tothis feature, the user
is in the position to change the RAT or split the data of the services to the RATs
with respect to their service support. The user terminal canobserve the service in
a certain session and if the service fails certain criteria,the user terminal decides
to switch to another RAT which is more suitable based on a better design or load.
Therefore, the user terminal needs a deterministic serviceevaluation scheme which
is finite in time. In Section 3.3 a framework for such a scheme is presented resulting
in an individual QoS measure.
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3.3 Figure of Merit for Quality of Service Measure-
ment

In this section a framework is proposed that allows the definition and evaluation
of services in finite durations like sessions [46]. Thus, theuser terminal is capable
to evaluate the service during or at the end of a session. Based on the results, the
user terminal can decide to change the cell, the operator or if the QoS is stated
according to this procedure and the QoS is violated, the userterminal can claim for
a compensation as stated in the SLA.

In Section 3.3.1 the considered data transmission servicesare defined. The data
transmission has to be observed. The observation mechanismis described in Sec-
tion 3.3.2. Based on these observations, the evaluation procedure is suggested in
Section 3.3.3. A solution for possible partially non-observable data is given in Sec-
tion 3.3.4. Sometimes, it is only interesting to get an evaluation of one data trans-
mission characteristic like data rate. This is proposed in Section 3.3.5. Finally, in
Section 3.3.6, a simulation illustrates the application ofthe framework.

3.3.1 Overall Description

Considering a service which transmits datad between two parties, transmitter and
receiver, within a fixed layer of the ISO/OSI model (see Figure 3.2). The trans-
mission system operates onto the data according to a specified service, e.g. imple-
mented by a protocol. After transmission, the datad leaves the corresponding layer
on the receiver side towards the next layer.

Figure 3.2Data transmission service in the OSI/ISO model

It is assumed that the service parameters are independent ofthe lower layers. The
proposed QoS measure with which a service is evaluated must not depend on any
technical specification. However, based on the OSI layer philosophy, the data
should be structured in clusters, e.g. packets or frames.
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A datum is an element of the symbol alphabetS = {s1, . . . ,sM}. Consequently,
the transmission data sequence can be described by{dn}n=1,...,N , with dn ∈ S.
Moreover, the QoS is described by a set of propertiesP = {p1, . . . ,pK}. For
example, considering thepacket error rate(PER), data rate and delay of a trans-
mission as relevant QoS parameters, the parameter set becomesP = {p1,p2,p3}
with p1 = PER,p2 = data rate andp3 = delay. The basic idea is to assign an
evaluation with respect to each property of a datum.

The data symbolsdn, n = 1, . . . ,N can be characterised with respect to the above
defined QoS propertiesp1, . . . ,pK . Without loss of generality, infinite data se-
quences (N = ∞) are assumed in order to simplify the mathematical treatment.
The goal of the following considerations is the extraction of a figure of merit for
the connection based on values observed for the data. The data stream is inherently
clustered within the ISO/OSI model: data flows are arranged in packets in the net-
work layer, like by theradio link controller(RLC) of 3GPP and IP, or MAC frames
in the data link layer of many IEEE standards. Thus, it is suitable for the use of a
cluster structure, which is generalised by introducing observation windows.

3.3.2 Observation Windows

During a session, a sequence of data symbols{dn}n∈IN is transmitted for which the
quality of service has to be evaluated based on the QoS parameters. The receiver
terminal should be able to determine the fulfillment of the parameter criteria by
observing sets of these data called observation setsD̃.

Figure 3.3Packets as observation windows

In the example shown in Figure 3.3 data are sent in packets from the transmitter to
the receiver. In the SLA, the minimum data rate per packet with variable length is
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stated as propertyp1 (k = 1). To calculate the actual data rate per packet according
to the SLA, the number of data within a packet is divided by thedifference of
the arrival time of the last datum to the first datum. That is, all the data of one
packet have to be observed to determine the actual packet size, thus these data
are arranged in an observation setD̃1,j, where1,j indicates thejth observation
set of the1st property. Thejth observation corresponds to thejth packet for this
property. Additionally, in the service level agreement, the average maximum delay
of data belonging to two consecutive packets is also stated as the second parameter
p2 (k = 2). This average delay is calculated by dividing the number of data in
two consecutive packets by the difference of the arrival time of the last datum in
the consecutive packet and the arrival time of the first datumwithin the preceding
packet. That is, all the data within two consecutive packetshave to be observed
and are included in the observation setD̃2,j , wherej indicates thejth observation
set of the2nd property. Here, thejth observation comprises thejth andj + 1th

packet. In general, if there areK parameters defined in the SLA, the obersvation
setD̃k,j describes the observed data in thejth observationj = 1, . . . ,J(k) for the
kth property(k = 1, . . . ,K), where the number of observationsJ depends on the
propertypk. Based on the data of an observation set, an evaluation takesplace. It
might happen, that there are data which are not observable with respect to several
or even all properties. The evaluation of these data is discussed in Section 3.3.4.

Figure 3.4Observation of a continuous data transmission in order to evaluate two
parameters: data rate and delay

Furthermore, a datum can be included in several observationsets. For example,
considering a continuous data transmission over a wirelesschannel in Figure 3.4,
based onmodulation and coding scheme(MCS) adaptation, the data rate can vary.
In the SLA, two parameters,p1 = minimum data rate andp2 = delay are stated.
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The data rate criterion is determined by observing three consecutive data. The ac-
tual data rate according to the criterion is calculated by dividing the difference of
the arrival time of the last datum to the first datum by3. The acutal data rate ac-
cording to the criterion is calculated for each datum arriving at the receiver, i.e.
the three observation sets̃D1,n = {dn−2,dn−1,dn}, D̃1,n+1 = {dn−1,dn,dn+1}
andD̃1,n+2 = {dn,dn+1,dn+2} contain thenth datum. The same occurs for the
delay of two consecutive data. Thenth datum is included in the observation sets
D̃2,n = {dn−1,dn} andD̃2,n+1 = {dn,dn+1}. This circumstance rises the ques-
tion of mapping the observation set to a clear evaluation setDk,j in order to avoid
ambiguities which is proposed as

Dk,j = D̃k,j

⋂

ℓ<j

Dc
k,ℓ , k = 1, . . . ,K, j = 1, . . . ,J(k), (3.2)

where(·)c denotes the complementary set. The evaluation setDk,j summarises
all data which are not included by observations of thekth property and smallerj.
If j increases in time when an observation takes place, it can also be interpreted,
that the evaluation setDk,j only includes the data that are not included in former
observations of thekth property. Butj can also describe the clustering of the data
according to another criterion, e.g. all data which are sentwith a data rate within a
proper data rate range characterized byj are observed in a proper observation set.
For each data range, the certain property, which is described as the average number
of consecutive data per observation set, has to be above a threshold which can vary
with j. Continuing the example, the actual data rate calculated based on thenth

observation set is evaluated for thenth datum (D1,n = {dn}). The same holds for
the delay criterion.

3.3.3 Evaluation of Quality of Service Properties

The combination of all possible observations leads to the index set

M = IK × J, (3.3)

whereIK = {1, . . . ,K}, J = {1, . . . ,J}. That is, the attributepk and the indexj of
the observation characterisex = (k,j) ∈ M. The idea is that all data of the same
evaluation set get the same evaluation of thekth property. The evaluation function
g : M → {0,1} assigns a boolean value to each evaluation set. If thekth property
is fulfilled, the evaluation functiong(x) is one, otherwise zero. Each datumdn
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possesses an evaluationen,k, describing whether or not thekth property is fulfilled
based on the evaluation functiong(x) which can be expressed by

en,k = g(x) if dn ∈ Dk,j . (3.4)

For example, considering a data transmission of two MAC frames for which only
the frame delay is the relevant propertyp1 = delay. Each frame containsL data
elements, resulting in a data sequenced1, . . . ,d2L. The observation sets are iden-
tical to the frame which can be formally written as̃D1,1 = {d1, . . . ,dL} and
D̃1,2 = {dL+1, . . . ,d2L}. The two observation sets are disjoint. This implicates
that the evaluation sets are equal to the observation sets. The first frame is sent
punctually, but the second frame has to wait too long and exceeds the delay con-
straint because of queueing. Thus, for each datum of the firstframe, the evaluation
function assigns valid (e1,1 = . . . = eL,1 = 1), whereas for the second frame, the
evaluation functions indicates a timing violation, that iseL+1,1 = . . . = e2L,1 = 0.

The set of theevaluable data(ED) includes all data which have an evaluation for
all properties

ED =
K⋂

k=1

J⋃

j=1

Dk,j . (3.5)

Only these data are rateable in regard to all properties. Theproposed QoS measure
considers each datum and determines the individual QoS evaluationen per datum
dn by combining the evaluation of each property

en =
K∧

k=1

en,k. (3.6)

The evaluation is only fulfilled, that isen = 1, if all properties ofdn are evaluated
as valid. Otherwise, the quality of this datum is violated and failed (en = 0).

The QoS measureµ per data sequence is the relation of the number of data whose
evaluation is positive to the number of ED

µ =

∑

dn∈ED
en

|ED| , (3.7)

where|ED| denotes the cardinal number of ED. This QoS measure deterministi-
cally evaluates the transmission service by equally treating the evaluated data. ED
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summarises data for which all properties are evaluable. Theamount of data within
a given data transmission is at least as high as the number of elements of ED.
However, ED can only include a small subset of the whole data by inadequately
choosing the observation sets and leading to a inconfident QoS measure for the
whole data transmission. Therefore, the choice of the observation sets has to be
taken in a way to keep the relation of the unevaluable data to the whole amount
of data under a proper threshold. In the following, it is assumed, that this thresh-
old is not exceeded and the unevaluable data is only a small fraction of the whole
amount of data. Usually, at the beginning of the transmission, unevaluable data
occur for sliding and fixed sets until they have enough data for evaluation. This
can be avoided by determining a dynamic set for the beginningwhich grows until
a proper size and amount of data is reached.

Continuing the example above, all data in the first frame are evaluated by1 because
the delay is the only property, whereas the quality of all data in the second frame is
evaluated as failed. Thus, the QoS of transmitting these twoMAC frames is

µ =

L∑

n=1
1 +

2L∑

n=L+1

0

|ED| = 0.5 (3.8)

as intuitively expected.

3.3.4 Quality of Service Properties for Non-Evaluable Data

The QoS measure in equation (3.7) with respect to equation (3.5) takes into account
only the data for which all properties are evaluated. But thequestion arises, how
to treat data whose properties can only be partially evaluated, because of a possible
lack of observation of some properties. This issue concernsall data in





J⋃

j=1

Dk,j





c

=

J⋂

j=1

Dc
k,j (3.9)

that is, these data cannot be classified in thekth property, but other properties may
be rateable. To solve the missed evaluation of a certain property, two ways can be
envisaged.
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The first possibility is to set the missing property evaluation to zero (en,k = 0).
A drawback is that if all properties but one are positively evaluated and one is
unobservable, the evaluation suffers from a single unobservable property.

The second possibility claims not to take the non-rateable data into account. This
case can also be considered as an application of an “innocence principle” and means
that the absence of an evaluation should not be rated as a negative performance. Re-
call the assumption that the non-evaluable amount of data inrelation to the whole
amount of data is below a small confidence threshold thanks toa smart set choice,
worst cases are avoided like the evaluation ofp1 as always positive and the other are
always non-evaluable what result inµ = 1. On the other hand, if the assumption
has been dropped and the data evaluation yields zero if thereis one non-evaluable
property, thenµ is zero, although knowing only positive evaluation for sure. Con-
sequently, for datadn for which only some of the properties are not rateable the
missing values should be set to one

dn ∈
J⋂

j=1

Dc
k,j ∧ dn ∈ EDno ⇒ en,k = 1, (3.10)

where the set of the evaluable data EDno comprises all data which have at least one
evaluated property

EDno =

K⋃

k=1

J⋃

j=1

Dk,j . (3.11)

ED of equation (3.5) is a subset of EDno. The QoS can be calculated as in Equation
(3.7) by replacing ED with EDno.

This extension to non-observable data is illustrated by thefollowing example: As-
suming the evaluation of datad1, . . . ,d5 for propertiesp1, p2, p3 given in Table
3.1, the datad1 cannot be evaluated for any property and thus is not an element of
EDno. Therefore, the QoS cannot be determined for this data because no state-
ment of any property evaluation is given. Datad2 fulfils all QoS properties and
therefore the overall QoS for these data can be marked as positive. Furthermore,
a quite substantial difference betweend3 andd4 is obvious. The datumd3 fails
to fulfil the second QoS property, whereasd4 cannot be evaluated for the second
QoS. Consequently, overall QoS ofd3 is zero, in contrast tod4 whose overall QoS
evaluation is set to one because of a positive evaluation of the other properties and
the applied innocent principle.
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p1 p2 p3 en

d1 − − − −
d2 1 1 1 1

d3 1 0 1 0

d4 1 − 1 1

d5 1 0 − 0

µ 1 0.3 1 0.5

Table 3.1Example for the calculation of properties and overall QoS

3.3.5 Marginal Quality of Service

The QoS is calculated by concentrating on all relevant properties. But, the analysis
of the characteristic of a certain propertypk can also be interesting. This is called
the marginal QoS. For example, a service is characterised bydata rate and delay.
The QoS is poor, because the delay is exceeded very often because of queueing,
but data are transmitted by a high data rate.

Thus, a user terminal can consider each propertypk as an individual service de-
scription and calculate the so-called marginal QoS. The result can be stored in a
local database, in order to select this radio access technology if a high data rate is
needed for data transfer, but not for voice application.

The definition of the evaluable data of propertypk is straightforward with respect
to equation (3.5)

EDk =

J⋃

j=1

Dk,j . (3.12)

A measure for the marginal QoS according to Equation (3.7) may be given by the
relative amount of data which are positively evaluated for thekth property

µk =

∑

dn∈EDk

en,k

|EDk|
. (3.13)

It should be noted that the overall QoS in Equation (3.5) cannot be calculated out
of the marginal QoS in Equation (3.13). The non-evaluable method which assigns
a certain evaluation figureen,k based on the “innocence principle” is clearly not
applied to the marginal QoS.
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The calculation of a marginal QoS results in the final row of inTable 3.1. It can be
concluded that the marginal QoSs characterisingp1 andp3 is fulfilled whereasp2

seems to suffer from severe degradation.

3.3.6 QoS-Evaluation in OFDMA-based Networks

In this section the QoS measure defined in the previous section is applied to an
OFDMA based network IEEE 802.16a [47]. The physical layer iscompletely im-
plemented in Simulink. Thesubscriber stations(SSs) transmit their data over the
Standford University Interim(SUI)-3 channel model [48].

Physical Layer

The standard has4 different physical layer(PHY) opportunities, wherewireless
MAN-OFDMAdefines theorthogonal frequency division multiple access(OFDMA)
opportunity. In contrast to thewireless MAN-OFDMthe transmission in OFDMA
occurs over2048 subcarriers and not over256. This huge number of subcarriers
serves as support for transmission for more than one user simultaneously. The sub-
carriers besides the guard band are mapped into70 subchannels. Each subchannel
consists of6 tiles and one tile is composed of4 adjacent subcarriers. To reduce
co-channel interference, to eliminate burst errors, and toprovide an appropriate
transmission fairness among the users in terms of fading, the tiles per subchannel
are permuted.

The physical layer of OFDMA is very similar to the one oforthogonal frequency
division multiple(OFDM). The major difference is that not all possible subcarriers
are used exclusively for one user, but only those subchannels which are assgined by
the BS. The data coming from the MAC layer are scrambled, encoded, interleaved
and modulated. The convolutional coding allows code rates of reff = 1

2 , 2
3 , 3

4 and
the modulation scheme can be QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM, optionally. These
symbols and the pilot symbols form the OFDMA frames. That is,each tile is a
time-frequency block consisting of 4 subcarriers and 3 timeslots. Each subcarrier-
time slot pair at the corner of a tile carries a pilot symbol. Then the symbols are
assigned to the subcarriers, IFFT transformed and sent.
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Channel

For all users, it is assumed that they are located in a multipath environment within
a moderate building and vegetation density (delay spreadτDS = 0.26µs). The
channel model is derived from the (SUI)-3 channel model. Themulti paths are rep-
resented by 3 taps which underly a Clark-Doppler spectrum with identical Doppler
spread.

Medium Access Control

In the simulation, it is assumed that the SS estimates the radio resources needed
to fulfill the QoS and requests for radio resources accordingto thegrant per single
station(GPSS) mechanism described in IEEE 802.16a. The BS collectsall requests
and allocates the resources. The responsibility for QoS fulfillment partially shifts
from the network side to the SS: The SS has to classify and predict the data which
should be urgently sent within this frame to fulfill the QoS. Moreover, the SS can
ask for capacity depending on its capacity needed.

To accomplish this task, smart algorithms for prediction and classification may
assist in calculating the required resources. Because the focus is on the QoS figure
of merit, the data are read out of the QoS buffers by a priorityscheduler, i.e. the
QoS buffers are assumed to be in a descending order with respect to priority and
the priority scheduler starts reading out data beginning with the first buffer and
continues to the second.

Simulation Environment

A cell is considered with two users. The average demands of the users are equal.
Based on GPSS the users request for an average data rateηd0 (η > 0). In this
case, the BS assigns each user the half number of subchannelscorresponding to a
maximum data rated0 per user taking into account a fixed modulation QPSK and
code rate3/4. The frame length is set toT = 8ms. The SS splits the incoming data
into two service queues labeled byi with QoS measuresµi. The idea is to show an
example how to apply this QoS measure on the transmitter sideby observing the
data which are waiting for sending, what can be extended to determine the number
of data to be sent in advance to fulfill the QoS criteria. Therefore, it is assumed that
the delay through the physical layer and the channel is neglectable to the maximum
delay allowed, thus the delay can be approximated by the exittime of the datum
tout of the service queue minus the enter time of the datumtin concerning the test
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of delay fulfillment. The incoming traffic of both queues obeys a Poisson process
and it is assumed that the averaged data rates per service queue are equal to0.5ηd0.
Eachservice class(SC) has to fulfill minimum requirements which are described
by the property matrix~P = (pi

k)ik:

~P =

(
0.5ηd0 0.125T

0.5ηd0 0.125T

)

, (3.14)

where the rows describe the minimum data rate and the maximumdelay per SC.
The values are chosen arbitrarily in order to present their influence onto the QoS.
For each SC, the services have to support the average and incoming data rate.
The maximum delay criterionpi

2 for each datum is1ms. The observation set
D̃2,n = {dn} is equal to the evaluation setD2,n = {dn}. On the other hand,
concerning the data rate criterion, the evaluation setD1,n = {dn} corresponds to
the datumdn coming into a service queue. The data rate is the number of data
currently in the QoS queue divided by the difference of the exit time tout,n and
the enter timetin,n of datumdn. If a datum is dropped because of buffer overflow

Figure 3.5Tansmitter modell with priority scheduler and two queues ofdifferent ser-
vice classes

or stays in the buffer after disconnection, the data rate forevaluation is set to zero
and the delay to infinity, because of non-transmission. Furthermore, the observa-
tion set of a datum which is dropped because of buffer overflowonly includes this
datum. For example, in Figure 3.5 the transmission with the two service queues is
depicted. Unfortunately, the data of the first service queued5 andd6 have to be
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dropped due to buffer overflow, thus each observation set possesses a single ele-
mentD̃1,5 = {d5} andD̃1,6 = {d6}. Normally, the observation set of the data
rate criterion needs not include a consecutive data sequence because of the buffer
overflow possibility, e.g. in Figure 3.5 the observation setD̃1,8 does not include
d5 andd6. Additionally, the number of elements of the observation set can vary,
e.g. in Figure 3.5 the cardinal numbers vary for and in each service class as illus-
trated with the observation sets of the first service queueD̃1,5, D̃1,6 andD̃1,8 also
in comparison with the observation sets of the second service queueD̃1,13. The
evaluation setD1,n of the data rate criterion exactly includes one elementdn.

In contrast to the overlapping observation sets of the data rate criterion, the delay
criterion is evaluated based on non-overlapping sets. Consequently, the evaluation
setD2,n is identical to the observation setD̃2,n.
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Figure 3.6Marginal QoSµ1 describing the fulfillement of the data rate criterion for
both service classes SC1 and SC2

In the simulation the load factorη is increased up to2.5, that is, the incoming
average data rate of each service queue is1.25 times the provided averaged data
rate. In the following only the SS of one user is considered based on problem
symmetry. In Figure 3.6, the marginal QoSµ1 with respect to the data rate criterion
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is considered for both service classes SC1 and SC2. The marginal QoS is shown
in dependence of the load factor. Forη = 0.1, the data rate criterion is fulfilled
for both classes. Afterwards,µ2

2 of SC2 suffers from the priority scheduling which
favors the data of SC1. In average, the incoming data of both SCs fully exploit
the reserved resources byη = 1. But due to the Poisson arrival process of the
incoming data implicating the occurence of higher data rateat some times, the
priority scheduling causes a higher data accumulation in SC2. Forη slightly higher
than1, µ2

2 of SC2 racily decreases, because in average there is not enough resource
for data of SC2. But based on the duration with low data transmission demand of
SC1 due to the Poisson arrival process, some data of SC2 whichfulfils the data rate
criterion can be sent. For SC1 the data rate criterion is fulfilled until η = 2. For
η > 2, the incoming data rate is in average higher than the provided one leading
to QoS decrease due to storage of data or even immediate removal due to buffer
overflow.
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Figure 3.7Marginal QoSµ2 describing the fulfillement of the delay criterion for both
service classes SC1 and SC2

In Figure 3.7 the marginal QoSµ2 of the delay criterion is shown for both service
classes SC1 and SC2. The delay criterion takes only one datuminto account. The
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delay criterion is fulfilled up toη = 1, because in average all the data can be
transmitted up toη = 1 and an appropriate maximum delay. Forη > 1, more and
more data of SC2 are queued and even immediately removed due to buffer overflow.
This leads to an descent of the marginal QoS with increasingη. On the other hand,
the marginal QoS of SC1 is fulfilled up toη = 2 due to the same reasons of the
data rate consideration.
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Figure 3.8Overall QoSµ for both service classes SC1 and SC2

The overall QoSµ for both SC1 and SC2 is shown in Figure 3.8. The overall QoS
of SC2 is quite similar to the marginal QoSµ1, because forη < 1 the marginal
QoSµ2 is very close to1, that is almost all evaluationse2,n are1. Thus, the overall
QoS is stronly correlated withµ2

1 for η ≤ 1. For η > 1, µ1 is small, implicating
that there are a large number of evaluatione2,n equal to zero. All marginal QoS of
SC1 are fulfilled forη ≤ 2, thus the overall QoS is also highly correlated withµ2

1.
Forη > 2 it cannot be argumented in that way, because no marginal QoS is close to
1 or 0 and in general the overall QoS cannot be deducted from the marginal QoSs
because of the innocent principle.
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3.4 Service Functions and Resources

A future communication system approach is the all-IP network which is explained
in Section 3.4.1. For this system approach, the overall system level structure will
change by separating the end-to-end service offers from thenetwork access in-
frastructure. Therefore, the relation of service functions and the service resources
needed in the special case of wireless access are discussed in Section 3.4.2. This
can be extended to an overall end-to-end service offer in an all-IP network which
leads to different possibilities for the service functionsand resources in different
layers of the OSI models (see Section 3.4.3).

3.4.1 All-IP Environment

During the evolution from the second generation to the thirdgeneration of the
wireless communication systems several system standards have been approved and
brought to the market [49], likegeneral packet radio service(GPRS),international
mobile telecommunications-2000(IMT-2000), and WLAN IEEE 802.11. Each of
these standards has been designed to support a few services in different scenarios
specified in range, availability, service levels, etc. These systems vary widely in
terms of latency, area of coverage, cost, bandwidth and QoS.It can be envisaged,
that the fourth generation system should support all the established market places,
that is, satisfy simultaneously latency, high bandwidth and ubiquitous coverage for
low cost as demanded in [50]. The requirements can be fulfilled by developement
of a completely new wireless system or smart combination of the established sys-
tems.

The development of a completely new system implicates the investigation, design
and implementation of new radio interfaces and network components as well as
a new core network. This is cost-intensive and, regarding tothe problems of the
UMTS market launch, not recommended. Concerning the secondapproach, many
currently used wireless systems are in the starting phase onthe market like IEEE
802.16 or their usage increase like WLAN IEEE802.11. Moreover, the perfor-
mance of the systems is steadily improved indicated by issuing standards amend-
ments like IEEE 802.11e which introduces service classes inthe existing WLAN.
These systems are already implemented, so the CAPEX of the fourth generation is
less by reusing them, instead of covering the area with a new infrastructure. De-
pending on the user demand and the number of RATs and cells available, the user
terminal can be connected to several cells of different RATsto split one service over
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Figure 3.9Logical system structure change of a future all-IP network (horizontal
structure) in comparison to the established systems configuration (vertical
structure)

more cells or to get multiple services from any service provider simultaneously as
stated in [49]. The goal is that the user is always best connected as discussed in
[51]. The interconnection of these systems results in a common “point” which is a
commonly used network.

The question arises about the constellation of such a network. There are two ways, a
heterogeneous or a homogeneous network. A heterogeneous network includes sev-
eral subnetworks which are different in their technology, e.g. UMTS and WLAN
can be tightly coupled [52] and contemporarely UMTS and GSM can be loosely
coupled over the Internet. Thus, the common network consists of two subnetworks:
the core network of UMTS, which is the common core network forUTRAN and
WLAN, and the Internet. On the other hand, a homogeneous network consists of
the same technology and is currently the favourite due to itssimplicity. Many rel-
evant services like FTP, video conferencing, E-Mail etc. are designed and offered
based on the Internet. To open these services to the wirelessmarket as well, the all-
IP architecture has been introduced in [53] according to [54] to allow the operator
to deliver real time and non real time traffic (see also [55]).In [56] the tendency
is highlighted that all multimedia internetworking services can be envisaged to be
based on the IP technology which does not have any market relevant competitors
[57].

The main idea of all-IP is to connect the established wireless and wireline systems
and furthermore to allow service provision independent of anetwork ownership.
In contrast to the established communication systems’ configuration in which each
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Figure 3.10Future common all-IP network with adjacent network access systems

system has its own access technology, network technology and network based ser-
vices, in the all-IP system, there are different access technologies, but a common IP
based network to support different services. The established communication sys-
tems’ configuration can be seen as the vertical service access structure, because of
a special system design for proper services. In comparison to this, the horizontal
all-IP service access structure offers different access mechanisms, but one Network
for all services which is illustrated in Figure 3.9 and also discussed in [58]. In
Figure 3.10, the main idea of all-IP is illustrated. Severalestablished wireline and
wireless networks serve as pure access networks to the Internet-based backbone in
which services are offered and executed like thesession initiation protocol(SIP),
etc.

In the classical telecommunication market, there is a one-to-one relationship be-
tween operator and user. The user directly buys the service from his network op-
erator, because there is no other opportunity. The emergence of new and already
in the Internet established services into the wireless communication market leads
to service providers who offer attractive services, but do not possess any network.
The all-IP architecture gives them the opportunity to offerand submit their services
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from the IP network, whereas the real network operator is transparent to the user
with respect to the service [59]. Thus, the wireless systemsserve as a radio access
network to the IP network. There is a separation between service functions offered
by the service providers and service resources provided by the network operator.
This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.2 and applied to the all-IP en-
vironment in Section 3.4.3. In such a scenario it can be envisaged that the user
terminal only has the physical layer and the data link layer of a specific RAT or a
number of them to get access to the overall network, but the network layer is based
on IP. For example, a call handling is a service provided by a service provider in
the Internet, but the radio resource provision has to be negotiated with the wire-
less network operator. Moreover, the responsibility for special features to manage
mobility like handovers can be left to the proper RAT.

3.4.2 Service-Resource Responsibility

A service consists of service functions and service resources (also briefly discussed
in [45]). Service functions can be the establishment and management of a call
connection which needs service resources like network capacity to transmit the
data between the users. Figure 3.11 shows the relation and possible information
flow for service provisioning. The user is described by two entities, the service
user entity, which deals with the service function, and the resource user entity,
which negotiates for the necessary resources for executingthe service functions.
In a mobile terminal, the service user and resource user entity are incorporated as
subentities, e.g. the resource user entity in the MAC can demand for RRGs in
order to enable data transmission as a service function. Theservice user entity
requests a specific service and its QoS from the service provider (encircled1 in
Figure 3.11). The service provider can confirm the request after clarifying the
availability of resources.

There are two entities that are responsible for resources, 1) service provider or 2)
service user:

1) Usually, the service provider has the responsibility to check the available
resources and has to manage the resource availability. Therefore, the ser-
vice provider requests for resources of the specific serviceand its QoS from
the resource provider (encircled grey2). The resource provider negotiates
with the service provider and finally submits an answer aboutthe resource
availability (encircled grey3). Based on the resource availability, the service
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provider conveys a modified service offer to the service user(encircled grey
4). If the user accepts the offer the service can be delivered,otherwise the
negotiation starts again.

2) On the other hand, the service provider can only be held responsible for the
service functions, but not for the resource availability. The service provider
does not negotiate with the resource provider for service resources, but only
uses the resources for the service function. The negotiation responsibility
is fully taken over by the service and resource user. At the beginning, the
service user entity has to ask the service provider about theservice func-
tions (encircled black1 and2) and submits a resource request indirectly to
the resource provider over the resource user entity (encircled black3 and
4). Afterwards, the service user gets the resource availability answer (encir-
cled black5 and6). Based on the resource availability and service functions
response, the service user decides which service level and QoS the service
has.

Figure 3.11Service and resource responsibilities and information flow

In both cases, the negotiation between adjacent entities can underly different nego-
tiation mechanisms. Moreover, the information flow betweentwo adjacent entities
can be repeated several times for negotiation purposes until conveying any infor-
mation to another entity. The main difference of both cases is that in the first one
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the service provider is responsible for the resource management and in the second
case the user isresponsiblefor the resource management implicating the service
level and QoS. This responsibility has to be stated in the SLAamongst others with
respect to rule the penalty policy.

In this thesis the focus is on data transmission over wireless infrastructure commu-
nication systems, especially, the data transmission service of3rd layer data offered
by the1st and2nd layers. For this service, the service levels are called service
classes. The service classes are described by service parameters, like delay and
minimum data rate. Based on these parameters the QoS is defined. The service
function is the transmission of these data in order to fulfil the service parameters.
This service function includes both physical and data link layer functions like adap-
tation of modulation, channel coding as well as cyclic redundancy check and data-
gram fragmentation. The common management of physical and data link layer
parameters can be seen as a cross layer management in the control plane. If not
stated otherwise, this common management is logically located in the control plane
of the medium access control. The service functions have to be designed to exploit
the RRGs as good as possible to fulfil the service parameters and to maximise the
QoS. In case of a base station which controls the RRGs, the resource provider entity
in which the allocation mechanism is executed is logically located in its medium
access control. On the other hand, the resource user entity is in the MAC in the
user terminal.

In the existing communication systems like GSM, the first described case in Figure
3.11 is applied. The base station assigns the RRGs based on the service requested
without complicated negotiation. One main reason for this is to reduce computa-
tional effort in the user terminal. With the increasing chipintegration and cognitive
radio investigation, the second case can be envisaged. The user terminal is re-
sponsible for the negotiation with the base station to get RRGs in order to fulfil
the service for the network data. A possible negotiation mechanism is the auction
which is discussed in Section 4.

3.4.3 Service-Resource Responsibility in All-IP

In the future all-IP network as discussed in Section 3.4.1, it can be envisaged that
the service provider for services higher than the3rd layer is located in the Internet.
This service provider necessarily needs not to be the same person as the service
resource provider who is the network or network access operator if data transmis-
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sion is the service as discussed in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The communication
systems are mainly access networks providing a data transmission service to the
higher layer. Usually, the network provides several service classes which are dif-
ferent in the set of service parameters to serve for different end-to-end services of
the4th layer as illustrated in Figure 3.12 withA1 . . . An.

Based on the plethora of applications and the fact that one application can pro-
duce data with different transmission constraints, the end-to-end service data can
be mapped into several service classes of the network layer.Following the ten-
dency that auser terminal(UT) is able to transmit data over more than one RAT,
the network service classes need not mandatorily be mapped in a single service
class of the data link layer, or several service classes can convey their data in one
service class in the data link layer. It is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping be-
cause it could be envisaged that the RAT has been designed foranother network
protocol. Concerning a radio access network, there exist three main transmission
path segments:

• the wireless path (lightnings in Figure 3.12) over which thedata are trans-
mitted among the BSs which is the access node and the UTs,

• the core network paths (dashed lines) which connect the Internet with the
proper BS, and

• the Internet paths (dashed dotted lines) which are the pathsbetween the ser-
vice provider and the interface to the core network of the wireless communi-
cation system.

The Internet as well as the core networks are assumed to buildup on a wireline
technology which provides enough capacity to route the datatraffic through the
two networks. The bottelneck of the overall transmission line is the wireless path
between the BSs and UTs which possesses a small capacity in comparison to wire-
line paths like fibre optic cable, because of technical constraints or spectrum regu-
lation. The users have to compete for this service, especially for the RRGs in order
to reach at least a minimal QoS, see also [38] for a signaling procedure to nego-
tiate QoS of an end-to-end connection. In this thesis the competition for RRGs is
solved by an auction sequence which is discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.
The auction determines the allocation as well as the prices per RRG whereny the
user is responsible for the resource negotiation. The priceof the service function
usage and the RRGs results in the pricepWL of providing the radio access to the
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Figure 3.12Communication connection possibility in an all-IP network

network. Additionally, there are the costs of the data transmission through the core
networkpCN and the InternetpIP . A service can include several user terminals as
depicted in Figure 3.12, in which two mobiles UT1 and UT2 communicate over a
call service. The prices of the different resources can be paid in several ways. At
first, the service initiator has to pay all, second they sharethe price based on the
price figure or networks. In the following it is assumed that each user has to pay at
least for the RRGs used in the cells he attended in order to allow very fast auction
repetition and hence market reaction (see Section 4).

The resource negotiation responsibility of the two networks and a service provider
user connection can be divided in several ways:

• The user demands for an end-to-end service from the service provider. He
provides the service functions and negotiates for the Internet resources, that
is, the network capacity. The service provider bills the user for the applica-
tion service and the data transmission service over the Internet. An end-to-
end service resource induced by application services is thedata transmission
service of the Internet. The price of the data transmission through the core
network can be charged per session, session duration, or data volume. More-
over, in addition to these three possibilities, the individual path costs to the
BS including CAPEX and OPEX can be taken into account. For example, the
path to frequently used BSs can be cheaper than to seldom usedBSs, because
for the first case, the OPEX of the BS can be divided to more users than in
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the second case. Concerning the auction, the core network usage price can
be included into the reserve price, to make the billing procedure easier.

• The service provider is only responsible for the application service function
but not for the resources. The user has to negotiate for all three resources.
The price of the Internet usage can follow the same aspects asfor the core
network in the previous item, e.g. the price can depend on theserver location
in the Internet, the service and the data volume. The price ofthe core network
follows the same argumentation as in the previous item as well. Nowadays,
in fixed telecommunications, users can demand for a call-by-call service, but
the infrastructure is provided by a network operator which is usually paid by
a basic fee.

• The last possibility is, that the user is only responsible for the RRGs, but
the service provider takes care about the network capacity in the Internet and
core network. The prices can be determined in similar ways asexplained in
the first two items.

All possibilities have in common, that the user terminal hasto care about the RRGs
in order to transmit the3rd layer data over the wireless channel. That is, the user
terminal has to negotiate with the base station how to adjustthe radio parameters,
estimate the required RRGs, with respect to the competitionwith the other user
terminals.

3.5 Radio Resource Good Auctioning

The usage of radio resources is limited at least by technicalconstraints. In 1927
the US government has begun to regulate the spectrum, so thatadditional policy
constraints arose. The spectrum has been divided into frequency bands in which
specific RATs have been allowed for transmission. These determined bandwidths
can be allocated to users who are able to send in this proper frequency band. Usu-
ally, a user’s goal is to send his data regardless of the otherusers’ transmission
requests. Therefore, in the following, it is assumed that a user likes to maximise
his own utility without worrying about the other users’ interests. For example, in a
TDD system without any transmission duration constraints,a greedy user terminal
can occupy the channel even if there are no real data to send inorder to keep the
right to use the radio resource immediately if new data arrive. Clearly, this leads
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to a decreased overall throughput. In turn, the other users also follow this strategy,
because it increases their utility by immediately transmitting new data as well. This
greedy behaviour reduces the exploitation of the common resource up to the worst
point of uselessness. This phenomenon is well-known in economics and discussed
in [60] as “tragedy of the commons”. Thus, the medium access should be controlled
in order to prevent this waste of resources. Another examplehas been observed by
introducing flat rate for the internet usage. Due to the drop of all usage based fees,
the customers remain logged in for hours, which causes a performance degradation
to other customers.

If several parties are able to access the same resource, a policy has to determine
resource occupation in order to avoid mutual interference and keep a certain fair-
ness. Otherwise, data transmission of each party can be disturbed until the worst
case scenario in which all data are lost. Moreover, from an overall perspective, the
resource should be allocated in an economic-efficient way, because goods are ex-
changed for which users compete in a market. The users who evaluate the resource
usage most should get the access right. This evaluation results from the user’s in-
dividual characteristics and observation of the other users’ behaviours which are
discussed in more detail in Section 4. Consequently, following the ideal aspects
of an unlicensed spectrum access control stated in [61], an ideal medium access
control mechanism in cellular communication systems should fulfil:

• Avoidance of interference

• Curb of greed

• Promotion of economic efficiency

The popular access mechanism CSMA/CA [62] and CSMA/CD [63] are schemes
which are designed to avoid interference, but they fail in preventing user termi-
nals from greeding. Assuming a terminal is transmitting over a channel in WLAN
802.11, regardless of the maximum number of bytes as limit, it is an advantage
to occupy the channel in time periods in which no real load data have to be sent.
The reason is to avoid additional delay due to the competition of the channel for
transmitting the next datagram. In pure CSMA/CA, economic efficiency fails as
well in terms of transmission urgency based on QoS fulfilmentlike maximum de-
lay, because there is no distinction between the user data. One of the first access
mechanism originating from the wireline network, ALOHA [64], fails all three cri-
teria. It does not avoid interference because of the arbitrary access to the medium. It
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does not prevent greed following the same reasons as for CSMA/CA and there is no
distinction among the packets, thus economic efficiency suffers. To curb greed, an
additional penalty mechanism can be implemented as in [11].The idea is to impose
a penalty based on the amount of resource used. But economic efficiency suffers
for some penalty mechanism, e.g. the penalty is an additional delay depending on
the previous transmission duration. Packets with tough delay constraints may have
to wait too long.

The radio resource exchange in a cellular communication network is a market. A
seller, the base station, offers the RRGs to the customers, the user terminals. In-
deed, the base station and the user terminals are not persons, but they represent
humans, therefore their utilities have to be a mapping of their owners’ utilities, be-
cause finally the humans decide about the satisfaction of a service. Consequently,
the RRGs allocation is economic in nature. Thus, market mechanism should be
taken into account which are designed for all three criteria. Such a market mech-
anism has to avoid interference by offering exclusive goodswhich are solely al-
located to a user. These RRGs can be frequency-time goods in an FDMA/TDMA
system or code-time goods in a CDMA/TDD system. In the latter, another difficulty
is inherent, because data transmission can mutually interfere resulting in multiple
access interference. But the goods can be exclusive with respect to an allowable
mutual interference which can be stated in an SLA, e.g. the base station has to
control the power of the user terminals in order to minimise interference. In a mar-
ket mechanism, the goods are allocated in exchange of money,whereby the money
can be artificial, like tokens [61], or real. Paying a price per good can be seen as
a penalty, the user terminal seeks to only occupy the resources needed and conse-
quently a market mechanism curbs greed. In order to find out the user terminals
which evaluate the RRGs most, some kind of information exchanges between base
stations and user terminals have to take place. In these negotiations the evaluation
has to be expressed in such a way that it can be ordered by the base station. A pos-
sibility is the mapping of the evaluation of the RRG usage to abid. A bid reflects
the current market estimation in combination with the individual user’s evaluation
in terms of service preference, purchasing power and service utility (see Section
3.5.1).

A market mechanism which allocates goods and determines theprice based on the
bids is the auction. If the bids represent the current individual evaluation of a good
and a standard auction is used, economic efficiency is assured. For example, the
user terminal seeks for submitting data which have different transmission urgencies
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by saving money and a discriminatory auction (Section 2.3.1) allocates the RRGs.
Furthermore, the user terminal is capable of estimating thebidding behaviour of
other user terminals based on observations. Thus, the user terminal has to estimate
the current market behaviour in terms of forecasting the bids of the others. In
combination with the user’s characteristic, the user terminal has to decide on how
much to bid in order to save as much money as possible and contemporarily get
the RRG for data transmission. In a discriminatory auction the price paid per good
equals the bid submitted, and therefore the optimal bid to win a RRG subject to
save money is the true current individual RRG evaluation.

In this thesis the RRGs are auctioned by a discriminatory auction, where the user
actually has to pay what the user terminal bids in contrast totokens in [61],ra-
dio auction multiple access(RAMA) [65] and dynamic RAMA(D-RAMA) [66]
(see Section 4). As shown in Section 2.5, there exists at least one dynamic pricing
mechanism for which the operator gains at least as much moneyas a fixed price
market for goods which cannot be stored like the RRGs. If the RRGs are not occu-
pied, they are lost like tomatoes that pass date of expiry. Thus, if the operator wants
to maximise its monetary gain, negotiations have to take place in order to find out
which customer is willing to pay most. On the other hand, the RRGs market is
highly dynamic, users enter and leave cells, start and finishdifferent applications
resulting in a varying RRG demand profile. In order to react tothis fast variation,
operators and users have to be represented by protocols in the medium access con-
trol layer. Consequently, the negotiation has to obey a proper etiquette. An auction
fulfils both negotiation as well as execution according to a proper etiquette. On
the other hand, user terminals are in the position to dynamically express the user’s
interests like the urgency to send via bids instead of the “first come first serve” prin-
ciple in many established medium access mechanism. For example, if the user has
to set up an important call, he can instruct a higher evaluation to the user terminal
in order to get the necessary RRGs.

The implementation of the auction as medium access control leads to protocol
based repetition of auctions as an auction sequence (see Section 2.4). In Section
3.5.1 possible realisations of auction sequences for RRG allocation is discussed.
Based on the assumption of a periodically repeated overall protocol structure, the
focus of this thesis is on periodically repeated auctioningwhich is introduced in
Section 3.5.1. The auction sequence can also serve as a load control in a cell. For
example, in discriminatory auction in which the user terminals follow the strategy
of winning RRGs subject to save money, they bid the individual RRG evaluation.
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If they lose, their evaluation is less than the market clearing price and they prefer
to wait until the price is less. Moreover, the auction sequence awards users who
demand for RRGs in low demand periods, so a coexisting network with established
networks and an auction sequence can be considered in which the low prices in
low demand periods attract users to join the auction sequence. This is discussed in
Section 3.5.2. On the other hand, the load control can also besuitable, to prevent
overloaded paths in the backbone.

3.5.1 Realisation of Auction Sequences

For RRG allocation of a cell, the entity which controls the channel offers the RRGs
in repeated auctions. The RRGs can be divisible or indivisible. For the sake of
simplicity, it is assumed that the RRGs the user terminal competes for are indivisi-
ble as in most RATs (see Section 3.1). The realisation of the auction sequence can
be categorised in periodically repeated, discretely spontaneous and continuously
spontaneous auction sequences as defined in Section 2.4. Since only indivisible
goods are considered, the first two kinds of auction sequences are discussed. A
further differentiation is whether the number of RRGs is variable or constant. In
the following the combination of these characteristics is considered.

The combination of the periodical repetition and the offer of a fixed number of
RRGs per auction is closest related to the open market. The user terminal gets only
the right for the usage of the RRGs won, but does not get any usage insurance for
further allocation rights in next auctions. In Figure 3.13 a), periodical auctioning
of 6 RRGs is illustrated which can be assigned by a multi-unit auction. The auction
procedure can take place during the last RRG usage period, inextra control chan-
nels, the information can be piggyback transported or the auction procedure can
be executed after the last RRG usage. Based on the bids, the RRGs are allocated,
that is, the user terminal is responsible for negotiating the resource for the data
transmission service as discussed in Section 3.4.2. This implicates that the QoS
responsibility partially shifts from the network side to the user terminals in terms
of the RRGs they compete for. If the user terminal wins fewer resources, the noise
in calls can be higher, or the data rate of an FTP download can slow down. The user
terminal bids at least for RRGs which are more important withregard to the user’s
preferences and SLA than for RRGs which should carry less important data. The
bids clearly underly a cost constraint adjusted directly bythe user or by mapping
through services. If the prices arise, e.g. in rush hours, the user can be asked for
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increasing the cost constraint. For the user terminal, it isimportant to forecast the
market in order to estimate its average RRGs which influence the resource request
of the service user in Section 3.4.2.

If a user terminal has just attended a cell, the base station can submit information in
order to provide confidence in terms of statistical figures like average and variance
of resource usage and average bids. It can also be envisaged that the user terminal
is allowed to passively observe the auction sequence beforeactively taking part.
For example, if a user enters a place, the user terminal can passively attend the
cell which covers the area for market observations and, if possible, can observe
several overlapping cells in order to decide for the best market. A realisation of such
a medium access control scheme which combines the technicaland economical
aspects is proposed in Section 4.

Figure 3.13Periodically repeated auction possibilities

In contrast to the periodically repeated auctions with a fixed number of RRGs of-
fered, the other three possibilities can be discussed in common. At first, it is al-
lowed that the number of RRGs offered can be varied as shown inFigure 3.13 b).
The variation can be due to reserved RRGs or other reasons like cell breathing in a
UMTS network. Reservation of RRGs gives the user terminal a kind of insurance
to get RRGs for a proper service in future independent of the market development.
This can be seen as a social market economy. It can be envisaged that a user ter-
minal bids for RRGs of a proper service. This service needs atleast a minimum
number of RRGs in order to keep the service parameters. If a user terminal wins
this minimum number in an auction, the base station assures the use of this mini-
mum number of RRGs for a proper duration which is typical for this service. The
additional RRGs have to be rewon in every period in order to give other terminals
the chance to set up a service. If the service is not needed anymore before the
duration ends, the user does not have to pay for the remainingtime. On the other
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hand, before the typical duration ends, the user terminal isasked to occupy them
again for a proper price like the averaged price payed per RRG. If the user terminal
agrees, the user terminal has the right of first refusal. Furthermore, the user can
bid again for every auction to improve the QoS by winning moreRRGs, but with-
out reservation rights. If the user terminal supports several services, this idea can
be straightforwardly extended to several services. Moreover, as depicted in Figure
3.12, a service class in the MAC layer can be used for several service classes of the
network layer. In this case, the minimum RRG request should depend on the num-
ber of different incoming data streams which can be seen as connections in IEEE
802.16, because it may be necessary to get the minimum numberof RRGs for each
connection in order to keep the service parameters.

The RRG allocation can depend on service parameters of the transmitted data. For
example, if the duration between two auctions is higher thana minimum delay
of a proper service class, the RRGs carrying these data have to be allocated, e.g.
separated in time, to fulfil the QoS. Moreover, the technicalconstraints of RATs
can lead to an approximation of a standard auction by keepingthe maximisation of
the operator’s monetary gain. For example, if a UMTS TDD frame is auctioned,
downlink as well as uplink have to be included and they are notallowed to share a
common time slot. This example shows that RRGs for uplink anddownlink can be
auctioned together. But there are also RATs like FDD systems, for which both link
resources are auctioned separately.

3.5.2 Comparison of Markets

An auction performs better in terms of increasing the auctioneer’s monetary gain
if the demand is higher. Therefore, the operator may offer fewer RRGs than de-
manded by a possible artificial scarcity. This constraint causes the unserved user
terminals to wait. The user terminal can increase the bid in the next auction to
increase the chance of winning or it accepts the delay for waiting of a low price
phase which is mostly correlated with a low demand phase. That is, the higher the
price is, the higher is the probability of a delay. It can be envisaged, that the artifi-
cial scarcity design of a wireless communication system reduces OPEX as well as
CAPEX in comparison to a system which can support all RRG requests [67]. Thus,
the price paid can be calculated smaller, but the users have to pay in terms of longer
delay. Hence, the delay in a rush hour of a static cumulative auction sequence and
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an oversized FPM is compared and discussed in terms of OPEX and CAPEX (see
Section 2.5 and [68]).
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Figure 3.14Averaged number of incoming users per auction

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed, that an auction sequence offers one RRG
per auction. The system is designed to offer the number of RRGs demand in av-
erage. Each user is an ideal flexible customer who has no waiting constraints and
demands for exactly one RRG, i.e.1000 auctions take place forNI = 1000 users
and an auction is repeated every time durationTA. The rush hour is modulated
by an Gaussian distributed arrival time of the users with averageµ = 250 TA and
standard deviationσ = 62.5 TA. In the following, the4σ range is taken into ac-
count, and this range possesses a probabilityP{0 < t < 337,5} = 0.9999366, so
this range is an appropriate approximation of an Gaussian distribution. Figure 3.14
illustrates the averaged number of incoming users per auction at timet = k TA.

An oversized system is a system which always supports the demand (see Section
2.5). In this case such a system has to offer7 RRGs simultaneously in order to
support the incoming users demanding for one RRG immediately. In contrast to
this, the static cumulative auction sequence is only capable to serve one user per
auction, thus not all incoming users can be served in the rushhour which results
in a waiting queue. To determine the delay histogram, the averaged delay and the
expected number of waiting users, it is assumed that the bidsare independent and
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identically distributed with a uniform distribution in[0,1]. The user determines the
bid during demand and does not change its value when waiting in order to see how
long a user has to wait in competition with a certain bid. In each auction the highest
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Figure 3.15Averaged number of waiting users per auction

bid wins.

In Figure 3.15 the averaged number of waiting users is shown,calculated by sim-
ulation and compared to the analytic result that fits. When the rush hour starts,
the averaged number of attending usersE{Nat|k} for thekth auction att = kTA

increases up to about700 users and decreases slowly. After1000 auctions there
are approximately100 users unserved. These users are unsatisfied and may change
the network, or the tough constraint of only offering the averaged demand can
be relaxed by an approximative static cumulative network inwhich the auction
sequences last longer to serve these users. This conditioned expectation of the
number of attending usersE{Nat|k} subject to the timet can be determined ana-
lytically from the conditioned probability thatn users attend after thekth auction
at t = kTA.

The probability that a user attends to an auction for the firsttime is the probability
that he enters the auction sequence between the last auctionheld at(t = (k − 1)TA)

and the current auction at(t = kTA)

P{(k − 1)TA < t < kTA} = FT (kTA) − FT ((k − 1)TA) = p(k), (3.15)
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whereFT (t) is the CDF of the user’s arrival time andk > 0. Assuming that the ar-
rival time of each user is independent, then the conditionedprobabilityP{Nnew =

n|k} thatn new users arrive to thekth auction is

P{Nnew = n|k} =

(
NI

n

)

(p(k))n (1 − p(k))NI−n . (3.16)

The conditioned probabilityP{Nat = n|k} thatNat users attend to thekth auction
can be calculated iteratively. Fork = 1 only the incoming users have to be taken
into account

P{Nat = n|1} = P{Nnew = n|1}. (3.17)

However, for the second auction, there may be a number of usersNwait who have
to wait, because they lost in the first auction. In the following, it is assumed that
the waiting users do not give up until they get the RRG. To calculate the probability
P{Nwait = n|k} three cases have to be differentiated:

• Nwait = 0 : The probability that nobody waits equals the probability that in
the last auction nobody or one user attended.

• Nwait = n < NI : The probability thatn users wait is equal to the probabil-
ity that in the last auctionn + 1 users attended.

• Nwait = NI : The probability thatNI users wait is zero, because one user
wins for sure if there are more than one user attending to the auction.

This leads to the following expression:

P{Nwait = n|2} =







P{Nat = 0|1} + P{Nat = 1|1} n = 0

P{Nat = n + 1|1} 0 < n < NI

0 n = NI

(3.18)

The number of attending usersNat in the second auction isNat = Nnew + Nwait.
The probabilityP{Nat = n|2} thatn users attend the second auction finally is [69]

P{Nat = n|2} =

n∑

l=0

P{Nnew = n − l|2}P{Nwait = l|2}. (3.19)
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The expressions for thekth auction can be derived straightforwardly as

P{Nwait = n|k} =







P{Nat = 0|k − 1} + P{Nat = 1|k − 1} n = 0

P{Nat = n + 1|k − 1} 0 < n < NI

0 n = NI

(3.20)

P{Nat = n|k} =

n∑

l=0

P{Nnew = n − l|k}P{Nwait = l|k}. (3.21)

Figure 3.16 shows the probabilityP{Nat = n|k}. For the first auction the proba-
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Figure 3.16Conditioned probability thatn users have to wait in thekth auction

bility of the number of attending usersn = 0 is approximately one due to the small
probability that a user arrives in the first period. At first, the later an auction is con-
sidered, the more the probability mass of the number of usersmoves towards higher
n until t = 370 TA, because the arrival probability and the waiting probability of
attendees coming in previous auctions increase. Afterwards, the arrival probability
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decreases and the users are served sequentially, so that theprobability mass shifts
more and more towards smaller queue sizes. This leads to the assumption that the
expected number of users attending for a proper auction which can be calculated
with equation (3.21) by

E{Nat|k} =

NI∑

n=1

nP{Nat = n|k} (3.22)

follows the same characteristic as shown in Figure 3.15.

In Figure 3.17 the histogramhd(t) of the delay is shown. Interestingly, most of the
users have a short waiting time, even42 % are served immediately and they have
to wait an average time of6.47TA, despite of the high average number of users
E{Nat|k} waiting for an RRG as shown in Figure 3.15. Moreover, due to reduced
OPEX and CAPEX by offering1 instead of7 RRGs simultaneously, this can be
attractive for users.
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Figure 3.17Histogramhd of the user’s delay

3.5.3 Bidder Behaviour in Coexisting Markets

A user can attend to different base stations at a proper placeand the cells can be
loaded differently. For example, a user waits in front of a station. He is able to
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join to both the base station1 which covers the user terminal and the base station
2 which is responsible for the adjacent region. If a train arrives, the demand in-
creases for the RRGs of base station1. So the operator can increase the price for
this base station, because of the increased RRG scarcity peruser terminal. Base
station2 with a low price belongs to another operator with respect to established
communication systems, the user depends on its own operatornetwork and can-
not join another operator’s network if the RRGs are offered cheaper. In an all-IP
environment, each user has an IP address and can take the end-to-end service inde-
pendently of the network access operator, thus it is possible to look for the cheapest
network access and independently for an end-to-end service. This is called the “su-
permarket principle,” because figuratively speaking, a customer is not bounded by
a specific supermarket chain. He buys the goods in that store in which it is the
cheapest for the same conditions.

Several market models are thinkable taking into account several user behaviours.
A part of the users want to be sure that they have to pay the sameprice everywhere
and everytime, like in FPM, even if they do not come to these places which are
not profitable for the operator because of low demand. So, these users have to pay
for this unused service. Apart from these users, there are users who only want to
pay for the services or goods they consume. These two naturalbehaviours allow
a coexistence of two markets, the FPM including flat rates andthe dynamic and
decentralised market. The markets need not mandatorily be separated by users, it
can also be envisaged that services are mainly separated. For example, the user can
split his services into these two markets like call traffic tothe FPM in order to get
it with a higher probability in rush hours and FTP download traffic in a dynamic
market in order to download data only at times when it is cheap. Moreover, if a
static cumulative auction sequence as a dynamic market has low demand, critical
traffic can also be transmitted with a high QoS and a small price.

Different coexisting models can be envisaged. One possibility can be an oversized
FPM and a static cumulative auction sequence. Based on the static cumulative
property, the auction sequence has smaller fix costs per RRG and can offer the
RRGs cheaper. The reserve price per auction can be determined by summing up
the fix costs plus the gain per RRG in the FPM. The difference between the fix
price and the reserve price is the bid range. Thus, the auction sequence sells the
RRGs at least as high as the FPM. Furthermore, if there are many user terminals
which bid the maximum bid and there are more maximum bids thanRRGs of-
fered, they can be ordered by the users’ arrival time as second decision criterion
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and, hence, the auction sequence converges to a “first come first serve” market. If
the supermarket principle is applied, the user terminals can permanently observe
the auction sequence and if there are low prices or low demand, the user terminal
can bid for RRGs to transmit data of proper service classes. That is, the auction
sequence is more attractive for user terminals if there are low prices whose prob-
ability increases with lower demand. Thus, the probabilitythat a user terminal
joins the auction sequence to bid for RRGs is higher in low demand phases than
in high demand phases. Consequently, the auction sequence can be seen as a load
controller.

Figure 3.18Bidding behaviour in an auction sequence and the possibility to change
the network

As discussed in Section 3.5.2, if the user terminal bids low in a static cumulative
market, it has to pay with a higher probability to wait. The user terminal has one
major behaviour: bidding until a maximum delay constraint is reached. For the
sake of simplicity, a single unit auction sequence is considered in order to illustrate
the user behaviour in a coexisting market if the user terminal is attending a discrim-
inatory auction sequence. In Figure 3.18 the user terminal determines his individ-
ual RRG evaluation which depends on the user’s preferences,purchase power, the
RRGs needed and the current market estimation. Because of winning the RRG sub-
ject to saving money, the user terminal bids the current individual RRG evaluation
instead of the maximum allowable money determined by the purchase power. If the
user terminal gets the RRG, the transmission can start, otherwise the user terminal
has to check whether the delaytdelay exceeds the maximum waiting timetmax. If
the delay is too long which might lead to QoS degradation, theuser terminal tries
to change the network, otherwise the user terminal waits fora new auction.
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3.6 Relation to theE
2
R Architecture

A future network requires engineering methods for resourcemanagement, radio
planning and network management functions [70]. Such methods are of interest
for the network operators for the design of future wireless communication systems,
for the regulators in terms of spectrum policies [71] and forthe manufacturers in
terms of introducing flexibilities and reprogrammable platforms in their network
products including base stations, radio network controllers and radio frequency
front ends. This allows implementation of several advancedresource management
mechanisms like JRRM [72],advanced spectrum management(ASM) [73][74] and
dynamic network planning and management(DNPM) [75][76]. The EU funded
projectend-to-end reconfigurability(E2R) embraces these functions by addressing
both the network and the terminals [38].

Figure 3.19System model for dynamic resource allocation

The system architecture [77] is shown in Figure 3.19. The functions can be cate-
gorised into three loops, the outer, middle and inner loop [78]. All loops dynam-
ically allocate radio resources with respect to economic aspects [79]. The further
inside a loop is located inside, the faster the functionalities within the proper loop
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act [80]. Therefore, it may be suitable to order the entitiesof the middle and in-
ner loop spatially decentralised in order to combat delay byrouting to a central
entity. At first the network is planned within the outer-loopand the DNPM gives
recommendations to the operator about the needed spectrum in time and space. The
operator’s entityinter operator economic manager(IOEM) decides on how to trade
spectrum based on the advice of theinter operator resource management(IORM).
The IOEM can offer and demand for spectrum depending on the expected traffic
which is forecasted by the traffic estimator. The dynamic spectrum allocation ver-
sus roaming is discussed in [81]. The DNPM planned the network based on the
spectrum trading results and theglobal resource allocation management(GRAM)
calculates the best possibility for spectrum division to the operator’s RATs. This
happens long-term based on the actions of the middle-loop and causes reconfigura-
tion [82].

The middle-loop embraces mainly thelocal resource economic manager(LREM)
which trades the resources of each base station to the users and assigns the users
radio credits(RCs). Based on trading results, thelocal resource allocation man-
agement(LRAM) assigns each user terminal the resources won by mapping into
the number of RRGs per RAT.

The JRRM reacts fastest and therefore represents the inner-loop. Its task is to trig-
ger and manage the vertical handover and optimise the resource usage by applying
traffic splitting over different RATs. If a user terminal does not need the whole
resources won by negotiation with the LREM, the unused resources can be reused
for other user terminals thanks to JRRM [83]. In this case, the JRRM triggers the
LRAM in the middle-loop to rearrange the resources by mapping the RRCs to the
RRGs of the new RAT.

The focus of this thesis is on the economical resource management for end users
which is logically located in the middle-loop. Therefore, only this loop is presented
in more detail, the other functions are described in [78]. Based on the resources
assigned by the GRAM, the LREM which is responsible for the economical aspects
in the middle loop, interfaces with theadvanced radio management(ARM) agent
of the terminal and negotiates within a reduced signalling auction in which the bids
are quantised and the duration is predictable. The auction is repeated periodically,
thus forming an auction sequence. In these auctions RRGs areoffered and not data
rate or amount of data in general, because an auctioneer can only offer goods he
owns. Data rate and amount of data depend on channel characteristics like SNR and
RAT characteristics like modulation schemes. Both depend on the environment of
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a user and therefore the operator cannot guarantee a specificdata rate or amount of
data in a certain time period.

The ARM agent of the reconfigurable terminal sends the bids, which are an eval-
uation of the urgency of the radio resource needs and the willingness to pay for
them, to the LREM. Its auction mechanism calculates the number of RRGs a user
wins. This information is the maximum number of RRGs each user can get in
this period and is submitted to the LRAM. Its main functionality aims at arranging
the spectrum of the users in order to optimise the spectrum usage efficiency with
respect to guard band calculation [84]. After the auction, the LRAM calculates
the spectrum arrangement based on the results of the auction. The frequency of
ARRM activation is a factor of approximately 10 or more higher than the LRAM
activation, therefore the JRRM is allocated at the inner-loop and the LRAM is in
the middle-loop. Based on the resource computation of LRAM,JRRM optimises
the resource allocation for the ongoing traffic and the incoming traffic and triggers
vertical handovers to optimise the user’s QoS [85]. If the JRRM does not need
the whole resources the LRAM has proposed and if the JRRM needs resources for
another user who may be triggered for a vertical handover, the JRRM triggers the
LRAM to recalculate the resource allocation. If JRRM/LRAM achieves to save a
user’s resource and to rearrange another one from this bad toa good channel, then
the first user only needs to pay for the used radio resources. Upon the next auction
the LRAM integratess the total radio resources used over time and send a report
back to the LREM by balancing the payment with respect to the actually used radio
resources.



4 Economic Radio Auction Multiple
Access

The implementation of an automated auction sequence allocating radio resource
goods(RRGs) needs a protocol structure in the MAC which is presented in this
section. The protocol works as a cross-layer mechanism by processing data of the
PHY, like modulation and coding rate, in order to calculate the RRGs needed. The
protocol structure can be applied to all kinds of auction sequence types explained
in Section 3.5.1. The different entities are designed according to the following
requirements:

• An entity, mainly the BS in an infrastructure network, controls the RRGs.

• The auctions are repeated periodically.

• The QoS parameters are defined such that the RRGs can be allocated arbitrar-
ily, otherwise it would be a multi-object auction. The UT is responsible for
the fulfilment of the RRG-dependent QoS parameters like the GPSS mode in
IEEE 802.16a.

• The bids won are common knowledge.

The popular allocation mechanisms like ALOHA or CSMA/CA do not include
pricing. In the past, there were some proposals for using auctions as allocation
mechanism, likeradio auction multiple access(RAMA) or dynamic RAMA(D-
RAMA), but the bids were not real money. The protocol proposed in this section
combines pricing and allocation of RRGs [86], therefore it is entitledeconomic
radio auction multiple access(ERAMA) [87].

In Section 4.1 the related work is presented. The emergence of cognitive radio
(CR) allows the implementation of learning algorithms in UTs which is discussed
in Section 4.2. The protocol structure of ERAMA is describedin a survey manner
in Section 4.3. The two main entities, theeconomic manager(EM) and theradio
auction agent(RAA), are discussed in Section 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Asubopti-
mal solution of the RAA is proposed in Section 4.6. Its subentities, theuser profile
manager(UPM) and thedata categorisation(DC) entity are explained in the Sec-
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tions 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, whereas thebidding strategy(BIS) and various realisation
possibilities are presented in Section 5.

4.1 State of the Art

The medium access mechanisms which are based on asynchronous random access
like ALOHA can cause a high number of collisions for a high number of users
competing for access. One approach among others for3G [88] to avoid such a
large number of collisions uses auctions and is called RAMA [65]. The access
competition is shifted from time to bid values. A collision can only occur if there
are several highest bids. The collision probability can be determined by the number
of bid values and users attending the cell. RAMA is a protocolwhose execution is
deterministic in time duration, but based on the bid selection, which is explained in
the following, RAMA is stochastic in principle.

Figure 4.1Auction scheduling of RAMA [65]

All but one bids in RAMA are chosen randomly. A bid is represented by ann-
digit number. Only the priority digit can be chosen to indicate sending urgency.
Eachlth-digit of all the bidders who still participate in the auction is submitted
simultaneously beginning with the most significant digit and ending with the least
significant one. Only the bidders remain in the auction who have this highest digit.
After receiving all digits, the auctioneer determines the highest bid and broadcasts
its value to all bidders. Unfortunately, based on the randomchoice of the bids,
more than one bidder can have the highest bid value. Afterwards, the auctioneer
conveys the resource assignment, which is mainly the ID of the resource.
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RAMA has been proposed for GSM and IS-54 to rapidly assign radio resources [65]
and to manage both handoffs [89] and statistical multiplexing of speech [90]. The
BS is the auctioneer and conducts the auction. The auction scheduling is shown in
Figure 4.1. Each digit is sent for a duration ofTd. After each digit, a guard timeTG

follows because of the propagation delay. This is repeated until all digits have been
sent. Subsequently, the BS broadcasts the resource assignment, e.g. carrier and slot
number in GSM. In [65] the auctions are periodically repeated at one special carrier,
whereby432 assignments per second in GSM are stated by assuming a delay of up
to 40 µs. As proposed for the multiplexing of speech, the time slot can be used by
the terminal during a talk-spurt duration. After a silent period, the terminal has to
compete again.

RAMA takes a long time to allocate multiple goods because of the sequential auc-
tion principle. Therefore, a tree-search algorithm for RAMA (T-RAMA) has been
introduced in [91] which improves the delay [92] and reducesthe packet dropping
probability [93] in comparison to RAMA [92]. In both protocols the highest bids
win. This is regarded as an unfairness as the bid values are arbitrary but fixed for the
whole attendance in the cell. Therefore,fair RAMA(F-RAMA) has been proposed
in [94]. An extension of RAMA towards QoS improvement isdynamic RAMA(D-
RAMA) [66]. This mechanism removes the randomness of the bids and allows the
UT to express the buffer sizes by the bid values. The main ideais to improve the
QoS, to divide the resources depending on the buffer sizes and the QoS parameters.

In [95], a method of congestion pricing has been applied to get application services
like voice and data traffic from an access point. In contrast to the auction sequence,
using congestion pricing, the prices are determined by the operator without bids,
but dynamically. The implementation has been studied in a field trial in order to
investigate the user acceptance of combining allocation and pricing method. The
users accept to charge for the data every 10 minutes and also hear the prices when-
ever they change. In ERAMA the agents work autonomously based on the cost
constraints adjusted by the users. This is necessary to allow higher dynamic of
price variation.

4.2 Cognitive Radio

The assignment policy of the regulators causes spectrum scarcity in wireless com-
munications. Measurements [96][97][98] showed that only asmall percentage of
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the spectrum is used, because several frequency bands are reserved for services
like military applications, but only occupied sporadically. The main idea of CR
is to detect such spectrum holes and communicate by exploiting these bandwidths
and avoiding interference. Therefore, CR has to monitor thespectrum, learn from
the observations and act accordingly. The CR can be assistedby an information
channel calledcommon pilot channel(CPC) as proposed by [99][100] and further
developed in [101]. To extend the receiving opportunity theCPC can be repeated by
relays [102][103]. The name CR has first been coined by Mitola[104]. A CR can
be a member of a cognitive network [105] which can also be seenas a multi-agent
system [106].

The cognitive features cannot only be applied for dynamic spectrum allocation in
a cognitive network. Moreover, this model can be combined with dynamic pricing
of the RRGs leading to a CR in a dynamic RRG market. The CR can observe the
auction sequence and its own RRG demand. Based on the observation, it estimates
the market and submits bids. The CR observations are limitedto subenvironments
which are discussed in the following.

4.2.1 Definition of Subenvironments

The awareness of a CR can be abstracted in a way that the CR actsin a specific
subenvironment [107]. Examples can be a technical environment to detect occupied
spectrum as defined by the FCC [108]. This subenvironment canconsist of the
FFT information of the spectrum, the SNR and information of possible spectrum
occupation duration and shapes of different RATs. The subenvironments need not
be disjoint, i.e. they can overlap. The subenvironment which is tackled by the
auction sequence consists of 1) operator’s and 2) user’s behaviour, 3) technical, 4)
physical and 5) economical subenvironments:

1) Operator’s behaviour is mainly focused on optimising hismonetary gain,
offering and charging services.

2) User’s behaviour can be represented by his preferences, purchase power and
the action characteristics which can be categorised in risk-neutral, risk-averse
and risk-encouraged depending on the other subenvironments.

3) The technical environment includes the demand occurringfrom the data a
user wants to send and the characteristics of the RATs available.
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4) The channel influences the data transmission and can be described by the
SNR or the SNIR, respectively.

5) The economical aspects include the purchase power, reaction, number and
demand of the competitors, the outcomes of the auctions, thereserve prices,
the offered RRGs, etc.

4.2.2 Cognitive Radio within a Subenvironment

The abilities of a CR can mainly be categorised in three functions: observation, ma-
chine learning and action as depicted in Figure 4.2. The observation entity extracts
information out of the incoming subenvironment parametersand provides the in-
formation to the machine learning entity. Based on past and current information the
machine learning entity draws specific conclusions with respect to preferences and
utility functions. The action entity receives the conclusions of the machine learning
entity. It does not necessarily act in the same subenvironment. The action entity
can also influence more than one subenvironment, e.g. the CR does not act in the
technical environment which is mainly limited to the spectrum, but also influences
the economical environment with its decision to use a certain bandwidth. More-
over, it can be envisaged that the machine learning block itself can be observed by
another machine learning block which can trigger a block exchange [109].

Figure 4.2Cognitive Radio

4.2.3 Cognitive Radio in the Auction Sequence

The CR abilities in the auction sequence environment have tobe divided into the
network side and the user side. The EM including the cognition functions is re-
sponsible for the auction process in the MAC of the BS. On the other hand the RAA
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represents the user’s demand and interests within the auction and is also equipped
with CR abilities.

The auction sequence environment comprises the interests of the operator and the
users, the physical conditions of the data transmission andthe technical and eco-
nomical aspects. The auction sequence environment can be further divided into
subenvironments: Neither the users nor the operators can detect the whole auc-
tion sequence environment, since they do not have access to the complete infor-
mation. Furthermore, assuming an identical auction sequence environment for dif-
ferent users, the different observation entities do not necessarily extract the same
information. Moreover, some parameters of the auction sequence environment are
only known to one party and thus are private information. This leads to different
information provided to the different observation entities, while there is also com-
mon information like the reserve pricer and the maximum numberNG of RRG
offered per RAT. One major task of the machine learning entity is to estimate the
behaviour of the other users in order to conclude the most opportune action. The
action entity transforms the conclusion into an action which will affect the suben-
vironment, thus creating a recursive behaviour. In the following a possible protocol
structure of ERAMA is described.

4.3 Protocol Description

The protocol presented in this section describes an automated execution of an RRG
allocation based on an auction sequence. The protocol is designed for application in
infrastructure networks, but it can be easily extended to anad-hoc network similar
to the master-slave idea in [32].

The protocol functionalities are split into an auctioneer’s and bidder’s part. The
auctioneer’s part allocates the goods. In an infrastructure network an entity which
is calledbase station(BS) controls the RRGs. Thus, the auctioneer’s functionalities
are located in themedium access control(MAC) of the BS, see Figure 4.3. The
tasks of an auctioneer are to calculate the reserve price, tolead and to execute
the auction mechanism. Because of the opportunity for a highauction repetition,
these tasks are executed automatically by the software agent economic manager
(EM), see Figure 4.3. The reserve price is calculated by thereserve price calculator
(RPC) which is a subentity of the EM. The aim of the RPC is to maximise the
operator’s monetary gain and the RPC can also be used to control the network
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load. The reserve price calculation is based on the past bidsand further information
like the date and the location of special events. Theauction mechanism(AM)
which is a subentity of the EM gets the reserve price of the RPCand the bids in
order to determine the RRG allocation and the prices per RRG.The AM needs
to know the reserve price to make sure that all bids are above the reserve price.
For a fast execution of the auction a discriminatory multi-unit sealed-bid auction is
preferred. In many RATs, the allocation has to consider technical conditions, like
frame structure. Thus, the AM is designed by taking these conditions into account.
The auction mechanism has to be common knowledge to calculate both the reserve
pricer and the bid vectorbid.

Figure 4.3Protocol structure

The bidder’s part is responsible for determining the bids inorder to maximise the
user’s utility by minimising costs. This task combines service as well as technical
and economic aspects. Theradio auction agent(RAA), which is mainly located in
theuser terminal(UT), includes the functionalities to manage the task. Thedata
categorisation(DC) as a subentity of the RAA categorises the data in the service
class queues in critical data and uncritical data accordingto the service specifica-
tion in the SLA. Critical data have to be sent within the current auction period in
order to fulfil the QoS, uncritical data are in the queue and can be transmitted. The
DC has a UT and DL part which categorise the data for theuplink (UL) anddown-
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link (DL), respectively. Theuser profile manager(UPM) serves as an interface
between the RAA and a higher layer or the user like a graphicaluser interface. The
UPM maps the parameters, which describe the user’s preferences of the services,
the utility of the services and the cost constraints into an RAA readable format. The
bidding strategy(BIS), which is the core subentity of the RAA, uses the outputof
the UPM, the DC and the reserve price of the RPC. Furthermore,the BIS tries to
gain information about the other RAAs by observing the past winning bids. Addi-
tionally, thephysical layer(PHY) informs the BIS about the channel condition and
the technical parameters. The BIS combines all informationin order to estimate
the resources needed and the market behaviour. Based on thisestimation, the BIS
determines the bid vector for the RRG and conveys it to the AM.

After the AM has determined the winning bids, the allocationinformation is broad-
casted with the allocation vector to the BIS, theschedulers(SCHs) which read out
the data of the queues, and the PHYs. The SCHs and the PHYs adjust their func-
tionalities according to the allocation information and transmit the data.

Section 4.3.1 describes the auction schedule. Section 4.4 explains the EM and a
possible implementation of its subentities. The followingSection 4.5 takes the
overall functionalities of RAA into account for which a suboptimal solution is pro-
posed in Section 4.6. The subentities of the RAA and their possible implementa-
tions of the suboptimal RAA are discussed in Section 4.6.1 for UPM, in Section
4.6.2 for DC and in Section 5 for BIS.

4.3.1 Auction Schedule

In principle, the auction schedule needs a message from the BS to the UT and back.
At first, the RPC calculates the reserve pricer. The EM announces the auction of
the RRGs in the framenT by broadcasting the number of RRGsNG to be offered,
the reserve pricer each bid has to exceed, and DC information as shown in Figure
4.4. The RAA receives this announcement and calculates the bid vectorbid. The
EM collects all bid vectors of the UTs participating and allocates the RRGs accord-
ing to the respective auction mechanism. The result is transmitted by the allocation
vectoralc to each UT which can gain the information about the RRGs won and
instruct the MAC scheduler and the PHY to send the data accordingly. At the same
time, the information, especially for the DL, is conveyed tothe entities at the DL-
side which are responsible for transmitting the data. Afterthe data transmission,
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Figure 4.4Auction scheduling

another auction starts at time(n+1)T . The signalling schedule in principle can be
realised in various ways which are discussed in the following section.

4.3.2 Signalling

The implementation of the signalling is mainly dependent onthe RAT. The sig-
nalling can be embedded in the normal control messages or an extra channel could
be reserved as proposed for RAMA [65]. The first suggestion submits the infor-

Figure 4.5Auction signalling proposal for TDD

mation in MAC headers which are used for resource controlling. For example, a
RAT is considered which works in a TDD mode as shown in Figure 4.5. For each
frame a certain percentage of the RRGs is reserved for eitherDL or UL. A possible
scheduling can be:
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1. The BS announces the auction for the RRGs of then + 1st frame in the DL
information of thenth frame.

2. The UTs which still have RRGs in their UL queues transmit their bids in
their UL frames. All other UTs, which are connected, but do not have any
UL RRGs, are allowed to submit their bids through a random access channel.

3. The BS extracts all bids out of the control information andbroadcasts the
allocation instruction in the DL of then + 1st frame.

In this case the auctioning starts one frame in advance. Thisdelay has to be negli-
gible in comparison to the allowed delay to calculate the demand of the UT for the
n + 1st frame. For example, if a frame-based auction is considered with a frame
duration of5 ms and a maximum allowable delay of a MAC-to-MAC connection
through a wireless system of15 ms, the data which should urgently be sent can be
determined in advance.

Another example of signalling is quite similar to RAMA [65].In a WLAN system
similar to IEEE 802.11 which works in the PCF mode, the AP announces the auc-
tion by sending the frame BEACON as shown in Figure 4.6. Afterwaiting a proper
duration to calculate the bids, the AP polls successively each noden which sends
its bid in a frame BID n. After contacting each node, the AP executes the allocation
mechanism and broadcasts the transmission rights in the frame END.

Figure 4.6Auction signalling proposal for WLAN IEEE 802.11

One important question is which information should be sent in all three steps. There
are many possibilities to reduce the signalling effort by providing only information
if parameters change, e.g. normally the number of RRGs offered remains constant
and the reserve pricer rarely changes. It can be envisaged that the UTs submit
their bids for the RRGs of a frame without an auction announcement under the
assumption that the same reserve price and number of RRGs areoffered.

Furthermore, the bids can also contain different information. For example, an ap-
plication which produces a constant packet rate and the application lasts longer than
the frame duration is assumed. Additionally, this application allows only a delay
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smaller than the frame duration. Therefore, the UT adds service class information
to each bid in order to indicate that the RRGs need a proper arrangement in time to
fulfil the QoS.

Based on this information, the EM allocates the RRGs, whereby it would be possi-
ble that not only the highest bids win, because of monetary gain maximisation and
RAT constraints. In this chapter, it is assumed that the RRGsoffered can be arbi-
trarily allocated to the UTs. In other words, bids need not contain any SC-related
information. The bid vectorbid can have a fixed or a dynamic size. If the bids
are distinguishable with respect to the RRG parameters, thefixed size can be better
than the dynamic size in terms of signalling effort for a small number of bids and
vice versa. But for the indistinguishable bids, the dynamicsize of the bid vector is
always better due to the merge of bids with the same bid values.

The information of the allocation can also be different. There is a trade-off between
the market observation opportunity and signalling effort.The EM has to provide
at least the information of the transmission parameters of the RRGs like time slot,
channel, etc. For example, additional information can be all the bids submitted, all
successful bids or the price paid. If the RAT can allocate theRRGs by a discrimi-
natory auction, the UT can determine the price paid by summing up then highest
bids if this UT has wonn RRGs. Thus, the discriminatory auction does not need
any additional signalling effort for price determination of the RRGs won of the UT
in comparison to the uniform auction and Vickrey auction. Moreover, assuming the
same bidding behaviour, the operator’s gain in a discriminatory auction is higher
than in a uniform-price auction [68].

The information provision of bids allows a better market observation than without
any information of the others leading to a blind estimation of the bids for the next
auction and a possibly slower market adaptation of the bidding strategies. The
bidding strategy should be able to adapt fast to the market inorder to get the user’s
confidence. The relevant bids are the bids won and not all the submitted bids subject
to the signalling effort. Therefore, in the remainder of this thesis, it is assumed
that the bids won are broadcast if nothing else is stated. Theinformation and the
signalling effort can also be reduced by quantising the values transmitted as will be
discussed in the next section.
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Signalling Quantisation

Clearly, real values and their corresponding floating pointformats go beyond the
scope of a reduced signalling approach. An encoding protocol has to be defined in
order to reduce the bits needed per message. The reserve price as well as the bids
can be transmitted in a differential or absolute form.

Here, the overall concept is considered. During the admission procedure, the in-
formation about the absolute value of the minimum and maximum reserve price
rmin, rmax which define the quantisation interval and the number of quantisation
steps of the reserve priceNbit,r of the interval[rmin,rmax] are provided by the
BS to the UT. In the following auction announcement only the quantised reserve
pricerq needs to be broadcast. The reserve price is the leverage of the operator to
influence the market, resulting in an approximately similarvariation of the reserve
pricerq. The limitsrmin andrmax may change if most of the bids take the value
of the maximum or minimum reserve prices. There are two reasons to change the
two limits: first, the bids can be better distinguished leading to higher overall utility
and second, the price can be better adapted to the market resulting in a higher op-
erator’s gain. The EM transmits these borders seldom duringthe auction, therefore
the system can cope with floating point value transmission inorder to announce the
exact prices.

Figure 4.7Quantisation and storage of the histogramh, bid valuesb, and
reserve pricer

The bids are quantised and the interval of the absolute bid has to be defined (see
Figure 4.7). The absolute bid has to be between the reserve price r and the maxi-
mum reserve pricermax. A bid is represented byNbit,b bits. They are equidistantly
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spaced through[r,rmax], e.g. withNbit,b = 4, the bid which is equal to the reserve
price is represented by “0000”, whereas the bidb = rmax is mapped to “1111”.
The higher the reserve price is, the more the bid quantisation steps shrink. That is
reasonable in order to better distinguish the bids in a smaller and simultaneously
relatively higher valued interval.

Based on the given maximum costs, a bid must not exceed that. The bid region for
high bids has to be fine enough to be able to approximate as goodas possible the
maximum costs, resulting not only in a better fairness but also in a higher operator’s
gain.

4.4 Economic Manager

The economic manager represents the operator and acts in a way to meet the opera-
tor’s interests. The functionality is subdivided into the RPC which tries to increase
the monetary gain by varying the reserve price (Section 4.4.1). The AM incor-
porates the auction mechanism which combines pricing and allocation mechanism
(Section 4.4.2).

4.4.1 Reserve Price Calculator

Besides the BIS, by which a UT can influence the auction process, the RPC is the
operator’s leverage. The RPC aims at maximising the operator’s monetary gain. Its
functionalities must be adapted to the AM of the specific RAT.Generally, the RPC
gets information of future events like soccer games to determiner, but there is also
information of the past bidding behaviours expressed bybid and the past auction
conditions.

The proposed algorithm of RPC comprises both a differentialand an integral part
which are described in the following.

The memory of the RPC is a vectorRPC whose components are triples of the
form (rn,gn,tn). The number of components is equal to the number of reserve
price steps. Each component incorporates the gaingn which has been reachedtn
auction periods ago for a reserve pricern. The entryRPCn is modified, either if
the auctioneer proclaimsrn or if the maximum memory time-to-live is reached, that
is tn = TRPC . In the first case, the gaingn is set to the actual gain of the auction
andtn = 0. In the second case, the gaingn is set to−1 which indicates no value
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available. If these cases do not occur, all timer counters ofthe other components of
RPC are increased by the auction repetition timeTA.

The RPC determines the reserve price regarding the vectorRPC, the gaing(t −
2TA) reached two auctions ago, the gaing(t−TA) of the last auction and theworse
timer (WT).

The function of the RPC can be distinguished between two decisions:

First, if g(t − TA) > g(t − 2TA), that is if the gain increases, the reserve price is
also increased by

∆r =

{ ⌊
r(t−TA)+rl(t−TA)

2

⌋

for r(t − TA) < rl(t − TA)

1 otherwise
, (4.1)

whererl(t − TA) is the highest quantised reserve price lower than the smallest
winning bid of the last auction. The WT is then set toTWT .

Second, ifg(t − TA) ≤ g(t − 2TA), three cases are possible:

1) If the nearest upper and lower neighbour of the current reserve pricern+

andrn− exist and their proper gainsgn+ andgn− are smaller thangn, then
r(t − TA) = rn are not changed immediately, but the WT is decreased by
1. If the WT is zero, based on the decreasing tendency, the reserve price is
changed according to

r(t) =

{

r + 1 for gn−gn+

rn+−rn
≤ gn−gn−

rn−rn−

r − 1 otherwise
(4.2)

and afterwards the WT is set toTWT . The reserve price is changed in direc-
tion of the higher gain determined by linear interpolation.

2) If both rn+ andrn− exist and one gain is higher, while the other is smaller
thanrn, the reserve price is instantaneously changed in directionto the higher
reserve price and the WT is set toTWT .

3) If either rn+ or rn− exists, the reserve price is changed in direction of the
sign of the approximated derivativedr(t)

dr(t) =

{
gn+−gn

rn+−rn
: if rn+ exists

gn−gn−

rn−rn−

: if rn− exists
(4.3)

and the WT is set toTWT .
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After this calculation the reserve pricer(t) and the number of goodsNG are sent
to the auction participants.

The RPC takes the history into account. This history is used to determine the
approximated derivative which is responsible for a change of the reserve price.
This differential part is stabilised by the delay of WT. All these functions have to
be realised with small buffer size and low computation power, which are constraints
of the RPC design.

4.4.2 Auction Mechanism

Theauction mechanism(AM) aims at allocating the RRGs according to a proper
auction method and with respect to the technical constraints given by the RAT. In
the following it is always referred to a discriminatory multi-unit sealed-bid auction,
if not stated otherwise. The main characteristic of this type of auction is that the
bidders have to pay their bids for the goods won (see Section 2.3.1). Two cases are
considered:

1) The system can dynamically allocate the UL and DL resources within an
auction period whereby it is assumed that each RRG can be individually
used for either UL or DL regardless of the other RRGs.

2) The allocation mechanisms for UL and DL are separated and within both the
RRGs can be assigned regardless of the other RRGs.

Consequently, these methods are optimal and efficient according to the correspond-
ing terms in auction theory. Otherwise, if this is not fulfilled based on technical
constraints, modified allocation mechanisms which approximate this standard auc-
tion are needed in order to optimise the operator’s gain.

Input

The RPC conveys the reserve pricer and the UTs transmit theirbid. The vectors
bid are mapped to a set of 5-tuples

A = {(N,b,l,s,m) |m = UT-ID} (4.4)

whose 4 first components are the components ofbid of the user (see Equation 4.8)
possessing theuser terminal identificationUT-ID= m.
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Allocation

Assuming independent RRGs, the AM sorts the elements ofA in a decreasing
manner and assures that each bid value is higher thanr. The highest bids win RRGs
while the total number of RRGs won is at mostNG. If two bids are identical, the
decision can be made by lottery.

Output

Generally, the AM informs all participants of the outcome bybroadcasting the
allocation vectoralc

alc =
NH×
h=1

(Nw,h,bh,sh,lh,mh,) . (4.5)

This information in line with the allocation parameters of the RRGs is the input to
the BIS, the MAC scheduler and the PHY in UL/DL. In the following, by investi-
gating the suboptimal RAA (Section 4.6), it is assumed that the allocation vector
alc only contains the number of RRGs wonNw,h for the bidbh, but not any infor-
mation about the usersmh, link lh, and service classsh:

alc =
NH×
h=1

(Nw,h,bh) . (4.6)

This short version of the allocation vector serves to informthe UTs of the auction
outcome without revealing the user-specific allocation. Therefore, an additional
message, whose data can be user-specifically encoded, is sent. The UT can extract
its winning bids out of the winning vectorwin

win = ×
i

(Ni,w,mi) (4.7)

which includes the RRGs won for each UT with IDmi.

4.5 Radio Auction Agent

The design of the RAA aims at satisfying the user’s wishes, that is this algorithm
tries to act like the user. The action goals can be sorted according to the following
decreased-ordered priority list:

1) Keeping the budget constraint,
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2) Fulfilment of the QoS,

3) Maximisation of the utility,

4) Minimisation of the costs.

Like in normal life the RAA gets a budget that the costs must not exceed. With
this budget the RAA seeks for determining all the bids which maximise the QoS.
Therefore, the data are categorised by the DC into two main categories: critical and
uncritical data. The critical data must be sent within this auction period in order
not to violate the QoS which is defined in the SLA according to aQoS measure as
proposed in Section 3.3. The uncritical data are in the SC queues and can be sent
in order to reduce the critical data in advance. The criticaland uncritical categories
can be further divided into subcategories in order to get a better differentiation of
urgency. For example, the uncritical data can be divided in categories which include
the data which would be critical in a proper future auction period. This categori-
sation is based on data information of the SC queues and the service parameters
specified in the SLA. For example, data information can be waiting time of data
in the queue, input data rate, output data rate or amount of data within a queue,
whereas the service parameters can be the minimum data rate per SC queue as pro-
posed in Section 3.3.6. The DC is split in an UL and DL part. Thedata information
of the downlink queues are prepared to be conveyed to the DC entity in the UT. In
the UT part, the data categorisation of both downlink and uplink are finalised and
submitted to the BIS.

From the set of bids, which maximise the QoS, those which maximise the utility
function are chosen. The utility function can be adjusted through the UPM in or-
der to allow an evaluation of the data. If, e.g. a user does notmind some noise
when phoning, but gets angry about a slow data rate of an FTP download, the util-
ity function can increase more steep by sending uncritical best-effort data rather
than uncritical real-time data. After calculating the set of bids, which maximise
the utility, those are chosen which minimise the costs. To fulfil this task the RAA
comprises three entities, the UPM, the DC, and the BIS. The UPM and DC pre-
pare information to the BIS. The UPM transforms the cost constraints and utility
function description to serve as input for the BIS. The DC transforms the data in-
formation of the SC queues and the service parameters into a data categorisation
which is provided to the BIS. Moreover, the BIS additionallygets past information
of the auction process, channel and RAT information. Based on this input, the BIS
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computes the bid vectorbid consisting of quadruple elements:

bid =
NV×
v=1

(Nv,bv,lv,sv) . (4.8)

The information of one quadruple includes the numberNv of RRGs with bidbv

needed for linklv and SCsv. The information about the SC can be used by the
auction mechanism if some service parameters require a proper RRG arrangement.
Depending on the RAT and auction protocol, the bid vector size can be limited and
information can be rejected.

4.6 Suboptimal Radio Auction Agent

The RAA could be designed as complex as possible to approximate the user’s be-
haviour and gain as much information as possible out of the past in order to estimate
the market resulting in a bid vector in combination with current information. The
design of an RAA with limited computational power, which is suitable for being
applied to short auction periods, needs a suboptimal approach. In the following, a
suboptimal RAA is proposed.

This RAA comprises the three main entities UPM, DC and BIS. But the BIS is
subdivided into thedata-RRG mapping(DRM) andRRG bidding strategy(RBIS).
The DRM maps the categorised data to RRGs and determines the cost constraint
and utility of each RRG with respect to the output of the UPM, channel and RAT
constraints. The DRM then gives this outcome of the mapping to the RBIS. This
entity determines the bid vector based on past auction results and the output of the
DRM.

The DC categorises the data of each SC queue in critical and uncritical data with-
out any subcategories. The categorisation of the DL data is executed completely
on the BS side. Only the categorisation result is conveyed tothe DC part in the
UT. This reduces the signalling effort in comparison to delivering the whole data
information.

The UPM supports linear utility of the data and the differential cost model. Lin-
ear utility means that each datum per category and link has the same differential
utility. That is per category and link, the RAA acts in a risk-neutral manner. The
differential utility can be adjusted and is called preferenceπ. The differential cost
k allows to adjust the maximum cost of a datum per category and link. The differ-
ential costk and the preferenceπ per datum should be adjusted in such a way that if
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for a category and link the differential cost is higher than for another category/link
combination, the preference is higher, too. Moreover, for each auction, the differ-
ential costs and preferences of the critical data must be higher than the ones of the
uncritical data. The UPM submits the preferences and the differential costs to the
DRM.

The DRM works in the same way as the optimal scheduler which reads out the
data. The DRM consecutively selects the critical data and then the uncritical data
according to their decreasing differential utility and fills the RRGs as long as the
bid vector structure and the auction policy allow. That is, the DRM begins with the
critical data with the highest preference and continues with the second highest one
and so on. This assures, that as many critical data as possible have been selected
to approximate the QoS maximisation. It further allows to choose the data with the
highest preferences to approximate utility maximisation.Based on the mapping
of the data to RRGs, the maximum costs and the preferences arealso mapped to
determine the maximum costs and preferences of the RRGs.

Finally, the RBIS calculates the bid vectorbid based on the RRG constellation,
maximum costs and preferences per RRG and past auction results. For the algo-
rithm design in Section 5, it is assumed, that the bid vector which is sent to AM
neglects the service class informationsv in Equation (4.8)

bid =
NV×
v=1

(Nv,bv,lv) . (4.9)

That is, the EM allocates the RRGs independent of QoS constraints. The subentities
of the suboptimal RAA are discussed in Section 4.6.1 for UPM,in Section 4.6.2
for DC and in Section 5 for BIS.

4.6.1 User Profile Manager

The user or protocols of higher layers adjust the budget constraint within the UPM.
This issue is the most important restriction to the bidding strategy RBIS to keep
the confidence of the user and to be allowed to act on behalf of the users without
permanent supervision. The budget constraint can be differential or cumulative. A
differential budget constraint means that the maximum costs per SCs, data category
y and link l are dictated for every auction. On the other hand, a cumulative bud-
get constraint summarises all other opportunities like cumulative costs per auction,
whereby the sum of the bids per auction must not exceed this limit. Additionally,
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the accumulation over time can be envisaged, that is cumulative costs over several
auctions have to be below a proper threshold. The advantage of the cumulative
costs over time is the reaction on temporarily cost peaks, but there is also the dan-
ger that these peaks are not necessarily balanced by low costperiods. Therefore,
the differential cost approach is chosen in this thesis.

To simplify matters, two mappings are introduced. Two possibilities can occur:
First, each link is auctioned separately. The tuple(s,y) which describes the affilia-
tion of the differential costk of the SC and category, etc., is mapped one-to-one to
j. Second, there is one auction for both UL and DL which can be envisaged for a
TDD system. Again, the affiliation(s,y,l) which also includes the link is mapped
one-to-one toj.

The differential costkj per datum is the maximum cost the BIS is allowed to spend
for this datum. Assuming that the RRGs can be used for the sameamount of data
for all j, the differential costs of the critical data always have to be higher than the
differential costs of the uncritical data. Otherwise, an RRG of such uncritical data
can have a bid higher than the bid of such critical data leading to an avoidable QoS
degradation.

The utility of transmitting the data is described by the differential utility, because
a risk-neutral usage per service and category is assumed. The differential utility is
defined as preferenceπj and reflects the additional utility if a datum of a certain
SC and category is transmitted.

The mapping of(s,y) or (s,y,l) to j is done in a way that the differential costskj

are arranged in decreasing orderk1 ≥ k2... ≥ kNJ
. The same order is assumed for

the preferencesπj to select the data whose transmission maximises the QoS and
the utility by the DRM.

The UPM sends a vector of tuples entitleduser, where a tuple includes the differ-
ential costs and the preferences to the DRM:

user =
NJ×
j=1

(cj ,πj) . (4.10)

4.6.2 Data Categorisation

Besides the UPM, the DC provides input to the BIS. The DC classifies the data in
the SC queues in critical data and uncritical data. To determine the critical data the
QoS criterion definition has to be stated in a way which allowsthe prediction of
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the critical data in advance. A criterion must be based on a finite data set, like the
average data rate which is defined as the quotient of the number of data sent per
auction to the auction periodTA. The satisfaction of the transmission can then be
expressed by the QoS figure of merit as proposed in Section 3.3.

The critical data have to be determined on the basis of the SC information like input
data rate, output data rate, buffer size etc. In the following, an example is given to
determine the critical and uncritical data of a FIFO SC queue. For the sake of
simplicity, only one service parameter, delaytmax, is used. The maximum delay of
a datum in the SC queuetmax = mTA (m ∈ IN, m > 1) is assumed to bem-times
the auction periodTA.

If a datumdn(te,n) enters the SC queue at, e.g.te,n = 0.1TA and the auction
frames start atnTA, n ∈ IN, the datum has to be sent in the auction period((m −
1)TA,mTA] latest because based on the arbitrary RRG allocation withinthe frame,
the data might be sent in the next frame(mTA, (m + 1)TA], but for ts,n > (m +

0.1)TA). Therefore, each datum, which is still in the buffer atnT and its duration
in the SC queue would exceed the maximum delaytmax in the auction frame((n+

1)TA, (n + 2)TA], would be declared as critical datum for the auction allocating
the RRGs in(nTA, (n + 1)TA].

To determine the critical data, the uncritical data and the data which has to be
removed because of having exceeded the maximum delay, only the input and out-
put data rate is necessary. The amount of data∆e

nT which enters the queue in
(nTA, (n + 1)TA] has to be counted as well as the data∆s

nT which are sent in
(nTA, (n + 1)TA]. The sum of dataDe(t) which enters the queue untilt is shown
in Figure 4.8.De(t) in combination withDe(t−mTA) build up a tube in which the
sum of the outgoing dataDo(t) ideally has to be inside, in order to keep the delay
belowtmax. A violation occurs ifDo(t) andDe(t−mTA) intersect. Based on the
arbitrary RRG allocation, the harder constraintDe(t − (m − 1)TA) is introduced
in order to derive the data categorisation.

In Figure 4.8, the timet = 5TA at which the critical and uncritical data are de-
termined is considered, wheretmax = 6TA. The amount of critical dataDcri

5TA
is

the difference of the dataDe(TA), that is, the incoming amount of data which has
to be sent up to7TA and the outgoing dataDo(5TA) if the difference is positive.
Otherwise the amount of critical dataDcri

5TA
is zero. The remaining dataDucri

5TA
in

the queue are uncritical and their amount can be calculated by

Ducri
5TA

= De(5TA) − Do(5TA) − Dcri
5TA

. (4.11)
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Figure 4.8Determination of the amount of critical and uncritical datafor maximum
delay

Based on the FIFO characteristic of the queue, the critical data are the firstDcri
5TA

data.

The amount of critical data∆r
6TA

which are removed after the5th auction due
to non-transmission is the subtraction of the sum ofDo(5TA) and∆s

5TA
sent in

this period fromDe(TA) if this difference is positive. Otherwise, the amount of
removed critical data∆r

6TA
is zero.

Figure 4.9Model of data categorisation with maximum delay constraint

For the determination of the amount of data to be sent in(nTA, (n + 1)TA] at
t = nTA, at first, the amount of data of the hard constraintDe(t − (m − 1)TA) is
iteratively calculated at(n + 1)TA and denoted asDe

((n+1)−m+1)TA
:

De
((n+1)−m+1)TA

= De
(n−m+1)TA

+ ∆e
(n−m+1)T (4.12)

Before determining the critical data, the amount of removeddata∆r
nTA

has to be
calculated:

∆r
nTA

=
(

De
(n−m+1)TA

− Do
(n−1)TA

− ∆s
(n−1)T

)

+
(4.13)
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Now, the actual amount of dataDo
nTA

which has been read out can be determined.
This includes the data which has been removed and sent:

Do
nTA

= Do
(n−1)TA

+ ∆s
(n−1)T + ∆r

nTA
(4.14)

Thus, the amount of critical data which should be sent in(nTA,(n + 1)TA] is

Dcri
nTA

=
(

De
(n+1−m+1)TA

− Do
nTA

)

+
. (4.15)

On the other hand, the amount of uncritical data is

Ducri
nTA

=
(
De

nTA
− Do

nTA
− Dcri

nTA

)

+
. (4.16)

The categorisation works fast and onlym + 1 values have to be stored from one
auction to the following. That is, the lastm−1 amounts of incoming data∆e

(n−l)T

(l = 1, . . . ,m − 1) can be put in a FIFO queue withm − 1 elements (see Figure
4.9). Additionally, the last amount of dataDo

(n−1)TA
andDe

(n−m+1)TA
have been

kept.

After the categorisation, the DC conveys the categorisation vectorcat to the DRM

cat =
NJ×
j=1

(Dj), (4.17)

whereDj is the amount of categorised data belonging to a proper category, SC
queue, and link which are mapped toj as defined in Section 4.6.1.



5 Bidding Strategy

The DC and the UPM support the BIS with information. The BIS isthe core entity
to fulfil the 4 prioritised goals of the RAA. To find the optimal bid vector, impli-
cating the task of finding the optimal mapping of the classified data to the RRGs,
the computational effort would be enormous. For fast auction repetition and limited
computation power, fast algorithms have to be developed. Therefore, the task of the
BIS is split into two entities: the DRM (Section 5.2) and the RBIS (Section 5.3) in
the suboptimal RAA. The DRM obtains the information from theUPM and the DC,
maps the data to the RRG according to the negotiation policy,like bid vector for-
mat, and transforms the corresponding cost constraints andpreferences. The RBIS
takes this information in order to calculate the bid vector.Different approaches of
RBIS are presented in the Sections 5.4-5.7. In Section 5.8, the protocol behaviour
is simulated mainly focusing on the comparison of the RBIS algorithms.

The BIS receives the differential costkj to achieve the first goal and preferences
πj from the UPM. To maximise the QoS, the DC extracts the categorised dataDj.
In order to analyse utility maximisation, a utility function has to be defined and is
described in the following Section 5.1.

5.1 Utility Function

The BIS aims at maximising the user’s utility function as much as possible and
contemporarily saving money. The utility functionηj(πj ,Dj,R) combines the use
of transmitting the number of dataDj to satisfy the QoS requirements of each
category and SC in UL and DL and the user preferencesπj . The variableR serves
as a limiter of the number of data. That is, the utility ofDj > R remains the same
regardless of any additional data to be transmitted:

ηj(πj ,Dj ,R) =

{
η̃j(πj ,Dj) Dj ≤ R

η̃j(πj ,R) Dj > R
, (5.1)

whereη̃j(πj ,Dj) is the unlimited utility function. For example, if there areDj,q

data in the SC queue to be transmitted, the utility to send more thanDj,q data
remains the same because there are not anymore data to be sentfor j, that is
ηj(πj ,Dj,Dj,q). The user can choose his basic utility behaviourη̃j(·) for each
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QoS-class categorised by the well-known economic expressions: risk-averse, risk-
neutral and risk-encouraged.

If η̃j(πj ,Dj) is risk averse inDj , the differential utilitydη̃j(πj ,Dj) for an addi-
tional datum decreases ifDj increases. Considering a risk-neutral function, the
differential utility dη̃j(πj ,Dj) is equal for each additional datum. If there exits a
QoS class for which the QoS is only fulfilled sending completedatagrams, the user
may choose a risk-encouraged function whose differential utility increases inDj.
All the utility functions have the following two propertiesin common:

1) ηj(πj ,0,R) = 0

2) ηj(π1,Dj ,R) > ηj(π2,Dj ,R) ⇔ π1 > π2

The first expression means that there is no utility if no goodsare available. The
second item states the increase of utility by a higher preference assuming utility
functions of the same category. Especially, for the risk neutral class another prop-
erty holds with respect to the differential utilitydη̃j :

3) dη̃j(π1,D) > dη̃j(π2,D) ⇔ π1 > π2

This property can severely reduce the computational effortto find the optimised bid
vector. In the following it is thus assumed for allj

ηj(πj ,Dj ,R) =

{
πjDj Dj ≤ R

πjR Dj > R
(5.2)

5.1.1 Utility Criterion

The third goal of the BIS is to maximise the sum of the difference utility function
of the data sentDs,j and the data neededDr,j . If Ds,j > Dr,j , no additional utility
is obtained. Therefore, the criterion of the difference function ∆η(x,y) is defined
as:

∆η(Ds,Dr) =
∑

j

(ηj (πj ,Dr,j ,Dr,j) − ηj (πj ,Ds,j,Dr,j)) (5.3)

The difference utility function is always non-negative andthe value indicates the
utility which is not accomplished by the BIS. The quadratic error utility is not
chosen, because based on its minimisation one cannot conclude to the utility max-
imisation which is the sum of the utility of the data sent.
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5.1.2 Risk-averse Utility

The differential utility of the critical data is constant inmost cases, because a lost
critical datum is indistinguishable of its buffer locationand temporal position. Con-
sequently, the respective utility function is linear. The critical data of a QoS buffer
has to produce a higher utility than the uncritical. The importance and the additional
characteristic of the critical data, e.g. transmission, isapparent in comparison to the
uncritical data. All the other characteristics are the same. The data in a SC queue
can always be sorted in the queue to get a concave utility function, if the order re-
lation is the urgency to keep the QoS parameter limits and thedifferential utility is
monotonically decreasing in the urgency. The data are sorted in a descending or-
der. Thus, the first datum has the highest urgency to be sent and the last the lowest
urgency. To save computational power, this concave function can be approximated
by two linear functions, a linear utility for both critical and uncritical data. This is
an approximation of the well-known risk-averse behaviour observed in economics.

5.2 Data-RRG Mapping

Thedata-RRG mapping(DRM) is responsible for mapping the data categorised by
DC to the RRGs offered in such a way that the cost constraints and the preferences,
which are mapped in line with the data, allow an optimal bid selection by the RBIS.
Generally, an optimal bid selection is only possible by maximising the goals of the
BIS which require a lot of computational power.

The input of the DRM is the user vectoruser from the UPM and the categorisation
vectorcat from the DC. Additionally, the DRM needs information about the PHY
and about the channel conditions. Based on this informationand the service level
parameter, the DRM has to estimate the possible amount of data per RRG. For
example, in WLAN IEEE 802.11a, modulation adaptation is used to control the
BER based on SNR. That is, based on the channel state, the datarate over the
channel varies. If an additional service parameter of the data in the MAC queue is
the minimum data rate, the DRM needs more RRGs for a bad channel condition to
fulfil this criterion than for a good condition and SNR, respectively.

Concerning the proposed suboptimal RAA, the UPM gives a realcost constraint
per auction and not an averaged constraint. Thus, the PHY adjustment concerning
the data-RRG mapping must be known by the DRM in advance. Otherwise, if the
data RRG-mapping underlies an erratic estimation, fewer data than expected can be
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sent in the RRGs. Moreover, if the bid has an expected maximumcost constraint,
the RAA may have to pay more for the data than the differentialcost constraints
allow. For example, in a TDD system in which time slots are allocated based on
channel observation before the auction, the BS and the UT canagree about the PHY
parameters like power and modulation adjustment.

In the following, two DRMs are proposed, a mixed and a fixed DRM. The fixed
DRM has a worse mapping, but reduces the bid signalling up to50%. For these
mechanisms, it is assumed that:

1) The RBIS works with differential costskv of RRGs.

2) The optimal scheduler reads the data out of the SC queue following the pri-
ority goals, first the critical then the uncritical data. Within the category, the
data are chosen according to the preferences in decreasing order.

3) The RRGs arrangement is not depending on the proper SC class.

4) The data-RRG mapping is identical for all SC classes.

5) The cost of an RRG won must not exceed the sum of the differential costs of
the data sent within this RRG.

5.2.1 Mixed Data-RRG Mapping

The mixed DRM which works in the same manner as the optimal scheduler is
optimal in providing the RBIS the highest cost constraint per RRG. Consider the
case in which the RAA wins one RRG. The optimal scheduler reads out the data and
arranges them in the same order as the corresponding cost constraints. The order,
in which the optimal scheduler reads out the data, is the sameorder as the one
in which the cost constraints are arranged. That is, the datawith the highest cost
constraints are selected first for the RRG. If the mapping algorithm also chooses
these data for the first RRG, the highest maximum cost constraint is provided for
the first RRG.

On the other hand, the case, in which the RAA bids for two RRGs and wins two
RRGs, is considered. If it is assumed that the DRM does not mapthe data in the
same way as the optimal scheduler, the cost constraint is lower for the first RRG and
higher for the second in comparison to the cost constraints conveyed by the mixed
DRM. Furthermore, it is assumed the RBIS bids the maximum cost constraints,
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thus based on the discriminatory auction, the RBIS has to payfor each RRG the
proposed cost constraint. The optimal scheduler reads out the data and compares
the sum of the differential costs of the data per RRG with the actual price paid per
RRG. In this case, the sum of the differential costs of the data in the second RRG is
lower than the price of the second RRG. Thus, the assumption of the cost constraint
per datum is injured.

If neglecting assumption 5), this algorithm becomes suboptimal. This can be shown
by the following example. There are2 UTs to which3 RRGs are offered. The
DRM of UT 1 has to map data whose number can be carried by exactly two RRGs.
The mixed DRM calculates a cost constraintk1,1 of the first RRG andk2,1 of the
second RRG, wherek1,1 ≫ k2,1. That is, the data of the first RRG have very high
cost constraints and the ones of the second RRG have very low cost constraints.
Assume, that the first and the second bid of UT2, b1,2 andb2,2, are in-between the
cost constraints

k1,1 > b1,2 > b2,2 > k2,1, (5.4)

the RBIS of UT1 can at most win one RRG. But if another mapping algorithm is
chosen, which maps the data in such a way that

b1,2 > k1,1 > k2,1 > b2,2, (5.5)

what can be done by dividing the data with the highest cost constraints to both
RRGs, the RBIS of UT1 can win at most two RRGs. The cost constraint of the
RAA is not injured in this case, because the sum of the cost constraints of the data
is at least as high as the sum of the bids. It is impossible to find such an algo-
rithm which provides a better cost constraint solution for all situations, because
a-posteriori knowledge of the bids of the other UTs is needed. The mixed DRM
maps the data in such a way, that the first RRG gets the highest possible cost con-
straints. Among the remaining data, the second RRG gets the highest possible cost
constraint and so on.

Figure 5.1Functionality of the mixed DRM

The mixed data RRG mapping algorithm is fast, that is linear in the priority orderj
(see Section 4.6.1) . ForJ different classes, at most2J different bids are necessary.
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As shown in Figure 5.1, the dataD1 are mapped into RRG1, 2 and3. The rest of
RRG3 is filled with part ofD2 data, whereas the rest ofD2 is mapped to RRG4.
The dataD3 is fully inserted in the remainder of RRG4. Then a part ofD4 fills the
rest of RRG4 and so on. The maximum cost constraints of RRG1 and2 are the
number of data per RRGDRRG times the cost constraint per datum ofj = 1. The
cost constraint of the third RRGk3 is calculated in proportion to the share of the
different categorised data. Here, the indexd for data andRRG for RRG is added
to avoid ambiguity:

kRRG,3 = (o1kd,1 + o2kd,2) DRRG, (5.6)

whereoi is the percentage the data ofDi occupy the RRG. In general, the cost
constraints of a RRG is determined by calculating the average price based on the
occupation of a RRG timesDRRG,

kRRG,g =

NJ∑

j=1

oj,gkd,jDRRG, (5.7)

whereoj,g is the percentage of thegth RRG which is occupying the DataDj. The
DRM conveys a vector of triplesmap to the RBIS:

map =
NV×
v=1

(Nv,kv,πv) . (5.8)

A triple consists of the number of RRG neededNv, the maximum costkv for each
of theNv RRGs and the corresponding preferences per RRGπv which are the sum
of the utility of all data mapped to a RRG.

5.2.2 Fixed Data-RRG Mapping

The fixed DRM maps the categorised data in order to get at mostNJ bids. There
are two possible realisations:

1) Each amount of categorised dataDj is quantised by the number of data
DRRG which can be transmitted by one RRG. For onej, one data-to-RRG
mapping is done. This causes losses because based on the costconstraints it
is only allowed to bid for RRGs carryingDRRG data. The losses are small
if DRRG is small. Thus, for the same capacity offered, this approachis more
suitable for smallDRRG, but largeNG instead of a largeDRRG, but small
NG.
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2) For eachj, the partially filled RRG is completed by data of the next higherj.
The cost constraints of the RRG purely filled with data ofj and this partially
filled RRG is the averaged cost constraint of these RRGs. In Figure 5.1, the
cost constraint of each of the first3 RRGs is the averaged cost constraint of
these RRGs. These cost constraints are at most as high as the cost constraint
of a RRG purely filled with data ofj.

The results are transmitted by the vectormap as described for the mixed DRM.

5.3 RRG Bidding Strategy

The RRG bidding strategy(RBIS) has the main task to calculate the bid vector
based on the DRM outputmap and the result of past auctions. The design goals
of the RBIS are the same prioritised goals of the RAA in Section 4.5 subject to the
input of the DRM:

1) The cost constraints of data are mapped to the cost constraints of RRGkv

included inmap, thus the bids have to be in-between

r ≤ bv ≤ kv. (5.9)

2) The maximisation of QoS requires that bid vectors have to be determined for
which most of the critical data can be transmitted. Concerning a cumulative
cost constraint, for which the sum of all bids must not exceedthe constraint,
at first the bids of the RRGs destined for critical data have tobe determined
and second, the remainder of budget is spent for bids of the RRGs of the
purely uncritical data. Concerning the differential costsof the RRGs, the
elements ofmap are formally split into the ones which include critical data
and the ones which include purely uncritical data. The differential cost is
assumed in the following.

3) The maximisation of utility is defined by minimisising theutility criterion
∆η (Nw,Nr). The components ofNw are the numbers of RRG wonNv,w

for each element ofmap, whereas the components ofNr are the requested
numbers of RRGs stated inmap, thus based on Equation (5.3) the criterion
for RBIS is

∆η(Nw,Nr) =

NV∑

v=1

(η (πv,Nr,v,Nr,v) − η (πv,Nw,v,Nr,v)) . (5.10)
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4) Finally, based on the discriminatory auction, the bid vector is chosen out of
those which has the lowest maximum cost, i.e., the lowest sumof the bids.

In the following, if not stated otherwise, the allocation vector alc is broadcast to
all RBISs attending the cell. The allocation vector is a vector consisting of tuples.
These tuples comprise the quantised bid valuebw,h and the number of RRGsNw,h

which has been won for this bid value

alc =
NH×
h=1

(Nw,h, bw,h) . (5.11)

The cost constraint in the DRM outputmap has to be transformed to the quantised
representation, whereby the values are rounded down to assure that the cost con-
straints are not injured. Furthermore, only those elementsin map are considered
for which the cost constraints are higher than the reserve pricer in order to reduce
signalling effort.

Based on the assumption of a multi-unit sealed-bid discriminatory auction, the ideal
bidding strategy is presented in Section 5.4. Neglecting knowledge of other bids,
the bidding strategy for incomplete information is discussed in Section 5.4.1. A
bidding strategy which dominates with respect to the first three goals is described in
Section 5.4.2 as utility-optimal RBIS. A statistic-based bidding strategy presented
in Section 5.5 is designed to approximate the bidding strategy for incomplete infor-
mation in the first part and react to current events in the second part. In contrast to
this bidding strategy, the signalling-reduced bidding strategy in Section 5.6 needs
no information on the other bidders, which reduces the signalling effort by the al-
location vector. The last bidding strategy in Section 5.7 estimates the bids of the
others with an LMS algorithm and determines the bid vector based on its result.

5.4 Ideal Strategy

Ideally, the bidding strategy possesses complete information on the other users and
their bids, respectively. It is assumed that the number of RRGs a bidderi wins is
a deterministic function AMRRG, which belongs to the auction mechanism, and
which depends on his own bidsbid and the bids of the other usersbid−i:

Nw = AMRRG(bid,bid−i). (5.12)

The high level description of the strategy has to be expressed in a formal statement
and measure in order to design algorithms according to the four prioritised goals
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(see Section 4.5). The first goal is to keep the cost constraints. The setS1 includes
all possible bid vectorsbid of bidderi satisfying the cost constraints

S1 =
{

bid

∣
∣
∣∀v : r ≤ bv ≤ kv

}

, (5.13)

wherev is the element index ofbid. The second goal is to maximise the QoS
which is defined as minimising the sum of the difference of theRRG requestN cri

r,v

of a bid element destined for critical data and the RRG wonN cri
w,v. The setS2

contains allbids which maximise the QoS:

S2 =

{

bid

∣
∣
∣argmin
bid∈S1

NV∑

v=1

(
N cri

r,v − N cri
w,v

)

}

(5.14)

Out of setS2 all those vectorsbid are chosen which maximise the utility defined
by minimising the utility criterion Equation (5.10):

S3 =

{

bid

∣
∣
∣argmin
bid∈S2

∆η (Nw,Nr)

}

(5.15)

S3 is the set for which all vectorsbid are selected which minimise the costK:

bidi ∈ S4 =

{

bid

∣
∣
∣argmin
bid∈S3

K

}

. (5.16)

Especially, in a discriminatory auction the costK depending on thebidv and the
number of RRGs wonNw,v can be expressed by

K =

NV∑

v=1

Nw,vbv (5.17)

The ideal bidding strategy bids for each RRG, that is the number of elements ofbid

is equal to the sum ofNr,v subject to the fact that the corresponding cost constraint
exceeds the reserve price. The cost constraintkn (n = 1, . . . ,N ) of each RRG
is sorted in a decreasing manner. Thegth highest bid of the others is denotedcg

(g = 1, . . . ,NG). The bids and the cost constraint are quantised as described in
Section 4.3.2. If the real value of the cost constraint is in between the transformed
values of two quantisation steps, the quantised representation of the lower value is
chosen, in order to assure keeping the cost constraint. The ideal lowest bidbN is

bN =







max{cNG−N+1 + 1,r} cNG−N+1 < kN

kN cNG−N+1 = kN

lose cNG−N+1 > kN

(5.18)
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The first case in Equation (5.18) chooses one bid increment higher than the bid
cNG−N+1 or the reserve price. This is necessary to win all. IfcNG−N+1 is equal
to the cost constraintkN , RBIS can only bid this maximum bid and hope to win
if there are more than one bids with the same value and a lottery has to solve the
allocation. IfcNG−N+1 is higher thankN , then it is impossible to win allN RRGs
requested. The other bids(n < N) can be determined in a similar way

bN−n =







max{bN−n+1,r} cNG−N+n < kN−n+1

cNG−N+n+1 + 1 cNG−N+n ≥ kN−n+1

∧cNG−N+n+1 < kN−n

kN−n cNG−N+n+1 = kN−n

lose cNG−N+n+1 > kN−n

(5.19)

The first case in Equation (5.19) is to minimise cost if the lower bid has already
beaten the corresponding bid. The second case states the choice of one increment
higher than the relevant bid of the other, where the lower bids could not beat the
corresponding bid. The remaining cases are the same as in Equation (5.18).

5.4.1 Bidding Strategy for Incomplete Information

Usually, the bids of the other UTs are not known. Thus, the design goals of the
ideal strategy are adapted to deal with incomplete information. Instead of fulfilling
the QoS and maximising the utility, the expectation of theircriteria conditioned to
the bid vectorbid are taken. Equation (5.14) becomes

S2 =

{

bid

∣
∣
∣argmin
bid∈S1

E

{
NV∑

v=1

(
N cri

r,v − N cri
w,v

)
∣
∣
∣bid

}}

. (5.20)

Here, the conditioned expectation is chosen instead of maximising the probability
of the minimum of the sum conditioned tobid. This is due to the case that a bid
vector could be chosen which has a small but the highest conditioned probability of
the minimum, but the probability decreases fast by increasing the sum. On the other
hand, another bid has a little less probability for the minimum, but the probability
mass concentrates close to values of the minimum of the sum. The user’s behaviour
is assumed to weight the suboptimal result with the probability to get this results,
which leads to the expectation as a measure.
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In the same way as Equation (5.14), the maximisation of the utility is expressed as

S3 =

{

bid

∣
∣
∣argmin
bid∈S2

E
{

∆η (Nw,Nr)
∣
∣
∣bid

}}

. (5.21)

The cost criterion is defined to choose those vectorsbid which minimise the ex-
pected costs. Starting from Equation (5.16), the cost criterion becomes

bidi ∈ S4 =

{

bid

∣
∣
∣argmin
bid∈S3

E {K|bid}
}

. (5.22)

The bid vectorbidi of bidderi can be arbitrarily chosen out ofS4.

5.4.2 Utility-optimal Bidding Strategy

By neglecting the cost constraint, Equation (5.22), a bidding strategy can be found
which minimises the QoS and the utility criterion. Based on the discriminatory
auction and the arbitrary RRG allocation, Proposition 2.3.1 in Section 2.3.1 can
be applied. The valuesxg are the cost constraintskv per RRG. Thus, a dominant
strategy is to submit abid with

bv = kv. (5.23)

This bid vectorbid is included inS1, S2 andS3 for both complete and incomplete
information, but not mandatorily inS4. Therefore, this bidding strategy is utility-
optimal.

5.5 Statistic-based Bidding Strategy

This bidding strategy possesses an integral and a differential part [110]. The in-
tegral part incorporates past auctions and thus the past behaviour of the RAA in
order to predict the number of RRGs wonNv,w depending on the proposed bid
vectorbid. The differential part, however, changes the bid valuebv if the auction
conditions like reserve pricer and demand conditions have been kept stable, but
the goals are not fulfilled.
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5.5.1 Integral Part

The bid vectors, which are intended to be submitted, have to be covered by the
bidding strategy assuming no cooperation among the agents.Thus, the other bid
vectors are unknown. The method only approximates the idealbidding strategy for
incomplete information, because in general, based on the mutual influence of the
RAAs, the unknown behaviour of the other RAAs and the different demand pattern,
the auction sequence behaviour is an instationary process.

An approach to learn from the past is to collect the bids of theother users and to
try to approximate their density for the next auction based on a histogram. It is
assumed that there is only one other RAA which submits all thebids, because the
considered RAA does not get any information about the numberof UTs attending
the cell. Additionally, it is assumed that all winning bids possess the same PDF
fA(a|r, Rd), subject to the same reserve pricer and demand conditionRd. The
conditionRd has two states. The first state describes the excess demand inthe last
auction, which can be determined if all RRGs have been allocated. The second
state is indicated if there are less RRGs allocated than offered. If these assumptions
are not made, a PDF is needed for each environment condition and for anNG-times
bid space. The drawback then is, that there are less supporting points in this space
to approximate the PDF.

The PDFfA(a|r, Rd) is approximated by the histogramhA(a|r, Rd). This his-
togram serves to calculate the conditioned expectations ofEquations (5.20), (5.21)
and (5.22).

5.5.2 Histogram Representation

Based on the histogramhA(a|r,Rd), which collects the bids won under the addi-
tional conditions, reserve pricer and demand conditionRd, the expected RRGs ad-
ditionally won subject to a certain bid vector constellation are determined. Clearly,
the histogram mainly changes its characteristics by choosing a differentr because
of the fixed maximum users’ purchase power and by excess demand or excess sup-
ply situations. If there is excess demand, the histogram normally possesses its
support betweenr and the maximum purchase power. On the other hand, if there
is excess supply, the bids are concentrated close tor.

The histogram can be stored efficiently in a
(
2Nbit,r+1 ×

(
2Nbit,b + 1

))
matrix (see

Figure 5.2). The first2Nbit rows are reserved for excess supply and the second2Nbit
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Figure 5.2Histogram representation of the winning bids of the otherfA(a|r,Rd) for
Nbit,b = Nbit,r

for the complementary statement. Each row of the two submatrices is devoted to
a quantised reserve price in ascending order. Choosing a specific row for a proper
reserve price and demand condition, the elements within therow are the number of
the occurrence of the respective quantised bid. The bids areordered equally to the
matrix indices. In the last column the cumulative sums of therest elements of the
proper rows are stored in order to compute the relative frequency. The separation is
done to keep the storage small and at the same time to provide enough accuracy for
the proposed optimisation algorithm. Furthermore, an ageing factor is introduced
which reduces the past values in order to give an evaluation of their influence to the
current auction. Values in the histogram are removed if the frequency gets less than
1 based on ageing. This is preferred instead of a limit for the relative frequency,
because if considering that one bid occurs in the last auction, the information is
new and should be taken into account, but its relative frequency could be smaller
than a limit and thus be neglected.

5.5.3 QoS Maximisation

In the following, the bid space which minimises the QoS criterion is determined. It
is assumed, that there areNG RRGs offered by the EM. The competing bid values
won by an RAAcg, (l = 1, . . . ,NG), are sorted in a decreasing order and are
assumed to be based on independent and identically distributed random variables
according to the PDFfA(a) approximated by the histogramhA(a).

The bids of the RRGs used for critical data have higher cost constraintskg, which
are ordered in a decreasing manner according tog. The number of RRGs used for
critical data isN cri

r and the one of the uncritical data isNucri
r . It is assumed that
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Nucri
r +N cri

r = NG and thatNG other bids compete for the RRGs. The probability
F

(NG)
g (bg) that at mostg − 1 bids out ofNG are higher thanbg can be expressed

by the order statistic (Equation (2.20))

F (NG)
g (bg) =

g−1
∑

l=0

(
NG

l

)

FNG−l
A (bg) (1 − FA(bg))

l
. (5.24)

The QoS criterion in Equation (5.20) can be minimised by calculating

max
bid

{

E

{
NV∑

v=1

N cri
w,v

∣
∣
∣bid

}}

, (5.25)

becauseN cri
r,v is known. Applying the conditioned expectation, Equation (5.25) can

be rewritten to

max
bid







Ncri
r∑

g=1

E

{
NV∑

v=1

N cri
w,v

∣
∣
∣Nw = g

}

P{Nw = g|bid}






, (5.26)

whereP{Nw = g|bid} is the probability to win exactlyg RRGs subject to submit
bid. The variable in the expectation actually is equal toNw, thus it is no longer
stochastic. Furthermore, the probabilityP{Nw = g|bid} can be expressed ac-
cording to Equations (2.26)-(2.28), and with respect to Equation (2.40), Equation
(5.26) can be expressed by

Ncri
r∑

g=1

F
(NG)
NG−g+1(bg). (5.27)

Equation (5.27) can be maximised by maximising each addend separately which
is a non-decreasing function ofbg. This allows to determine the bid spaceS2.
This space includes all bid vectors whose elementsbg, (g = 1, . . . ,NG), decrease
with orderg. The next condition is devoted to all critical bids,(g = 1, . . . ,N cri

r ),
and is separated in two cases. The first case determines the bid interval if the cost
constraint has the probabilityF (NG)

NG−g+1(kg) = 1, the second case describes the

bid interval if the cost constraint has a probabilityF
(NG)
NG−g+1(kg) < 1. First, if

F
(NG)
NG−g+1(bg,0) = F

(NG)
NG−g+1(kg) = 1 and for allbg < bg,0 is F

(NG)
NG−g+1(bg) <

1, then bg must be withinbg,0 ≤ bg ≤ kg. Second, ifF (NG)
NG−g+1(kg) < 1,
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F
(NG)
NG−g+1(bg,1) = F

(NG)
NG−g+1(kg) and F

(NG)
NG−g+1(bg) < F

(NG)
NG−g+1(bg,1) for all

bg < bg,1, thenbg must be withinbg,1 ≤ bg ≤ kg. All other bids bg, (g =

N cri
r + 1, . . . ,NG), have no additional conditions.

5.5.4 Utility Maximisation

In this section the same assumptions and notations as in the previous Section 5.5.3
are used. The utility is maximised by selecting all bids ofS2 minimising the utility
criterion in Equation (5.21). The minimisation of the utility criterion is equivalent
to maximise

max
bid

{

E

{
NV∑

v=1

η(πv,Nw,v,Nr,v)
∣
∣
∣bid

}}

, (5.28)

whereNw,v is the number of RRGs won for the classv. Applying order statistics
and the conditional expectation notation of Equation (5.28) leads to

NG∑

g=1

NV∑

v=1

η(πv ,Nw,v,Nr,v)|Nw=g

(

F
(NG)
NG−g+1(bg) − F

(NG)
NG−g(bg+1)

)

. (5.29)

Due to the conditional expectation notation, only the orderstatistics terms depend
on the bid vector. The CDFF (NG)

y (w) is both monotonically increasing iny andw,
therefore all addends are positive keeping in mind the non-negative utility function
η. Now, taking the assumption of the optimal allocation, the difference of two
adjacent utilities is always non-negative:

NV∑

v=1

η(πv,Nw,v,Nr,v)|Nw=g −
NV∑

v=1

η(πv ,Nw,v,Nr,v)Nw=g−1 ≥ 0 (5.30)

Reordering Equation (5.29) with respect to the CDF gives a sum with nonnegative
summands, each of it increasing in the bid valuebg:

NG∑

g=1

NV∑

v=1

(η(πv,Nw,v,Nr,v)|Nw=g − η(πv,Nw,v,Nr,v)Nw=g−1)F
(NG)
NG−g+1(bg)

(5.31)

Thus, the maxima of Equation (5.31) can be found by considering only the PDF of
F

(NG)
NG−g+1(bg) according to Equation (2.21). This equation is zero if the PDF fA(a)
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(see Equation (2.25) and (2.21)) is zero or the according CDFis 0 or 1. The latter
two cases are included in the first one. The global maximum of Equation (5.31) for
r ≤ bg ≤ kg is kg if fA(bg) is not equal to zero. Otherwise, iffA(bg) is equal
to zero forr ≤ ǫ ≤ bg ≤ kg, the CDF takes its maximum value for allbg which
fulfil ǫ ≤ bg ≤ kg. The intervals are determined in the same manner as for the QoS
criterion, taking into account all bids and not only the bidsof the critical RRGs.

5.5.5 Cost Minimisation

The last criterion selects those bids out ofS3 which minimise the expected costs
in Equation (5.22). As in the utility consideration, the conditioned expectation and
order statistics are applied

E

{
Nw∑

g=1

bg

∣
∣
∣bid

}

=

NG∑

g=0

(
g
∑

i=1

bi

)

P{Nw = g|bid}. (5.32)

Based on the utility maximisation, the probabilityP{Nw = g|bid} is the same for
all bids ofS3. Thus, minimising Equation (5.32) means to minimise the bidsum
implicating to choose the lowest bidsbg in the intervals by keeping the bid value
order.

5.5.6 Algorithm

To simplify matters, the kernel equivalence relationαf of a functionf(x), x ∈
[a,b], is introduced [111]:

(x,y) ∈ αf ⇔ f(x) = f(y) (5.33)

For this equivalence relation the equivalence class is denoted by[x]αf
. The max-

imum costskg are ordered in a decreasing manner. That is, the definition interval
of bid bg is a subset of the interval ofbg. Thus, it is assumed that the bids are also
descendingly ordered and this order relations are equivalent to thekg order relation.

All bid vectors which maximise the utility only subject to the cost constraint are
a subset ofS2. The expectationE{∆η} of the utility difference is minimised by
choosing the bidsbg of [kg]αFA

and selecting the minimum bid to minimise the
expected costs. Consequently, the algorithm starts for theleast significant bidbNG

and steps down fromkNG
to the reserve price untilfA(a) is unequal to zero [112].
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That is, givenfA(a) with a ∈ [r,kNG
], the first step can formally be expressed as:

bNG
= min[kNG

]αFA
(5.34)

For the second least significant bid the procedure is the same, but the searching
space is reduced to(kNG

,kNG−1]. If the down-stepping search has reachedkNG

without findingfA(a) unequal to zero,bNG−1 is automatically equal tobNG
:

bNG−1 = min
x

{

[kNG−1]αFA
− {x|x < bNG

}
}

(5.35)

The following steps are similar to the second one in finding the corresponding bids.
The searching space for thegth bid bg is to the last maximum cost limitkg+1.
Hence, Equation (5.35) can be generalised to:

bg = min
x

{

[kg]αFA
− {x|x < bg+1}

}

(5.36)

Figure 5.3Algorithm concept

Figure 5.3 shows an example for the algorithm procedure. It is assumed that there
are four cost constaintskg which are sorted in descending order. The algorithm
starts with the lowest cost constraintk4 and searches in the negative abscissa di-
rection until the probability densityfA(a) is unequal to zero. This abscissa value
is b4. Thereafter the search starts fromk3. The complete interval[k4,k3] does not
possess a value offA(a) unequal zero, thusb3 is set tob4. For b2, the same pro-
cedure as forb4 takes place. The search for a non-zerofA(a) within a ∈ [k2,k1]

stops immediately, because offA(k1) being unequal to zero.

Based on the only information of the winning bid values of theother RAA, the
histogramhA(a,r,RD) (see Section 5.5.2) is taken instead of the histogram of all
winning bids approximatingfA(a). The only impact is that if there are losing bids
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in-between the reserve pricer and the last own bid won, then the algorithm chooses
r once and may lose this bid. Moreover, the bids and the cost constraint are quan-
tised as described in Section 4.3.2 and Section 5.4 implicating that a search space
is mapped to a modified search space consisting of the quantised representations of
the real values.

The computation time of the algorithm is independent of the number of users and
goods, but at most linear to the number of quantisation stepsof the bids assuming
that bids with the same maximum costs are grouped. This can beseen, because this
algorithm scans partly distinguished intervals of the bid space and there searches
maxima ofFA.

5.5.7 Differential Part

The final bid vector of the integral part which is chosen out ofthe setS4 is modified
in the differential part. The main idea is to assume that the bids of the other bidders
do not change during the current auction. Based on this, the bid values are changed.

If there was an over-supply or the EM has not allocated any RRGs to the other
bidders at the last auction, all bids are decreased by the step size∆d which increases
by one step if the condition remains the same, otherwise it isreset to one step. If
the condition is not fulfilled but the reserve pricer remains the same, the bids are
changed according to:

• Nw,−i(bv−2) is the sum of the RRGs won by the other bids which are higher
thanbv−2. If the sumNr(bv) of the RRGs of the own bids which are greater
than or equal tobv is smaller thanNG −Nw,−i(bv − 2), thenbv is decreased
by one step, because there are enough RRGs to win the same number even if
reducingbv:

bv = max{0,bv − 1} (5.37)

• Nw,−i(bv − 1) is the sum of the RRGs won by the other bids which are
higher thanbv − 1. If Nr(bv) is smaller thanNG − Nw,−i(bv − 1), thenbv

is increased by one step because of the high competing bids:

bv = min{bv + 1,kv} (5.38)
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5.6 Signalling-reduced Bidding Strategy

In contrast to the statistic-based bidding strategy, the Signalling-reduced bidding
strategy [113] does not need any information about the outcome of the other RAAs.
A further design goal is to use less memory by abandoning pastinformation. The
bidding strategy observes its own bids of the last auction and based on their success
mirrored by the difference of the RRGs needed to the RRGs won,the strategy
changes the bids. The algorithm is presented in the following.

Based onmap of the DRM, the strategy transforms cost constraints into quantised
cost constraints as described in Section 5.4 and the bids arehandled in their quan-
tised representation (see Section 4.3.2). Furthermore, only those elementsmap

are taken into account which exceed the reserve pricer. The number of elements
of bid−TA

of the last auction isNb,−TA
, whereas the number of bids of the cur-

rent auction isNb. The algorithm is mainly split into two parts, 1) missed and 2)
available information about its own bids as shown in Figure 5.4:

1) There is not an own bid vectorbid−TA
of the past auction. This can occur at

the beginning or if no resources were needed, e.g. the data arrives according
to a Poisson process. All the bids are set to the maximum bidskv, in order
to assure QoS and utility maximisation because of the absence of current
information.

2) If the RAA has bid in the past auction, three cases can arise: I) all RRGs
have been won, II) some RRGs have been won or III) nothing has been won.

For case 2) the past bid vectorbid−TA
has to be transformed to the new bid quanti-

sation if the reserve price has been changed. The bids are mapped to the next higher
possible step of the new representation with respect to the absolute bid value. The
mapping to the higher step is done, because this bid would also have won in the
last auction, whereas the bid which is mapped to the lower step might have not.
In the same way, all the bids of the past auction which have absolute values below
the new reserve price are increased to the new reserve price.The mapped bids are
denoted byb−TA,v. All the cases of 2) use bid proposalsbp,v for precalculation.
The bid proposals simply are the maximum of the reserve pricer whose quantised
representation is0 or the next lower bid

bp,v = max {0,bp,v−1} . (5.39)
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Figure 5.4Flow chart of the signalling-reduced RBIS

5.6.1 Case I

The fact that all RRGs needed have been won does not mandatorily mean that there
is an over-supply. In this case it would be suitable to set allbids to the reserve price
r. Also, an excess demand could have happened, for which the other bids were in
an inferior position. Thus, the bidsb−TA,v are cautiously decreased by one step.
The actual bidbv is the maximum of the reduced past bid andbp,v to maintain the
order

bv = max {b−TA,v − 1,bp,v} . (5.40)

5.6.2 Case II

For cases II) and III), a de-facto reserve pricerD is introduced. This de-facto
reserve price is the highest bidb−TA,v for which not all RRGs could have been
won. The idea is that all bids are set a step higher thanrD if they failed to win all
RRGs. Based on the mixed DRM, the cost constraint can vary forthevth bid, thus
the increase has to be limited bykv. The bids which succeeded are reduced by one
step or set to the new cost constraintkv if the new cost constraint is smaller than
the reduced bid proposal. Moreover, thebid length can vary based on reserve price
or demand variation. Because there is no information about the past auction for the
bidsbv, v > N−TA,v, it is cautiously assumed that nothing has been won. Despite
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of b−TA,v having less elements thanmap, the bidsbn,v are calculated based on
b−TA,v. These actions can be expressed by

bn,v =

{
min {rD + 1,kv} Nw,−TA,v < Nr,−TA,v ∨ v > Nb,−TA

min {b−TA,v − 1,kv} otherwise.

(5.41)

Finally, the bidsbv are determined by

bv = max {bn,v,bp,v} . (5.42)

5.6.3 Case III

In this case nothing has been won in the last auction, therefore a more enforced
action than in the last case is selected. The procedure is similar as for case II, but
the conditions only includerD and cost constraintskv. Thus, the bidsbn,v are
increased by multiple steps at once:

bn,v =

{
rD+1+kv

2 rD + 1 < kv

kv otherwise.
, (5.43)

The final bidbv is calculated using Equation (5.43).

5.7 LMS-based Bidding Strategy

The auction sequence in general is an non-stationary process. The estimation of pa-
rameters can only be based on adaptive techniques. The main idea of this bidding
strategy is to estimate the winning bids of the other biddersbased on the past allo-
cation vectors. Thegth highest bid of the other bidderscg is only estimated based
on the proper pastgth highest bids in past auctions. Because there is no linear sys-
tem model, an adaptiveleast-mean-square(LMS) estimator is chosen instead of a
Kalman Filter. Another advantage of the LMS estimator is thefast computation.
The estimated bid vector of the othercTA

of the next auction att + TA is the base
for a bid proposal. Being aware that the estimation may not bethe correct value,
the bid is increase by a certain amount. This quantised valueis the lowest value
for which x percent of the absolute prediction failure is smaller. These values are
then compared with and adapted to the cost constraints. Finally, the estimated bid
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values of RRGs which have the same cost constraints are averaged and this average
is the resulting bidbv.

5.7.1 Bid Prediction

The bid prediction is executed by an adaptive LMS estimator which is described in
the following. The estimation of thegth highest bidcg,mTA

is denoted bŷcg,mTA

for the next auction atmTA. Thegth highest bids of the lastN auctions are in-
cluded in the bid history vector

cg,mTA
=
(
cg,(m−1)TA

, cg,(m−2)TA
, . . . ,cg,(m−N)TA

)
. (5.44)

The filterhg is a vector withN elements. The filter is adapted for each auction
period. The filterhg,mT to predictcg,mTA

is calculated based on the last filter
hg,(m−1)T and the weighted vectorcg,(m−1)TA

. The weight consists of two factors,
µ and the differencêcg,(m−1)TA

− cg,(m−1)TA
:

hg,mT = hg,(m−1)T − 2µ
(
ĉg,(m−1)TA

− cg,(m−1)TA

)
cg,mT (5.45)

The convergence of this algorithm is assured ifµ < 1/|c−k,n,mTA
|2 [114]. Accord-

ing to [115],µ is similarly chosen:µ = µ̃/|c−k,n,mTA
|2, µ̃ ∈ (0,1]. The parameter

µ̃ can be used to elaborate more information about the estimation process. Here,̃µ
is dynamically chosen as

µ̃ =







σ̂∆s

(max{rmax,σ̂∆s})
2 |ǫ̂s − ǫ̂ŝ| < σ̂s√

||ǫ̂s|−|ǫ̂ŝ||

max{rmax,|ǫ̂s|+|ǫ̂ŝ|}
|ǫ̂s − ǫ̂ŝ| ≥ σ̂s

(5.46)

whereσ̂∆s is the approximate standard deviation of the failure,σ̂s is the approxi-
mate standard deviation of the bid,ǫ̂ŝ is the approximate average of the estimation,
ǫ̂s is the approximate average of the bid, andrmax is the maximum value of a bid.
Two cases are distinguished, the reaction whether the difference of the averages of
the estimated bid and the actual bid are smaller or larger than the approximate bid
standard deviation. This allows to react to a drifting of theestimation. Consider
the first case and assume that the minimum valuermin is zero. If the estimated
standard deviation is smaller thanrmax, µ increases in̂σ∆s. But if the estimated
standard deviation of the failure exceeds the interval length of the bidsrmax, the
estimator may be in danger to diverge based on great oscillation. Therefore,µ de-
creases in̂σ∆s in order to stabilise the algorithm. If there is not the case distinction,
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µ can also decrease based on a increase drift of the estimated and the actual value.
In turn, this would lower the dynamic of the estimator, especially in direction of the
true value. Therefore, if the approximate average difference exceeds the approxi-
mate standard deviation of the signal, the second case is active andµ is increased,
the more the difference increases to get a higher dynamic andcome again to the
application of the first case.

5.7.2 Bid Determination

The estimated bidŝcg,mTA
are increased by∆g,mTA

. In order to calculate∆g,mTA
,

a histogramh∆(δ) of the estimation failureδn,mT = |ĉg,mTA
− cg,mTA

| is main-
tained. The increment is the value for which

∆g,mTA
= min

{

y
∣
∣
∣

∫ y

0

h∆(δ)dδ < x

}

(5.47)

holds, wherex indicates thatx percent of the observed failure are smaller than
x. The absolute failure is chosen instead of the normalised failure value, because
based on an arbitrarily oscillating process, it is difficultto predict whether the next
value is higher or lower. Keeping in mind that QoS and utilitymaximisation are the
first two goals, the cautious increase of the predicted valueby ∆g,mTA

is chosen.
The histogram should also take only the value of the lastNH auctions into account
like a sliding window, because of the process instationarity. If NH is appropriately
chosen, so that it is possible to store all values in a vector in line with another
parameter which is counted at every auction announcement, the histogram mainte-
nance and∆g,mTA

determination can be done simultaneously. The computational
effort is linear inNHNG.

The preliminary bid proposal is quantised and denoted bybq
g,mTA

with respect to
the actual reserve price and adjusted to the bid limits

bp
g,mTA

= min
{

max{0,bq
g,mTA

},2Nbit,b − 1
}

. (5.48)

The maximum function in Equation (5.48) states that if a bid is proposed lower
than the reserve price, the bid is chosen equal to the reserveprice. The minimum
function keeps the bid in the bidding space. If the number of bids is limited with
respect to the signalling effort, the proposed bidsbp

n,mTA
belonging to the same

DRM proposal(Nv,kv,πv) are averaged, where the averaged bids are denoted by
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b̄p
v,mTA

. The bidbv,mTA
finally is

bv,mTA
= min

{

b̄p
v,mTA

,kv

}

. (5.49)

This algorithm can also be modified by neglecting the knowledge of the reserve
price variation and estimating the quantised bids.

5.8 Simulation

The interaction of different entities of the protocol ERAMAis complex, therefore
the behaviour is demonstrated in the following simulationsby keeping different
parameters or even algorithms fixed. The focus is on the implementation of the
suboptimal RAA realisation and herein mainly on the different behaviours of RBIS.

In all scenarios, a cell of an infrastructure network is considered. A node, like a BS,
controls the RRGs.NI UTs attend the cell and would like to communicate. The
UTs compete forNG UL-RRGs within a frame, whereby these RRGs are allocated
by a multi-unit sealed-bid discriminatory auction. The signalling ideally happens at
the beginning of a frame as depicted in Figure 4.4, but it can easily be implemented
as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The reserve pricer is in the interval[0; 1]. The bids and
the reserve price are quantised in 64 steps according to Section 4.3.2.

The MAC of a UT possesses2 SCs. Their input datagrams arrive according to a
Poisson process. The SC parameters are maximum delay and minimum data rate
with respect to a MAC-MAC connection. It is assumed, that thedelay of data
transmission through the PHYs and the channel are neglectable in comparison to
the delay criterion. The maximum delay is determined according to the procedure
in Section 4.6.2. In all simulations the maximum delay is2TA, thus, based on an
arbitrarily RRG allocation within a frame, the data are declared to be critical for the
next frame after arrival. The minimum data rate criterion requires that at leastDr

data per frame have to be sent subject to that at leastDr data are in the SC queue,
otherwise all data have to be sent. To keep the BER for a varying channel below
a certain threshold, the modulation, power and channel coding have to be adjusted
in a proper way. This influences the data capacity of an RRG which is determined
by the DRM. For a better understanding of the protocol behaviour, it is assumed
that the data capacity per RRGDRRG is fixed. The cost constraints per datumcj
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are in the interval[0; 1]. The indexj = 1 corresponds to the critical data of SC1,
j = 2 to the critical data of SC2,j = 3 to the uncritical data of SC1, andj = 4 to
the uncritical data of SC2. UT1 which is observed has fixed cost constraintsc =

(0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2) which are the averages of the ordered and originally uniformly
distributed cost constraints. The cost constraints of eachother UT are randomly
chosen according to a uniform distribution and ordered in a descending manner.
The same procedure holds for the preferencesπj . Consequently, the behaviour of
UT 1 is observed in randomly chosen reference scenarios.

In the following, three simulation groups are discussed. InSection 5.8.1, the be-
haviour of the different RBIS algorithms is compared, whereas the reserve price is
fixed and the DRM works with the fixed DRM 1 algorithm (see Section 5.2.2). A
comparison between this fixed DRM 1 and the mixed DRM (see Section 5.2.1) is
presented in Section 5.8.2. Finally, in Section 5.8.3 the behaviour of two differ-
ent bidding strategies is shown for an under- and over-supply condition, whereas
the reserve price is dynamically determined by the RPC algorithm as proposed in
Section 4.4.1.

5.8.1 Bidding Strategy Comparison with Fixed Reserve Price

In the following simulations, the system is designed to serve the demand of2 UTs
in average. A cell is analysed for2 to 9 UTs in order to show the behaviour for an
averaged full support and an excess demand. The frame contains20 RRGs to be
allocated. Each SC has an averaged packet inter-arrival-time of0.2TA and a fixed
packet size which is equal toDRRG. The reserve price is fix and set to0, thus the
competition is not influenced by the operator.

Five bidding strategies are compared. The utility-optimalRBIS serves as measure
for the behaviour in terms of QoS fulfilment and utility optimisation. The statistic-
based RBIS without the differential part is denoted by statistic-based in the legend,
whereas with differential part as statistic-based extended. The different RBISs are
investigated in an environment with several statistic-based RBISs.

In Figure 5.5, the averaged relationrs,r of the data sent and the data needed per
frame, category, and SC is shown over the number of UTsNI attending the cell
and for the utility-optimal, statistic-based, statistic-based extended, and signalling-
reduced RBIS. At first, the more UTs attend the cell, the higher the probability of
higher competing bids is and the lower the probability to win, resulting in a lower
rs,r. Second, the cost constraint and preference prioritising is reflected in this data
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Figure 5.5Relation of the data sent to the data needed for a utility-optimal, a statistic-
based, a statistic-based extended, and a signalling-reduced RBIS in the
environment ofNI − 1 statistic-based RBISs

sent satisfactionrs,r. The higher the priority of a SC and category is, the higher is
rs,r. Normally, forNI = 2 all the ratios are equal to1 for an incoming constant data
rate, but based on the Poisson process nature, there can alsooccur excess demand
resulting in a ratio degradation. All the RBISs can be at mostas good as the utility-
optimal RBIS. In this scenario, the performance of the statistic-based RBIS is as
good as thers,r of the optimal RBIS, because of non-ageing history, the algorithm
reaches a stable bid value per category and SC very fast. In the case of incoming
constant data rate, a stable bid state is reached below 3 auction attends. This may
provide additional confidence to users. The statistic-based extended RBIS suffers
from the anxiety to lower the bids. Thus, cases occur in whichthe bids are too
small and lose. The same reason holds for the signalling-reduced RBIS which has
the highest dynamic and suffers most in this quite stable environment.

If the simulation duration equals the session duration, themeasure of the QoS fulfil-
ment according to Equation (3.7) can be determined with the parameters maximum
delay and minimum data rate. Figure 5.6 shows this QoS measure µs of SCs for
different RBIS implementations depending on the number of attending UTsNI .
Besides the four other RBIS, the LMS-based RBIS is considered with confidential
probability thresholdx = 0.95 in Equation (5.47). As forrs,r , a RBIS cannot
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Figure 5.6QoS measure for a utility-optimal, a statistic-based, a statistic-based ex-
tended, a signalling-reduced , and an LMS-based RBIS in the environment
of NI − 1 statistic-based RBISs

be better than the utility-optimal RBIS. The graphs show approximately the same
characteristics as thers,r-graphs in Figure 5.5, because the more the transmission
of critical data is satisfied, the less data are rejected in respect of QoS parameter
injury. The LMS-based RBIS also shows a similar QoS fulfilment as the utility-
optimal RBIS.

The next lower priority goal after the QoS is the utility satisfaction. The utility is
linear and described by the preferenceπj (see Equation (5.2)). Figure 5.7 depicts
the relationr∆ of the sum of the utility differences (Equation (5.3)) to thesum of
the utility wanted

r∆ =

∑NTA

τ=1 ∆η,τ (Ds,Dq)
∑NTA

τ=1 ∆η,τ (0,Dq)
, (5.50)

whereNTA
is the number of auctions the UT attends. The graphs are in a reversed

order in comparison to the QoS measure, because the failure is depicted. The rel-
ative utility differences of the statistic-based and the LMS-based RBIS are very
close to the relative utility difference of the utility-optimal RBIS as shown by the
overlapping of these three graphs. The more UTs attend the cell, the more influence
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Figure 5.7Relative utility difference for a utility-optimal, a statistic-based, a statistic-
based extended, a signalling-reduced , and an LMS-based RBIS in the en-
vironment ofNI − 1 statistic-based RBISs

thers,r characteristic of SC1 critical data has, because all other data categories of
SCs are rejected for sending.

The QoS and the utility reached by different RBIS realisations suffer more inten-
sively the more UTs attend the cell. The question may be interesting how enforced
these RBISs bid to reach the goals. Therefore, the relative costsrK are defined
as the relation of the sum of the bidsbv to the sum of the corresponding max-
imum bidskv. The relation states the percentage of money an RBIS spends to
fulfil QoS and the utility criterion in line to minimise costs. Figure 5.8 depicts the
relative costsrK depending on the number of usersNI attending the cell. The
utility-optimal RBIS always spends all the available money, therefore this is the
worst realisation in minimising costs. The LMS-based RBIS has less costs for the
averaged-demand-equals-supply case (NI = 2), whereas the QoS is approximately
fulfilled. ForNI > 2 the competing bids in line with the estimation failure induces
the LMS-based RBIS to bid the cost constraints in order to make sure to fulfil the
higher-prioritised goals. The statistic-based RBIS minimises costs better than the
LMS-based RBIS and even reduces costs for higherNI in comparison to signalling-
reduced RBIS and statistic-based extended RBIS. The decrease of the relative costs
is due to the higher competing bids which win. Therefore, thestatistic-based RBIS
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Figure 5.8Relative costs for a utility-optimal, a statistic-based, astatistic-based ex-
tended, a signalling-reduced , and an LMS-based RBIS in the environment
of NI − 1 statistic-based RBISs

reduces the values of the bids, whose cost constraintskv are below the lowest com-
peting bid won to the reserve price. ForNI = 2, the statistic-based extended RBIS
has smaller relative costs than the statistic-based RBIS, because the frequently re-
peated under-supply triggers the differential part of RBISto reduce the bids by a
comparable QoS measure. ForNI > 2, the enforced bid reduction of the under-
supply case is switched off and the bids are cautiously adapted. Based on the over-
demand,rK increases. For higherNI , rK is above therK of the statistic-based
RBIS because the differential part increases the bids by onestep if possible. The
rK of the signalling-reduced RBIS is the lowest one for excess-supply and minis-
mises costs most, but the bid dynamic causes the most QoS degradation for excess
demand. For higherNI , therK approaches1 relatively fast and increases therK

of statistic-based RBIS and statistic-based extended RBIS, but the QoS measure
remains below the other. This is due to the increase of the losing bid up to the cost
constraints and the attempt to reduce the bids.

The bidding strategies are enforced to bid as low as possibleto minimise costs.
But, the lower the bids are, the higher the probability is to lose. Figure 5.9 depicts
the percentage of bids which are smaller than the ones submitted by the ideal RBIS
(see Section 5.4). Here, the signalling-reduced RBIS leadsto the most injuries
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Figure 5.9Percentage of injury of the bids submitted with respect to the ideal
RBIS for a utility-optimal, a statistic-based, a statistic-based extended, a
signalling-reduced , and an LMS-based RBIS in the environment of NI −1

statistic-based RBISs

which are an indication of the enforcement to bid too low resulting in the highest
QoS degradation. The statistic-based extended RBIS has a smaller percentage of
ideal bid injury which corresponds with a higher QoS. The increase forNI =

2 to NI = 3 is due to the average excess demand and the same reason for the
relative costs. The LMS-based RBIS has only a small percentage of injury for
NI , because there is an enforcement to bid lower based on the excess demand.
The statistic-based RBIS does not cause violations like theutility-optimal RBIS,
because of the cautious adaptation of the other bids, reminding that the statistic-
based RBIS has the same QoS characteristic as the utility-optimal RBIS, but lower
rK . Therefore, the graphs of the LMS-based, the statistic-based and the utility-
optimal RBIS overlap forNI > 2 in Figure 5.9.

5.8.2 Comparison of Mixed DRM and Fixed DRM

The mapping of data needed to be sent within an RRG depends on the RAT pa-
rameter adjustments within an RRG and the signalling policy. In this simulation,
the mixed DRM algorithm as proposed in Section 5.2.1 and the fixed DRM 1 algo-
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rithm (Section 5.2.2) are compared. The mixed DRM allows to mix data of different
classes and categories in an RRG, in contrast to the fixed DRM 1which cuts the
data request of a class and category to the next smaller amount of data which is a
multiple ofDRRG. The constant packet arrival time per SC is0.5TA and the packet
contains2.25DRRG bit. A frame includes18 RRGs to be offered, thus the cell is
designed for the demand of2 UTs. The reserve price is set to0 and fix. On the
other side, the UTs bid by statistic-based RBISs.
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Figure 5.10QoS comparison for applying mixed and fixed DRM

In Figure 5.10 the QoS measureµs as proposed in Equation (3.7) is depicted de-
pending on the number of UTsNI attending the cell. ForNI = 2, the QoS is1
for both SCs, because there is no excess demand situation as for the Poisson traffic
case. The shape of each graph is based on the reasons explained in Section 5.8.1.
Interestingly, the QoS of SC1 for the fixed DRM application isbetter than for the
mixed DRM, despite of cutting non-completely filled RRGs. The mixed DRM pro-
duces one RRG per UT which should carry SC1 and SC2 critical data. These bids
corresponding to these RRGs are additional competing bids.Additionally, the cost
constraint of the mixed RRG is lower than the cost constraints of a RRG destined to
solely carry SC1 critical data. On the other hand, the cut of the fixed DRM lowers
the competition. These reasons are responsible for the better SC1 QoS character-
istics of the fixed DRM in this scenario. On the other hand, forthe QoS graphs of
SC2, the UT with a mixed DRM is slightly better than the UT witha fixed DRM,
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because the mixed RRG filled with critical data of SC1 and SC2 has a higher cost
constraint than a RRG purely filled with SC2 critical data. Thus, the bids are at
least as high as for RRGs purely filled with SC2 critical data.
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Figure 5.11Signalling effort for applying mixed and fixed DRM. The number of bits
Nsig used for signalling is shown depending on the number of usersNI

In Figure 5.11, the signalling effortNsig for the two different implementations is
shown. Abid element consists of a5 bit representation of the number of RRGs
requested and a6 bit representation ofbv. The bid submission is optimised by
combiningbid elements with the same bid valuebv. The number of bits perbid

for the mixed DRM is higher than the one for the fixed DRM. In theworst case,
this signalling effort of the mixed DRM can be2 times the one of the fixed DRM.
The two signalling efforts converge with higherNI , because the winning bids are
higher resulting in bidding the reserve price for the bids whose cost constraints are
below the lowest bid won. The allocation vectoralc has the same optimisation as
bid. The twoalc vectors converge, because of the increasing number of competing
bids, the winning bids get higher and closer together. The other four graphs show
the signalling effort for all bids with and without the allocation vector per frame.
As expected, the graphs increase withNI , but flatten based on the decreasing sig-
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nalling effort ofbid andalc. ForNI → ∞, the highest bids of at most18 different
UTs win, whereas the bids are equal.

5.8.3 Comparison of Fixed and Dynamic Reserve Price

The proposed RPC algorithm in Section 4.4.1 is compared to anuntouched bidding
behaviour of the EM realised by a fixed reserve pricer = 0. Two scenarios are
considered. In the first scenario, all UTs work with a statistic-based RBIS and in
the second scenario all UTs bid by an signalling-reduced RBIS. The adjustments
are the same as in Section 5.8.1, but the frame consists of40 RRGs to be allocated
in order to consider the behaviour of the RPC for excess supply.
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Figure 5.12Reserve price behaviour in two scenarios:NI statistic-based RBISs are
in the first scenario and in the second scenario there areNI signalling-
reduced RBISs. For both scenarios the averaged quantised reserve price
r is depicted with respect to a dynamic reserve pricing (dr) and a fixed
reserve pricing (fr)r = 0

In Figure 5.12, the averaged reserve pricer is depicted over the number of UTsNI

attending the cell. The graphs for the fixed reserve price have the abbreviationfr,
whereas the graphs for the dynamic reserve price have the notationdr. The reserve
price of the statistic-based RBIS scenario decreases fromNI = 2 to NI = 3,
because there is in both cases an under-demand and based on the larger number of
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UTs, the number of bids are higher resulting in higher probability that the lowest
winning bids are lower than forNI = 2 preventing the RPC to increase the reserve
price higher than forNI = 2. The system is laid out to supply in average the
demand forNI = 4 UTs. Based on the Poisson process nature of the incoming
traffic, there are situations in which not all bids win. Therefore, the probability that
the RPC has the opportunity to increase the reserve price in greater steps increases
in comparison toNI < 4. This results in an increase of the averaged reserve
price in comparison toNI < 4. ForNI > 4, the reserve price increases, because
of the excess demand and the increased probability that the lowest winning bid is
higher than for less competition. In contrast to this, the averaged reserve price of
the signalling-reduced RBIS scenario is always smaller, therefore the signalling-
reduced RBISs are a better leverage to press the reserve price of the RPC than the
statistic-based RBIS.
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Figure 5.13QoS measurement in two scenarios:NI statistic-based RBISs are in the
first scenario and in the second scenario there areNI signalling-reduced
RBISs. For both scenarios the QoS measureµs of the service classes SC1
and SC2 is depicted with respect to a dynamic reserve pricing(dr) and a
fixed reserve pricing (fr)r = 0

In Figure 5.13, the QoSµs of the considered UT is depicted. In the statistic-based
RBIS scenario the QoS measure for the dynamic reserve price (dr) is smaller than
the one for the fixed reserve price (fr). This is due to the stronger enforcement of
the RPC, the reserve price drives the bids to their cost constraints, and moreover
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the RPC attempts to increase the reserve price resulting in aQoS degradation in
comparison to the fixed reserve price. In the signalling-reduced RBIS scenario, the
QoS is almost fulfilled for the excess supply. For4 < NI < 8, µ1 is higher for the
dynamic than for the fixed reserve price, because fromNI > 4, the average reserve
price is higher than the average cost constraints of the RRGscarrying uncritical
data. This results in a lower demand and competition, keeping the dynamic of the
signalling-reduced RBIS in mind, in comparison to the fixed reserve price scenario.
The QoS measureµ2 is smaller due to the reserve price height and dynamic. For
NI = 9, µ1 may get worse for the dynamic reserve price than for the fixed re-
serve price, because the averaged reserve price is slightlybelow the averaged cost
constraint and based on the attempt to increaser, the number of bids of the RRGs
carrying critical data of SC1 which are belowr are higher than for a fixed reserve
pricer = 0.
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Figure 5.14Monetary gain consideration in two scenarios:NI statistic-based RBISs
are in the first scenario and in the second scenario there areNI signalling-
reduced RBISs. For both scenarios the averaged quantised monetary gain
G is depicted with respect to a dynamic reserve pricing (dr) and a fixed
reserve pricing (fr)r = 0

The averaged quantised monetary gain of the EM depending onNI is shown in
Figure 5.14. For the signalling-reduced RBIS scenario the RPC algorithm produces
an increase in gain in comparison to the fixed reserve price, because the algorithm
acts against the cost reduction of the signalling-reduced RBIS. The monetary gains
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reached in the statistic-based RBIS scenarios are higher due to a higher averaged
reserve price which enforces the lower winning bids to be their cost constraints.
The additional aspiration to a higher gain by trying a higherreserve price reduces
QoS as shown in Figure 5.13. ForNI < 4, the averaged demand is less than
supply, thus the statistic-based RBISs for the fixed price press down parts of the
bids to the reserve pricer = 0. For NI > 4, there is an excess demand, based
on the cautious behaviour of the statistic-based RBIS to decrease the bids and the
rejection of possible winning bids by the dynamic reserve price. The gain reached
by the fixed price is higher than by the dynamic reserve price.
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Figure 5.15Signalling effort in two scenarios:NI statistic-based RBISs are in the
first scenario and in the second scenario there areNI signalling-reduced
RBISs. The total averaged signalling effort is depicted with respect to
a dynamic reserve pricing (dr) and a fixed reserve pricing (fr) r = 0.
Additionally, the averaged signalling effort of the allocation vector and a
bid vector for the first scenario is shown

The averaged signalling effort is shown in Figure 5.15. The constellation ofbid

andalc are optimised with respect to signalling effort as described in Section 5.8.2,
but the representation of the number of RRGs acquires6 bit. At first, the statistic-
based scenario is discussed. The averagedbid size increases for an increase of
NI , excess supply, and dynamicr because the probability gets higher that compet-
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ing bids are in-between the own cost constraints. Afterwards, the size decreases
because of the increase ofr. For a fixedr = 0, thebid size is approximately con-
stant and increases slightly because of the increased probability that another win-
ning bid is in between two cost constraints. The averaged signalling effort ofalc
increases for higherNI and excess supply, because the probability increases that
there are more different winning bids. Thealc size decreases for higherNI and
excess demand, because the probability that the winning bids are closer together
increases. The size of thealc for the dynamic reserve price scenario is smaller than
the size of thealc for the fixed reserve price scenario because the dynamic reserve
price limits the number of submitted bids leading to a reduction of winning bids
(see also the QoS discussion of Figure 5.13). The overall additional signalling ef-
fort which is the sum of the bid sizes and the allocation vector increases for higher
NI and fixed reserve price. In contrast, for the dynamic reserveprice application,
the overall signalling effort increases for higherNI and excess supply, decreases
afterwards because of the steeply increasing reserve price(see 5.12), and finally
increases again due to the flattening of the reserve price, the increase of the number
of bids and the relation of the decrease of thebid size andalc size.

Second, the overall additional signalling effort of the signalling-reduced RBIS is
considered. The signalling-reduced RBIS does not needalc as additional input,
therefore the overall additional signalling effort is the sum of thebid sizes. Thus,
in comparison to the statistic-based RBIS scenario, the overall additional signalling
effort is less. ForNI < 4, the signalling effort for a dynamic reserve price is higher
than for a fixed reserve pricer = 0, this may be due to the increased dynamic. In
other words, for a fixed reserved price, the signalling-reducedRBIS can better adapt
the bids meaning mainly bidding the reserve price because ofexcess supply. In the
excess demand case, the dynamic reserve price reduces thebid size, whereas for
fixed r = 0 no reduction takes places leading to an increasing difference of the
signalling efforts.
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The standard IEEE 802.16 [37] which is also known as “WIMAX” was initially
designed to wirelessly connect terminals with DSL via a line-of-sight connection
in a frequency range11− 60 GHz. Afterwards, non-line-of-sight connections have
been introduced with IEEE 802.16a [47] which are intended tobe applied in the
frequency range2 − 11 GHz. A further amendment IEEE 802.16e [116] extends
the standard to mobile users. IEEE 802.16 [37] incorporatesseveral methods for
QoS. Instead of WLAN IEEE 802.11e [36], IEEE 802.16 can manage variable QoS
requirements for different virtual connections within a service class. The data of the
different SCs can be transmitted by use of several physical layer implementations.
IEEE 802.16 includes single carrier transmission, OFDM-based or OFDMA-based
physical layers.

In this section ERAMA is implemented in the MAC of IEEE 802.16[37] with an
underlying OFDMA-based physical layer. OFDMA is chosen instead of OFDM
or single carrier transmission, because based on the applied TDD method, the bids
can mostly be submitted in parallel and thus the processing time of the alloca-
tion mechanism can be increased. Furthermore, the OFDMA possibility provides a
large number of RRGs, but each with a small capacity. Thus, the DRM can approxi-
mate the amount of data needed well to the number of RRGs needed. A competitive
RRG (see Section 3.1) is a proper number of subcarrier for a certain time. Ideally,
the RRGs are separated, but based on Doppler effects, mutualinfluence can occur.
This issue can be averaged by the implemented frequency hopping and reduced by
an appropriate power control, whereby power is a contention-free RRG (see Sec-
tion 3.1) and is controlled by the BS. Moreover, the signalling effort in terms of
RRG representation increases withlog2(NG). That is, the more RRGs are offered
with the same capacity, the smaller the relative signallingeffort becomes.

6.1 IEEE 802.16 - OFDMA Description

In this section, the necessary functions of the IEEE 802.16 OFDMA standard is
described in supplementation of the topics which are discussed in Section 3.3.6.
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6.1.1 Medium Access Control

The MAC in the data/control plane comprises three sublayers: theservice-specific
convergence sublayer(CS), theMAC common part sublayer(MAC CPS), and the
security sublayer as shown in Figure 6.1. The CS processes any data arriving from

Figure 6.1Protocol structure of IEEE 802.16 in the data/cotrol plane

the higher layer. The main task is the mapping of external network data to proper
MAC service flows. The MAC CPS incorporates the core functionalities of sys-
tem access, bandwidth allocation, connection establishment and maintenance. The
security layer provides authentication, secure key exchange, and encryption.

QoS Provision

There are four service classes proposed which are listed according to their con-
straint demands:unsolicited grant service(UGS),real-time polling service(rtPS),
non-real-time polling service(nrtPS), andbest effort(BE). UGS supports real-time
data streams which consist of fixed-size datagrams. These datagrams should be
sent at least in periodic intervals like for voice-over-IP.The class rtPS is designed
to support variable-size datagram transmission with a periodical repetition like for
MPEG-video. The class nrtPS is delay-tolerant and supportsvariable-size data-
grams requiring a minimum data rate like for FTP. The BE service has no minimum
service level requirement and can be seen as a space-available transmission.

A service class can consist of several service flows. A service flow is a MAC
transport service and is characterised by QoS parameters which include at least the
parameters of the SC. If a service flow is used, that is an admitted or an active
service flow, this service flow gets aconnection ID(CID). The QoS parameters of
a service flow can also be dynamically changed. The authorisation module, which
is logically located in the MAC CPS of BS, can approve or deny these changing
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Expression Size Notes

DIUC/UIUC 4 bit DL/UL interval usage code
N-CID 8 bit Number of CIDs (only DL)
CID 16 bit One for UL and N-CID for DL
OFDMA symbol offset 8 bit Time coordinate of orientation point
Subchannel offset 7 bit Frequency coordinate of orientation

point
Number of OFDMA symbols 7 bit Number of OFDMA used carrying

the PHY burst
Number of subchannels 7 bit Number of subchannels with

subsequent index
Boosting 3 bit Incremental DL power adjustment

0, ±3 dB,±6 dB,±9 dB
Power control 8 bit Incremental UL power adjustment

in 0.25 dB units
Repetition coding indication 2 bit Indicates no,2, 4, or 6 repetitions of

data

Table 6.1Main data of an information element of an UL or DL map

requests. However, the CS is responsible for mapping the service data units to
CIDs which is executed by the subentity UL and DL classifier. Several different
service data units may belong together and are called a service data unit sequence.
It is allowed that several sequences are mapped to a unique CID.

Resource Allocation

The standard allows thesubscriber station(SS) to request for resources to meet the
bursty nature of IP traffic. The request can be submitted by a stand-alone bandwith
request header or piggyback in a MAC header. These bandwidthrequests can be
incremental or aggregate. The grant as an answer of such a request is not exclusive
for the proper CID, because the BS may not fulfil the complete request and only
assign a part of the resources needed. Then, the SS can decideabout the usage of
these resources, like transferring to another CID or discarding the whole service
data unit. The BS broadcasts the resource allocation information in the UL-map
and DL-map. These UL-map and DL-map messages include all necessary infor-
mation about the channel access for each CID. A SS has to listen only for the DL
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transmissions which are not explicitly dedicated to another SS in the DL-map. In
turn, the SS is only allowed to send over the resources in the UL which are as-
signed to its CIDs in the UL-map. Aninformation element(IE) is an element of the
UL or DL map which includes a resource assignment. Table 6.1 shows the main
information of an IE.

Each IE includes the message purpose indicatordownlink interval usage code
(DIUC) anduplink interval usage code(UIUC), respectively. DIUC and UIUC
indicate different burst profiles, end of map, or special information in an extended
IE. For subchannel allocation the maps determine the coordinates in the OFDMA
frame which are the OFDMA symbol and subchannel offset index. This point is the
corner of a subchannel-symbol field whose length is determined by the number of
OFDMA symbols and the number of subchannels. The frame structure is explained
in Section 6.1.2. Such a field can incorporate several connections in the DL, but
only one in the UL. The transmission power in the DL is indicated in the same
IE as for subchannel allocation in order to adjust the RF front-end. In contrast, a
UL-map IE can either provide subchannel allocation information or power control.
Important information may have to be repeated within an allocated time-frequency
field. This is indicated by the repetition coding indication.

6.1.2 Physical Layer

The PHY of the OFDMA opportunity has the same processing chain as the OFDM
method. In Figure 6.2 the transmission unit of the PHY is depicted for UL. The
source bits are scrambled to avoid long „0“ or „1“ sequences.The advantage is a
simplified clock recovery and an improved detection. The scrambler adds modulo-
2 a block of bids with a pseudo random binary sequence. The shift-register is
initialised by the OFDMA symbol offset and the subchannel offset. The scrambled
bits are encoded by a convolutional code with memory length6 and code rateR =

0.5. This code is optimal, because the Hamming distance is maximal with respect
to all other convolution codes with the same code rate and memory length. The
channel coding is applied to blocks of bits, thus the convolution encoder works
with a termination according to the tail-biting procedure [117]. This procedure is
applied instead of zero-padding to exploit the informationof sending the starting
bits twice. Additionally, the coded bit sequence is punctured to react on channel
variations. The effective code rate can bereff = 0.5, 0.66, and0.75 reducing the
Hamming distance tod = 10, 6, and5. A matrix interleaver exchanges the code
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Figure 6.2Transmitter of IEEE 802.16 OFDMA for the UL

bits to avoid bundle failures. The number of matrix elementsshould be equal to the
number of code bits a subchannel can capture in one OFDMA slot. The code bits
are mapped to QPSK, 16-QAM, or 64-QAM symbols using Gray coding. The pilot
symbols are BPSK modulated. For each OFDMA symbol a pseudo random binary
sequence is calculated, whose initial state is determined by the cell ID, antenna
segmentation, and symbol offset. This pseudo random sequence is named cover
code. The symbols of subcarriers destined for the payload stay unchanged if the
cover code bit is+1. Otherwise it is reflected on the origin. The OFDMA frame
described in the following section is then constructed. Thesymbols of the OFDMA
frame are OFDM modulated by aninverse fast Fourier transformation(IFFT) and
by adding a cyclic prefix interval to reduce inter-symbol interference. The data are
sent by the RF front-end.

Subcarrier Arranging

The TDD frame structure of the OFDMA opportunity is considered. The frame
is separated in a DL and UL part in time as shown in Figure 6.3. For the sake of
simplicity, in this work the frame part constellation of theDL is the same as for
the UL. An OFDMA symbol consists of2048 subcarriers, where184 subcarriers
are reserved for the lower guard band and183 for the upper guard band.1680

subcarriers are used for data transmission including pilotdata, one subcarrier in
the middle is unused in order to avoid direct current. A subchannel consists of24

subcarriers. These24 subcarriers are arranged in6 groups of4 adjacent subcarriers
each. Such a group of3 OFDMA symbols is called a tile as depicted in Figure
6.4. A tile consists of12 OFDMA symbols. The OFDMA symbols at the corners
of a tile are pilot symbols in order to estimate the channel behaviour for the tile.
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The subchannel changes the tiles according to a permutationwhich is similar to a
frequency hopping mechanism. There are70 subchannels and consequently420

tiles contemporarely. Both the subchannels and the tiles are indexed from lower to
higher frequency. In Figure 6.4 a possible permutation of the tile index of subchan-
nel0 is shown. The tile indices indicate that the distances between the tiles are not
equal. A subchannel for a duration of3 OFDMA symbols is denoted as abasic
element(BEL) in the following. Such a BEL includes48 OFDMA symbols deter-
mined for the data. These symbols are arranged as illustrated in Figure 6.4. In this
work, the smallest RRG which can be allocated in the DL is2 consecutive BELs
of a subchannel, whereas for the UL, a RRG consists of3 consecutive BELs of a
subchannel, because of reducing the signalling effort ofcat andbid transmission.

Figure 6.3ERAMA realisation for a modified IEEE 802.16 system

Frame Structure

In a frame, the DL data are sent first and then the UL data are transmitted. The
frame duration is the sum of the DL durationTDL, transmit/receive transition gap
(TTG), UL durationTUL, andreceive/transmission transition gap(RTG). The en-
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tities have the duration TTG and RTG to change from transmission to receive mode
and vice versa. Both the DL and the UL duration are a multiple of an OFDMA
symbol duration.

Figure 6.4Subchannel structure in an OFDMA symbol composed of 6 tiles

The DL part starts with a preamble which takes one OFDMA symbol. The frame
control header(FCH) contains the DL frame prefix which carries basic information
like the location of the DL-map. FCH is transmitted using QPSK and reff = 0.5.
After the preamble, the first two transmitted subchannels are reserved for the FCH
which is repeated four times. This results in a resource needof 4 RRGs. Addition-
ally, the DL frame prefix needs24 bit, therefore this information is doubled to use
the complete BEL. The DL- and UL-map shall be transmitted at the beginning of
each frame, because they carry the RRG allocation information. The maps shall
be QPSK modulated with code rater = 0.5. The time-frequency region within a
frame destined for a user is denoted by data region. As illustrated in Figure 6.3,
there are five data regions in DL labeled by1 to 5. The data sequence is mapped
to the RRG sequence. Consecutive RRGs are arranged in time direction and start
in the subchannel with the smallest index as depicted for data region1 in the DL
part. If a part of a subchannel for a proper data region is allocated with RRGs, the
RRGs allocation proceeds in the subchannel with the next higher index, beginning
at the smallest OFDMA symbol index of the subchannel part belonging to the data
region. The DL and UL part do not share an OFDMA symbol.

In the UL, the data regions have the same arrangements of the BELs. As Figure 6.3
illustrates, useri which has data regioni in DL can use different subchannels for
its data regioni in UL in comparison to DL. Additionally,6 subchannels of the UL
are reserved for the so-called “ranging subchannel”. The ranging subchannel is a
random access channel which allows contention-based bandwidth request.
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6.2 ERAMA Implementation

The TDD frame is divided fixed in a DL and an UL part. The DL part consists of
150 OFDMA symbols for data and one OFDMA symbol for the preamble,where
the length of the UL part is144 symbols. Thus, the DL part has25 consecutive
RRGs in time, but the UL part has16 RRGs. The bandwidth is20 MHz resulting
in a subcarrier separation of11.16 kHz and a symbol durationTsog = 89.6 µs after
the IFFT. The OFDMA symbol durationTs is extended by the guard interval which
is chosen to0.125Tsog resulting inTs = 100.8 µs. The switching durations TTG
and RTG are assumed to be10 µs. The frame durationTA is composed of

TA = TDL + TTG + TUL + RTG

= 151Ts + 10µs+ 144Ts + 10µs= 29.76 ms. (6.1)

The DL part consists of3500 BEL which corresponds to1750 RRGs. From these
RRGs,4 RRGs are reserved by the FCH. Thus, the allocation mechanismhas to
allocate1746 RRGs for the DL-map, UL-map, and user data. The UL part has
3360 BELs which corresponds to1120 RRGs. The number of BELs is slightly less
than for DL in order to take into account the signalling effort of DL-map and UL-
map. The ranging subchannel claims for6·16 RRGs, thus the allocation mechanism
can assign1024 RRGs to users.

Besides the four SCs proposed in the standard an additionalcontrol SC(CSC) is
introduced which has the highest priority. The data in the CSC have to be trans-
mitted withinTA. The CSC is mainly destined for important control information
like bid with respect to IEEE 802.11e [36]. It is assumed that the parameters of a
service flow are the same as for a specific SC, which is recommended for the RAT,
in order to reduce buffer management. Therefore, the CID canbe modified to a cell
specific user IDm in concatenation with the SC number. If it can be assumed that
the cell has less than32 attendees, the CID can be presented by8 bit.

The UL-map and DL-map representation of the RRG allocation are modified. In-
stead of giving the reference coordinates of data region andthe size of the data
region, the start and end point of the data region are stated.For both UL and DL,
the RRGs destined for user data are considered as a data region. Thus, the RRG
index starts with the first RRG in the subchannel with the smallest index. The index
increases within a subchannel. If the end of a subchannel of alink is reached, the
indexing continues in the next higher subchannel. Concerning the DL part, the UTs
have to take into account the RRGs of the map and the FCH.
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Expression Size

DIUC or UIUC 4 bit
Start RRG 11 bit
Stop RRG 11 bit
Boosting 3 bit
Repetition coding indication 2 bit

Table 6.2Data of a modified information element of an UL or DL map concerning
RRG allocation

The information of both maps whose content is shown in Table 6.2 are equal. That
is, a UL-map allocation element also gives the opportunity to provide power control
information simultaneously. The start and stop RRGs of eachlink are presented by
11 bit which is the smallest representation to manage all RRGs of a proper link.
Consequently, the signalling effort per RRG allocation element of a map is39 bit.

The auction process is spread over2 TDD frames. The auction starts one frame in
advance as shown in Figure 6.3. The allocation of the RRGs on thenth frame is
considered. In then − 1st frame, the RPC announces the quantised reserve prices
rUL andrDL by theanomessages for both UL and DL in the UL-map and DL-map,
respectively. For an absolute representation(Nbit,r,UL + Nbit,r,DL) bits are nec-
essary, if the numbers of quantisation steps are2Nbit,r,UL and2Nbit,r,DL . Because
the number of RRGs of both links are constant, this information can be conveyed
to the UTs during the connection process and need not periodically be announced
as illustrated in Figure 4.4. However, the DC information isalso provided by the
cat message in the DL-map of then−1st frame. The DC information is not trans-
mitted within the user data regions, because DC informationof users which are
connected but have no DL RRGs should be provided. The costs could be covered
by a connection fee.

The data categorisation is executed on the network side. Because of the small ca-
pacity of the RRGs with respect to the assumed amount of data needed and the
large number of RRGs offered, the fixed DRM is used. If fixed DRM2) is used,
it is suitable to transfer parts of the mechanism to the network side. These parts
are responsible for splitting the data to the RRGs, but do notcalculate any cost
constraints. The DC information per category and SC are the number of RRGs
needed and the percentage of the used lower priority data. Thus, there are no artifi-
cal losses based on cutting the data as for fixed DRM 1). This issuitable for CRC
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coded datagrams, but with a higher signalling effort with respect to the usage of
fixed DRM 1). In the following the fixed DRM 1) is applied. The output of the DC
on the network side is quantised to reduce the signalling effort. One approach is to
map the data to the RRGs needed for this SC and category. Therefore, parts of the
DRM are transferred to the network side. However, it can alsobe envisaged that
only a fixed quantisation step size is chosen. The DC information is conveyed in
the DL-map. The message structure per UT has a dynamic size and is composed
of the user IDm (5 bit), thej-available field (10 bit each), and for eachj the data
quantisation field (11 bit), as shown in Figure 6.5. Thej-available field indicates
if categorised data ofj are available. For example, if bit2 and3 are set to1 and
the others are zero, the two following data quantisation fields belong toj = 2 and
j = 3.

Figure 6.5Messages structures of the auction signalling for an ERMA implemenation
in IEEE 802.16. The sizes of the DC messagecat, the allocation vector
alc, and the bid vectorbid depend on the actual information which has to
be transmitted

After receiving the DL-map and UL-map, the UTs can start categorising the UL
data and calculating thebid within the durationTbca as depicted in Figure 6.3. In
the UL part thebids are submitted. As shown in Figure 6.5, abid message consists
of thej-available field for the DC message and bid elements whose j-available field
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indicates its existence. A bid element comprises the numberof RRGs needed (11

bit) and the quantised bid value (6 bit). To ensure an early bid submission, the
MAC header is located in the subchannel with the smallest index subject to those
RRGs that are sent first. The MAC header contains thebid which is separately
CRC coded with respect to the data. The MAC datagram follows the data region
order. The RRGs of the subchannels, which are smaller than the one the MAC
header starts, are then filled according to the data region order. In other words, the
MAC datagram continues with them. The EM may allow a bid collection timeTbco

in order to possess enough timeTalc to execute the allocation mechanism and DC
of DL. If a UT can only use RRGs which are not inTbco, because the UT may
have less than one subchannel in the UL forTUL, the UT can submit itsbid in the
ranging subchannel and may face competitors.

The ideal auction mechanism to maximise the operator’s gainhas to try all possi-
bilities to allocate the DL and UL in common, because the UL allocation always
influences the DL allocation by the RRGs needed for the UL-map. Besides the
constraint of a fixed number of UL and DL OFDMA symbols, the UL resources
are allocated first, thus the RRGs needed for the UL-map can besubtracted from
the available DL RRGs. These constraints are introduced in order to reduce the
computational effort. The remaining DL RRGs are assigned tothe highest DL bids
with respect to the RRGs needed for the DL-map. Due to the factthat an IE of the
DL-map belongs to a SC and there are at most two different bidsper SC, the AM
needs the information to which SC a bid belongs. For example,if 2 RRGs are still
available and the highest bid which is not served needs a new DL-map element,
but this would exceed the number of DL RRGs, the next lower bidis taken into
account. The SC of this bid might already have a DL-map element, because this
bid might be for uncritical data of a proper SC and a higher bidfor critical data of
the same SC would have won. The UL auction is a standard discriminatory auction,
whereas the DL auction is a modified discriminatory auction.If the RRGs needed
for the UL-map and DL-map are relatively small in comparisonto the DL RRGs
offered, the modified discriminatory auction can be considered as an approximate
discriminatory auction.

After the execution of the auction mechanism, the RRG allocation information is
conveyed in the DL-map elements of thenth frame as stated in Table 6.2 which
includes the information of thewin elements. Additionally, the allocation vector
alc is inserted in the maps. The size ofalc is dynamic and depends on the number
of different bid values won. The message structure ofalc begins with the number
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of different bid values. For each bid value, an11 bit field stating number of RRGs
won for a proper bid value and a6 bit field destined for the quantised bid value is
added (see Figure 6.5).

6.3 Simulation

The ERAMA implementation described in Section 6.2 is simulated. A cell in which
a BS controls the channel is considered withNI users. Each SS uses the statistic-
based bidding strategy and has the same data traffic characteristic. CSC gets data-
grams of size144 bit every0.5TA resulting in a data rate of9.7 kbps. The size of
the datagram (5875 bit) and inter-arrival time of these datagrams (0.2TA) are the
same for the classes UGS and rtPS. The last two classes have the same parameters
as rtPS, but the datagrams arrive according to a Poisson process with an averaged
inter-arrival time0.2TA. The service parameters are maximum delay and minimum
data rate, whereby it is assumed that the transition delay ofthe chain PHY-channel-
PHY can be neglected in comparison to the service parameters. That is, the data
stage in the MAC queue has the main influence. It is assumed that CSC data can
have a maximum delay ofTA and a minimum data rate of64 kbps. Applying the
delay categorisation procedure described in Section 4.6.2, the CSC data are always
critical to emphasise the importance of transmitting control data. The UGS has a
maximum delay of3TA and the same minimum data rate as CSC in order to be
suitable for phone calls. The maximum delay of rtPS is5TA longer, but the mini-
mum data rate is the same. nrtPS and BE have no constraint to data rate, but a long
maximum delay, that is the delay of nrtPS must not exceed50TA and the delay of
BE has to be below100TA. The first two SC, CSC and UGS, are modulated with
QPSK and the others with16-QAM in order to assure a lower BER for the first two
SC, especially for a correct transmission of control information. The same channel
coding with coding rateR = 0.5 is applied to all data. The amount of data which
can be transmitted with a RRG varies with respect to the SC thedata belong to.
The implementation of the fixed DRM 1) yields RRGs proposals for which each
RRG is determined for data of one SC and category. To ensure that important data
like CSC data also have a high cost constraint per RRG, the cost constraints of data
have been chosen accordingly. For example, if the cost constraints of a CSC da-
tum is1.5 times the cost constraints of a BE datum, the cost constraintof a CSC
RRG which is assumed to be one data symbol is3 times the cost constraint of a BE
datum, but the cost constraint of a BE RRG is4 times the cost constraint of a BE
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datum. This yields the possibility to bid higher for BE RRGs than for CSC RRGs,
thus necessary control information may be lost.
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Figure 6.6QoS fulfillment of the five service classes CSC, UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE
for a UT competing with a statistic-based RBIS againstNI −1 UTs acting
with statistic-based RBISs. The QoS measureµs of the five service classes
(s ∈ {CSC,UGS,rtPS,nrtPS,BE}) is illustrated for the UL and the DL

A proper user is considered. These user’s cost constraints and preferences of RRGs
are the averaged cost constraints of the others. Both preferences and cost con-
straints are the ordered values of uniformly distributed values. This order corre-
sponds to the order of CSC, UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE for RRGs carrying critical
data and then for RRGs carrying uncritical data.

In Figure 6.6, the QoS measureµs is shown versus the number of usersNI attend-
ing the cell. The QoS measure is the quotient of the data whichcould be success-
fully sent divided by the data input of the SC queue. The cell is designed to transmit
data of two users for which the QoS of all SCs is fulfilled. For both UL and DL, the
QoS of CSC which is destined to carry thebid in the UL is always fulfilled. The
lower the cost constraint per RRG is, the smaller the QoS measureµs becomes per
link. Clearly, the higher the demand and the number of usersNI , respectively, the
smallerµs is. The QoS measure of a proper SC is higher for DL than for UL, be-
cause the DL provides more BELs than the UL even after subtracting the UL-map
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and DL-map. For example, the number of BELs of the UL is1024 · 3 = 3072 and
the number of BELs of the DL is1746 · 2 = 3492. Assuming56 RRG for UL-map
and DL-map in common, there are still3380 BELs available for DL. If3 OFDMA
symbols are taken from DL to UL, the number of BELs is approximately the same.
But in DL an OFDMA symbol has to be added or removed in order to get complete
RRGs resulting again in an unbalanced BEL division.
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Figure 6.7RRG usage for DL and UL: number of RRGs allocated to users in DL
(alloc. DL) and UL (alloc. UL), number of RRGs need for DL- andUL-
map (DL&UL-map, and number of RRGs used for signalling in UL (UL
signaling)

In Figure 6.7 the number of RRGsNRRG allocated is depicted dependent on the
number of users attending the cell. The number of allocated RRGs in DL (leg-
end: alloc. DL) increases fromNI = 2 to NI = 3, because due to the Poisson
process nature of the incoming data there are frames which are not fully occupied.
For NI > 3, NRRG decreases because the number of RRGs needed for the maps
(legend: DL&UL-map) increases and the control informationhas higher priority.
The number of RRGs allocated in UL increases fromNI = 2 to NI = 3 due to the
same reasons as in DL. ForNI > 3, the number remains constant, that is all RRGs
are occupied because of excess-demand and fixed quantised reserve pricer = 0.
The number of RRGs used for submittingbids is neglectable and around5 RRGs
(legend: UL signalling) in comparison to1024 RRGs offered in the UL.
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Figure 6.8Signalling effort for RRG allocation: overall signalling effort (overall) for
the allocation procedure, additional signalling effort for auctionning (ad-
ditional), and additional signalling effort for the UL consisting of the bid
submission effort (UL additional)

The singalling effort, that is the number of bitsNsig , is shown in Figure 6.8 and
includes the effort for the auction and allocation procedure. The signalling is exe-
cuted with messages structures illustrated in Figure 6.5. The additional signalling
effort in the UL (legend: UL additional) consists of the number of bits of the bids
conveyed by all users and clearly increases with a higher demand for RRGs. The
overall additional signalling effort (legend: additional) is the sum of the reserve
prices, data categorisation information, allocation vectors, and the additional sig-
nalling effort in the UL. The difference of the overall additional signalling effort
and the additional signalling effort in the UL is the additional signalling effort in
the DL. This increases because the higherNI is, the more DC information has to be
sent which dominates the fact that the number of different winning bids gets smaller
resulting in smaller allocation vectors. The overall signalling effort (legend: over-
all) is the sum of the IEs of UL-map and DL-map, DC information, reserve prices,
allocation vectors, and the additional signalling effort in UL. The difference of the
overall signalling effort and the additional signalling effort in UL is the additional
signalling effort in DL which is much more than in UL because of carrying all the
allocation information.
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Figure 6.9Relative resource needed for the allocation procedure: therelative resource
need for the overall signalling (overall signalling) and the relative resources
needed for the additional signal effort (add. signalling)

The focus of this simulation is on the BELs needed for signalling in relation to the
BELs available. Figure 6.9 shows the percentage of the number of BELs needed
relative to the number of BELs in a Frame without consideringthe preamble. The
percentage of BELs needed for the additional signalling effort as shown in Figure
6.8 is below1% for up to7 users and increases withNI . Even the percentage of the
BELs needed for the overall signalling of this frame-based allocation mechanism,
that is also including the DL-map and the UL-map (see discussion of Figure 6.8),
is below2.5%.



7 Conclusion and Further Work

The tendency of wireless communication systems as access opportunity to the IP-
based network allows a change in task responsibility and division. An operator
of wireless communication systems needs not mandatorily provide application and
network access to the application provider, but only wireless access to the network.
These tasks can be executed by different parties. This entails new tasks and new
possibilities in task combinations. It can be envisaged, that a user can individually
choose the access, network usage, and application from different providers, e.g. by
taking special offers. The usage can be priced and billed by each party. Illustra-
tively spoken, think about a journey by a train, the wirelessaccess is transportation
to the station, e.g. by bus or taxi, the network usage is the train connection, and
the application is to meet a friend, a customer, or to visit a museum. Depending
on the intention of the journey the kind of train, trace, and vehicle to the station
has to be chosen. The services can be paid in common or individually. The main
focus of this thesis is on wireless access under the assumption of exclusive pricing
and allocation of this task with respect to network usage andapplication provision.
The idea is to combine the medium allocation and pricing in anenhanced medium
access control. Additionally, the pricing methods should be dynamic in nature to
follow the demand and willingness-to-pay variation. This is due to the fact, that
most radio resource goods are like tomatoes, if you do not usethem before the
expiration data, you can throw them away and their utility isabolished. Thus, the
operator can determine the price per good to maximise his monetary gain. To find
out the willingness-to-pay, the operator needs a possibility to get information about
the users, which can be realised by negotiations. Two challenges arise: the automa-
tion of the negotiation procedure and the reduction of signalling effort, especially
over the wireless channel.

The negotiation procedure is realised by a multi-unit sealed-bid auction which has
a smaller and a predictable signalling effort in contrast tothe open and sequen-
tial auction. The discriminatory auction is chosen to prevent bluffing and the user
knows exactly the value he has to pay for a good. The negotiations are executed by
software agents which are algorithms implemented in the medium access control.
These agents deal with real money, therefore they have to be designed such that
both the operator and the users have confidence in these algorithms. The agent rep-
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resenting the user, has to evaluate the data and their sending urgency, determine the
radio resource goods needed for transmitting these data, estimate the behaviour of
the other user terminals, and calculate the bids. A solutionof such a radio auction
agent is proposed in this thesis for which a suboptimal realisation is investigated to
reduce the computational effort. The core entity which evaluates and exploits the
information is the bidding strategy. Several realisation possibilities are proposed
and their behaviours in the simulations fulfil the expectations. The leverage of the
operator is the reserve price which can vary in two consecutive auctions. Based on
the different bidding strategies the reserve price calculator faces to, the monetary
gain is different. Besides the attempt to increase the bids as high as possible, the
reserve price also serves as a signalling controller by allowing only to convey bids
above it.

The protocol ERAMA can be implemented in new radio access technologies be-
yond3rd generation or in established technologies. Wireless communication sys-
tems tend to transmit more and more with higher data rate to meet the growing
demand for data rate in applications. As the implementationproposal in IEEE
802.16 shows, the overall signalling effort is only around2%, whereas the purely
additional effort for the auction procedure is below1% in the simulation. ERAMA
is suitable for allocating a large number of radio resource goods for high data rate
transmission and short auction frame repetition. But, it can also be envisaged that
ERAMA can be applied to low data rate transmission and long auction frame rep-
etition.

ERAMA, in this stadium, is capable of managing a one-to-one connection between
two parties, like a base station and a user terminal. More andmore places are
covered by several radio access technologies mostly designed for different applica-
tions. To lower access blocking probability and increase spectrum usage efficiency,
the terminal can be connected to several radio access technologies simultaneously.
The data traffic can be divided to the different radio access technologies accord-
ing to the load of the different cells, the suitability of transmitting data of a proper
service class, and the prices. An extension of ERAMA to user terminals with this
multi-homing capability is proposed in [107] and [112]. Thebehaviour of this ex-
tension can be studied for several established radio accesstechnologies like UMTS
and WLAN. The proposed algorithm of the additional entity can be compared with
smart functionalities like neuronal networks, fuzzy logic, etc.

Furthermore, it could be envisaged that different algorithms, can be observed, e.g.
evaluation of performance, convergence time, computational effort, power con-
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sumption, and accuracy. Based on the observation, another instance, which can
be a machine learning method, can learn about the behaviour and decide whether
to replace this algorithm. That is, a cognition instance controls the radio access cog-
nition entity as proposed in [109]. This extended control instance can be applied to
ERAMA [87]. For example, to replace the bidding strategy by changing the cell,
because the user terminal may face a very different environment. Furthermore, an
additional bidding strategy can run in parallel in a test phase. The algorithms can
be exchanged if a better performance is expected based on thetest phase.



A Proposition of Section 2.3.1

Proposition: If the bidders have private information and seek to maximizethe
number-oriented gain according to Equation (2.16), then itis a weakly dominant
strategy to bid trulyβ(x) = x.

Proof: Without loss of generality let the reserve price ber = 0. In the following
the bidding strategy is searched which achieves the highestgain for all possible
outcomes of the discriminatory auction. ThereforeNG + 1 cases will be closely
considered. The valuesxg (g = 1, . . . , NG) of the bidder are sorted in a decreasing
orderxg ≥ xg+1. Because the values are the cost constraints and a discriminatory
auction takes place, the bids are limited by0 ≤ bj(g) ≤ xg. For a proper bid
constellation the bidsbj (j = 1, . . . , NG) are also ordered in a descending manner,
whereby there exists a bijective mapping function from the set of the value indexg
to the set of the bid indexj for each proper bid constellation. This means, the order
of the values needs not to be the same as the bid order. All the bids of the other
bidders denoted bycg are also ordered in a descending manner, only the highest
NG ones are considered, because the other values do not affect the outcome of the
auction.

In the followingNG + 1 possible outcomes will be considered, the best bidding
strategies, i.e. the set of weakly dominant strategies for each case will be deter-
mined, and finally the set of bidding strategies will be gained from the intersection
of the sets of the weakly dominant strategies for all cases.

The first caseq = 0 is that the bidder wins at least zero goods. Under this condition
the set of weakly dominant strategiesB0 is identical to the bid space

B0 = ×
1≤l≤NG

[0; xl]. (A.1)

In the second caseq = 1, it is assumed that the bidder wins at least one good
for sure, which dominates the equality of two competing bidsand the possible
defeat based on the lottery, ifcNG

< x1. Under the conditioncNG
= xg̃ (g̃ =

1, · · · ,NG,e), bg̃ = cNG
is the necessary condition of the dominant strategy and

yields to the same final resultβ(x) = x. Equality will thus be neglected in the
following. This means that at least one bid is higher than theN th

G highest bid of



the others, therefore the following condition has to be fulfilled

cNG
< b1 ≤ max

g
xg = x1. (A.2)

If cNG
is known, then all bidding strategies are weakly dominant towin at least

one good for sure which fulfills Equation (A.2). Now, it is assumed thatcNG
is

unknown. Under the condition to win at least one good, the weakly dominant
strategy is to bid the highest valuex1 which is simultaneously the highest bidb1 =

x1. Therefore the set of weakly dominant strategiesB1 for caseq = 1 is

B1 = {x1} ×
2≤l≤NG

[0; xl]. (A.3)

In the next caseq = 2, the bidder wins at least2 goods. That is the bidb2 has to be
higher thancNG−1. The necessary condition is (recalling thatb1 ≥ b2)

cNG−1 < b2 ≤ max
2≤g≤NG

x = x2. (A.4)

The set of weakly dominant strategiesB2 to win at least2 goods is

B2 = [x2; x1] × {x2} ×
2≤l≤NG

[0; xl]. (A.5)

For the caseq = k (k = 3, . . . , NG), it is straight forward. The condition for case
q = k is

cNG−k+1 < bk ≤ max
k≤g≤NG

x = xk, (A.6)

where the set of weakly dominant strategiesBk for caseq = k is

Bk = ×
1≤l<k

[xk; xl] × {xk} ×
k<l≤NG

[0; xl]. (A.7)

To find the set of weakly dominant strategies, the intersection of all set of the
weakly dominant strategies has to be taken, to find this strategies which are weakly
dominant regardless of the outcome

B =
⋂

0≤q≤NG

Bq = ×
1≤g<NG

{xg}. (A.8)

Consequently, true bidding is a weakly dominant strategy.�
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B Proposition of Section 2.3.3

Proposition: If symmetrical bidders(NI ≥ 2) with private information convey
bids according to the statistic model in Section 2.3.2, the optimal reserve price,
which maximizes the auctioneer’s expected revenue in a uniform-price auction, is
in the interval(0,ω).

Proof: At first, the expectation of the auctioneer’s revenue will bederived and the
first derivation will be proposed. Afterwards, the first derivation will be considered
at the points of interests, that is0 andω.

Expectation of the Revenue

fB(b) is the joint density of all ordered bidsb. All NI bidders submitNG bids
resulting inNB = NG · NI bids. The expectation of the auctioneer’s gain in a
uniform-price auction can be expressed by

P = E {mmax · p} (B.1)

= 0 · r
∫ r

0

∫ b1

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−1

0

fB(b)dbNB
. . . db1

+ 1 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ r

0

∫ b2

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−1

0

fB(b)dbNB
. . . db1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I(1)

+ 2 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

∫ r

0

∫ b3

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−1

0

fB(b)dbNB
. . . db1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I(2)
. . .

+ NG · r
∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG−1

r

∫ r

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−1

0

fB(b)dbNB
. . . db1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I(2NG)

+ NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG

r

∫ bNG+1

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−1

0

bNG+1fB(b)dbNB
. . . db1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

,
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wheremmax is the number of goods allocated andp is the price paid per good. The
first addend describes th fact that no bid exceeds the reserveprice implicating that
no good is allocated. The furtherNG addends state that a proper number of bids
(≤ NG) exceeds the reserve price. Thus the clearing price still isthe reserve price.
In contrast, in the last addend, theN th

G highest bid is higher than the reserve price.
The market clearing price in a uniform-price auction therefore is this bid.

The densityfB(b) can be described as a permutation of the independent and iden-
tically distributed probability variableBg with probability densityfB(bg) [14] ac-
cording to order statistics

fB(bg) = NB!fB(b1) . . . fB(bNB
). (B.2)

In the following the addends will be simplified. At first considerI(1) in Equation
(B.1)

I(1) = 1 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ r

0

∫ b2

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−2

0

(NB)!fB(b1) . . . FBNB−1
(bNB−1)

· fB(bNB−1)dbNB−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dFB(bNB−1)

. . . db1

= 1 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ r

0

∫ b2

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−3

0

(NB)!fB(b1) . . .
F 2

B(bNB−2)

2!

· fB(bNB−2)dbNB−2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dFB(bNB−2)

. . . db1

= 1 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ r

0

(NB)!fB(b1)
FNB−2

B (b2)

(NB − 2)!
fB(b2)db2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dFB(b2)

db1

= 1 · r ·
(

NB

1

)

(1 − FB(r)) FNB−1
B (r). (B.3)

The addendI(2) is

I(2) = 2 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

∫ r

0

∫ b3

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−2

0

(NB)!fB(b1) . . . FB(bNB−1)

· fB(bNB−1)dbNB−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dFB(bNB−1)

. . . db1
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= 2 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

∫ r

0

∫ b3

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−3

0

(NB)!fB(b1) . . .
F 2

B(bNB−2)

2!
(B.4)

· fB(bNB−2)dbNB−2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dFB(bNB−1)

. . . db1

= 2 · r
∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

∫ r

0

(NB)!fB(b1)fB(b2)
FNB−3

B (b3)

(NB − 3)!
fB(b3)db3
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dFB(b3)

db2db1

= 2 · r ·
(

NB

2

)

(1 − FB(r))2 FNB−2
B (r). (B.5)

The simplified result of the first and second addend, is the gain multiplied by the
probability that two bids are higher than the reserve price and all other bids are
lower thanr according to order statistics. In the same way, theI(l) addends (l =

1, . . . , NG) can be expressed by

I(l) = l · r ·
(

NB

l

)

(1 − FB(r))l FNB−l
B (r), (B.6)

wherel · r is the gain which has the probability thatl bids are higher thanr and
NB − l are lower thanr. The last addend can be simplified in the same way until
the integration ofbNG+1

II = NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG

r

∫ bNG+1

0

· · ·
∫ bNB−1

0

bNG+1

·(NB)!fB(b1) . . . fB(bNB
)dbNB

. . . db1

= NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG

r

bNG+1(NB)!fB(b1) . . . fB(bNG+1)

·F
NB−NG

B (bNG+1)

(NB − NG)!
dbNG+1 . . . db1. (B.7)

With respect toI(l) andII, the expectation of revenue B.1 can be expressed by

P (r) =

NG∑

l=1

l · r ·
(

NB

l

)

(1 − FB(r))l FNB−l
B (r)

+ NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG

r

bNG+1(NB)!fB(b1) . . . fB(bNG+1)

·F
NB−NG

B (bNG+1)

(NB − NG)!
dbNG+1 . . . db1. (B.8)
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Derivation of a Maximisation Condition

For notational clearness, an auxillary functionhl(r,bl) is introduced

hl(r,bl) =

{ ∫ bl

r
hl+1(r,bl+1)fB(bl+1)dbl+1 1 ≤ l ≤ NG

bNG+1
F

NB−NG
B

(bNG+1)

(NB−NG)! l = NG+1

. (B.9)

First of all considering the last addend of Equation B.8 which will be differentiated
by r

II(r) = NG

∫ ω

r

h1(r,b1)fB(b1)db1

= NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

h2(r,b2)fB(b2)db2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

h1(r,b1)

fB(b1)db1

= NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

∫ b2

r

h3(r,b3)fB(b3)db3

︸ ︷︷ ︸

h2(r,b2)

fB(b2)db2fB(b1)db1

= NG

∫ ω

r

· · ·
∫ bl−1

r

∫ bl

r

hl+1(r,bl+1)fB(bl+1)dbl+1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

hl(r,bl)

·fB(bl)dblfB(bl−1)dbl−1 · · · fB(b1)db1

= NG

∫ ω

r

· · ·
∫ bNG

r

bNG+1
FNB−NG

B (bNG+1)

(NB − NG)!
︸ ︷︷ ︸

hNG+1(bNG+1)

·fB(bNG+1)dbNG+1 · · · fB(b1)db1. (B.10)

The derivation ofII is with respect tor

dII(r)

dr
= −NGh1(r,r)fB(r) · 1 − NGh1(r,ω)fB(ω) · 0

+NG

∫ ω

r

∂

∂r
h1(r,b1)fB(b1)db1 (B.11)

with h1(r,r) =

∫ r

r

h2(r,b2)fB(b2)db2 = 0,
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where

∂

∂r
h1(r,b1) =

∂

∂r

∫ b1

r

h2(r,b2)fB(b2)db2

= −h2(r,r)fB(r) · 1 − h2(r,b1)fB(b1) · 0

+

∫ b1

r

∂

∂r
h2(r,b2)fB(b2)db2

=

∫ b1

r

∂

∂r
h2(r,b2)fB(b2)db2. (B.12)

Therefore,

dII(r)

dr
= NG

∫ ω

r

∂

∂r
h1(r,b1)fB(b1)db1

= NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG−1

r

∂

∂r
hNG

(r,bNG
)

·fB(bNG
)dbNG

· · · fB(b1)db1

= NG

∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG−1

r

−r
FNB−NG

B (r)

(NB − NG)!
fB(r)

·fB(bNG
)dbNG

· · · fB(b1)db1

= −NGr
FNB−NG

B (r)

(NB − NG)!
fB(r)

·
∫ ω

r

∫ b1

r

. . .

∫ bNG−1

r

fB(bNG
)dbNG

· · · fB(b1)db1

= −NGrfB(r) ·
(

NB

NG

)

(1 − FB(r))NG FNB−NG

B (r). (B.13)
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After simplifying the derivation of termII, the derivation of the expectation Equa-
tion (B.8) can be expressed by

dP (r)

dr
=

NG∑

l=1

l ·
(

NB

l

)

(1 − FB(r))l FNB−l
B (r)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

i)

+rfB(r)

·
NG∑

l=1

l ·
(

NB

l

)

(1 − FB(r))
l−1

FNB−l−1
B (r) (NB − l − FB(r)NB)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ii)

− NGrfB(r) ·
(

NB

NG

)

(1 − FB(r))
NG FNB−NG

B (r)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

iii)

. (B.14)

In the following this derivation will be considered in the vicinity of 0 andω. The
casesr < 0 andr > ω are trivial because for the first issue the derivation is always
zero and for the second always negative. It is shown that the expected revenue does
not decrease in(0; ǫ) for a properǫ > 0, but increases forfB(r) 6= 0, r ∈ (0; ǫ).

r = 0 Consideration

The PDFfB(b) is only greater zero inb ∈ [0; ω] and thusfB(b) is always greater
zero in(0; ω0] with 0 < ω0 ≤ ω. The derivation of the expected revenue Equation
(B.14) is considered. The termi) is always greater or equal to zero in(0; ω). Thus
the termii) andiii) have to be considered in the vicinity of zero. At first, the term
ii) is greater zero if

NB − l − FB(r)NB > 0 (B.15)

⇒ g(r) = 1 − FB(r) >
l

NB

. (B.16)

The functiong(r) is decreasing, continuous and takes the valuesg(0) = 1 and
g(ω) = 0. According to the theorem of Bolzano [118], there exists anǫ0 for which
equation

g(ǫ0) =
1

NI

≥ l

NB

∀l = 1, . . . , NG (B.17)
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helds. Thus for all0 < ǫ < ǫ0, g(ǫ) > g(ǫ0) and the inequality is fulfilled.
Consequently, forr ∈ (0; ǫ0) the termii) is greater zero.

Second, consider the interval(0; ǫ0). The termiii) always is smaller zero and for
r = 0 also zero. TheN th

G addend ofii) is greater zero in(0; ǫ0). Thus, it will be
shown that the difference is greater zero in the interval(0; ǫ1). The subtraction of
iii) from N th

G addend ofii) has to be greater zero forr ∈ (0; ǫ1)

(1 − FB(r))
NG−1

FNB−NG−1
B (r) (NB − NG − FB(r)NB)

− (1 − FB(r))
NG FNB−NG

B (r) ≥ 0

⇒ NB − NG − (NB + 1)FB(r) + F 2
B(r) ≥ 0. (B.18)

The left side of the inequality in Equation (B.18) is a quadratic function inF . This
function is upwards open and has a minimum which is−

(
NG + 0.25(NB − 1)2

)
<

0 at F = NB+1
2 . On the other hand, forF = 0, the left side of the inequality in

Equation (B.18) is greater zero. Based on the theorem of Bolzano, the quadratic
function is decreasing in(0; NB+1

2 ), andFB(r) is increasing, there exists an inter-
val (0; ǫ1) for which the inequality in Equation (B.18) is fulfilled.

Thus, for allr ∈ (0; min{ǫ0,ǫ1}), the derivation Equation (B.14) is greater or equal
zero. Therefore the expected revenue increases inr ∈ (0; min{ǫ0,ǫ1}) and zero
cannot be a maximum. Clearly, this also holds if the probability mass is distributed
in [δ; ω] with δ > 0. The interval is only shifted.

r = ω Consideration

The bids can only take values in the range of[0; ω], that isFB(ω) = 1. Keeping
this in mind, the derivation of the expected revenue atr = ω can be simplified to

dP (r)

dr
|r=ω = −ωfB(ω)NGNI . (B.19)

If fB(ω) > 0, the derivation is negative and the maximum is taken for a value
r < ω. If fB(ω) = 0, the derivation is zero. However, the derivation is negative for
the maximal valuẽω for whichfB(ω̃) > 0. Consequently, the derivation is zero in
the range(ω̃,ω]. Thus, the maximum is taken for a value smallerω. �



Notation and Symbols

β(·) bidding strategy
∆ set of probability distributions
∆r

nTA
number of removed data after thet = (n − 1)TA

∆s
nTA

number of data sent in(nTA; (n + 1)TA)

∆η(Ds,Dr) utility criterion for RBIS
ǫ̂x approximate average ofx

κ(b1, . . . ,bNI
) allocation function depending on bid vectors

µ QoS measure
η utility help function
πj preference of thej class
π(b1, . . . ,bNI

) payment function depending on bid vectors
σ̂x approximate standard deviation ofx

τ Auction period
alc allocation vector in the protocol
bid bid vector in ERAMA which can include additional in-

formation
b bid vector
B the probability variables of the bid vector
B set of bids
c bid vector of all competing bids
C The probability variables of the bid vector of all compet-

ing bids
cat vector including the number of categorised data
Dk,j observation set of thejth observation and thekth prop-

erty
D̃k,j evaluation set of thejth evaluation and thekth property
De sum of data entering the queue
Do sum of data going out of the queue
Dr vector of categorised data requested
Ds vector of categorised data sent
dn data element ofS
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dis resource allocation dissatisfaction
E{·} expectation operator
f Probability density function (PDF)
fC(c) PDF of the competing bids
F CDF

F
(NG)
Xi,g

(z) CDF of the ordered variablesXi,g, i.e. at mostg − 1 of
NG variables are higher thanz

f
(NG)
Xi,g

(z) PDF ofF (NG)
Xi,g

(z)

g good index
g(x) evaluation function
G set of good indicesg
Gi bidder’s gain at an auction
GA autioneer’s gain at an auction
hA(a) histogram ofA
i user identification/index
I set of user indicesi

J(k) number of observations for thekth property
kv cost constraint for bids in ERAMA
M set of all possible combination of observations
map vector including the RRGs constraints based on the cate-

gorised data
NG number of goods
NI number of bidders
Nr number of goods requested
NRRG number of RRGs
Nr,v number of goods won for therth element ofmap

Nsig number of signalling bits
Nv size ofmap

Nw number of goods won
Nw,v number of goods won for thevth element ofmap

P set of properties
P{·} probability
P(G) power set ofG
r reserve price
r∆ relative utility difference
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rinj percentage of injury of the bids submitted with respect to
the ideal RBIS

rs,r relation of the data sent to the data needed
R revenue of the auctioner
s service class number
S symbol alphabet
Sr set of bids which fulfils a proper criterion
TA auction repetition duration
u(·) utility function
user user vector in the protocol includes user information
xi,g user’si evaluation of goodg
xi value vector of useri for the goodxi,g

X probability variable of the value vector
X set of values
y category number
win winning vector in the protocol



Abbreviations

3GPP 3rd generation partnership project
AAA authentication, authorisation, and accounting
all-IP all-Internet protocoll
AM auction mechanism
AMRRG RRG allocation function of AM
AP access point
ARM advanced radio management
ASM advanced spectrum management
BE best effort
BEL basic element
BER bit error rate
BIS bidding strategy
BS base station
CAPEX capital expenditure
CCS cellular communication system
CDF cumulative distribution function
CID connection ID
CPC common pilot channel
CR cognitive radio
cri critical
CS service-specific convergence sublayer
CSC control service class
CSMA/CA carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance
DC data categorisation
DL downlink
DNPM dynamic network planning and management
D-RAMA dynamic RAMA
DIUC downlink interval usage code
DRM data-RRG mapping
E2R EU founded project end-to-end reconfigurability
ED evaluable data



176 Abbreviations

EM economic manager
ERAMA economic radio auction multiple access
FCH frame control header
FPM fixed price market
F-RAMA fair RAMA
GPRS general packet radio service
GPSS grant per single station
GRAM global resource allocation management
GSM global system for mobile communications
IE information element
IEEE institute of electrical and electronics engineers
IFFT inverse fast Fourier transformation
IMT-2000 international mobile telecommunications-2000
IN infrastructure node
IOEM inter operator economic manager
IORM inter operator resource management
IP Internet protocoll
JRRM joint radio resource management
MAC medium access control
MAC CPS MAC common part sublayer
MAI multiple access interference
MAN metropolitan area network
MAS multi-agent system
MCS modulation and coding scheme
MSD most significant bit
nrtPS non-real-time polling service
LMS least-mean-square
LMS RBIS LMS-based RBIS
LRAM local resource allocation management
LREM local resource economic manager
LSD least significant bit
OPEX operational expenditure
OFDM orthogonal frequency division multiple
OFDMA orthogonal frequency division multiple access
PCF point coordination function
PDA personal digital assistant
PDF probability density function



Abbreviations 177

PER packet error rate
PHY physical layer
RAA radio auction agent
RAMA radio auction multiple access
RAT radio access technology
RBIS RRG bidding strategy
RC radio credit
RLC radio link controller
RPC reserve price calculator
RRC radio resource credits
RRG radio resource good
RTG receive/transmission transition gap
rtPS real-time polling service
SC service class
SCH scheduler
SIP session initiation protocol
SLA service level agreement
SNR signal to noise ratio
SNIR signal to noise and interference ratio
SS subscriber station
TDD time division duplex
TTG transmit/receive transition gap
UGS unsolicited grant service
ucri uncritical
UIUC uplink interval usage code
UL uplink
UPM user profile manager
UT user terminal
UT-ID user terminal identification
WIMAX worldwide interoperability for microwave access
WLAN wireless local area network
WT worse timer
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